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ABSTRACT
The solution of a form of the steady-state continuity equation for ionized
hydrogen is used in conjunction with a steady-state model of the ionospheric
F2-layer to show that transfer of ionization between the F2-layer and the
protonosphere at a rate sufficient to affect the structure of the mid-latitude
daytime layer cannot be maintained by a diffusion process » This theory is
combined with the observed diurnal variation of the electron density at the
F2-layer maximum to formulate a steady-state model describing the diurnal ex-
change of ionization between the ionosphere and the protonosphere » The rate
at which ionization diffuses downward into the ionosphere at night is shown
to be dependent upon the daytime ion temperature in the topside ionosphere
=
An expression is derived for the rate of heat input in the topside iono-
sphere which includes the contribution from photoelectrons which originate
at and below the F2- layer maximum o Daytime electron and ion temperature
profiles are obtained over the altitude range between 120 and 1000 km from
solutions of the steady-state heat conduction equation o These are found to
be in good agreement with observation.
An expression is derived for the heating of the protonosphere by photo-
electrons which originate at F2-layQr heights. The protonospheric temperature
distribution is calculated under the assumption that cooling of the protono-
sphere is effected only by conduction of heat downward into the ionosphere.
The effect of the downward flow of heat on the structure of the ionosphere is
described for both daytime and nighttime situations.
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1, GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
lol The Neutral Atmosphere
One of the most striking features of the earth's atmosphere is the rapid
diminution of density with altitude. Though the atmosphere extends for many
thousands of kilometers above the earth's surface^ one-half of the material
of which it is composed is found below the 6 km level. At an altitude of
-15
300 km the concentration of particles is about 10 that at ground level^
corresponding to an excellent vacuum by laboratory standards
o
A perpetual state of motion is the dominant characteristic of the lower
atmosphere,, In the extreme lower atmosphere both horizontal and vertical
motions are made the more evident by the condensation of the trace constituent
water vapor. Above about 15 km the density of water vapor is so low that con-
densation rarely occurs. The atmosphere is still characterized by winds and
vertical currents, however^ and this continual stirring keeps the atmosphere
well mixed o Thus, water vapor is still found as high as 80 km, and the atmos-
phere here can still be described as air^ however rarilied, in the sense that
the relative abundance of the constituents is very nearly the same as that
near the surface of the earth
.
With further increase of altitude, the chemical composition is observed to
change. This change begins near the 80 km level with the dissociation of water
vapor by solar radiation, a process which is responsible for the existence
of the atomic hydrogen at higher altitudes. The dissociation of molecular
oxygen begins near the 100 km level, and this process is the source of the atomic
oxygen found at higher altitudes. These atomic constituents, along with atomic
helium (which is thought to be supplied through radioactive processes in the
earth's crust)_, are the ultimate source of the upper ionosphere.
The chemical composition above the 100 km level is further altered by
another transition that takes place at this level in that mixing of the atmos-
phere here gives way to diffusive separation. This does not mean that atmos-
pheric winds cease above this level. The transition is a consequence rather of
the decrease of atmospheric density: the time constant for diffusive separation
of the various constituents has become shorter than the time scale of the
"overturning" by vertical currents that would tend to keep the constituents
mixed. The atmosphere above 120 km is to a very good approximation in a state
of diffusive equilibrium. Thus each constituent is distributed independently
of the others in such a way that the gradient of partial pressure counteracts
the force exerted by gravity on unit volume of that constituent . The princi-
pal vertical motion in this medium characterized by several constituents in
diffusive equilibrium is a diurnal one due to solar heating. This motion is
negligible at the 120 km surface and increases in amplitude with altitude above
this level. The change of composition at a surface of constant altitude brought
about by this "diurnal breathing" of the upper atmosphere may be easily calcu-
lated, except at very high altitudes where processes other than simple diffusive
separation must be considered.
A fundamental parameter of the neutral atmosphere is the kinetic tempera-
ture. Figure 1.1 shows the altitude variation of the temperature. The region
above about 100 km, characterized by a temperature that increases rapidly with
altitude before leveling off at a rather high value^ is called the thermosphere
.
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The thermosphere is heated by the solar ultraviolet radiation at a rate which
increases rapidly with altitude above 100 km^ reaching a maximum near 180 km,
and decreasing rather slowly with altitude above this level » Cooling of the
thermosphere is effected by infrared radiation from atomic oxygen. The cooling
rate attains a maximum at the level where the atomic oxygen is found in the
greatest concentration, which is near the 100 km level. As a result, down-
ward conduction of heat plays a major role in maintaining the thermal balance
of the thermosphere, and this is responsible for the large temperature gradient.
The temperature in the isothermal region above about 250 km is a strong
function of time of day and epoch of solar cycle. Representative limits of
o o
the diurnal variation are 700 K and 1100 K at the minimum of the solar cycle
o o
and 1000 K and 2000 K at the maximum of the solar cycle. It is this temperature
variation that results in the diurnal rise and fall of the upper atmosphere.
The temperature limits just quoted are taken from the theoretical upper
atmosphere models of Harris and Priester (1962) . These models are calculated
from simultaneous solution of the time-dependent heat conduction equation and
the equations of diffusive equilibrium for a multi-component atmosphere with
time-independent composition at the 120 km level. They provide as a function
of altitude above this level, the temperature of the atmosphere and the number
density of , N 0^ He, and H for each hour of the day and night. Five
models have been provided to cover the entire solar cycle. The absolute value
and time variation of the rate of heat input as well as the ratio of number
density at the 120 km level of certain constituents have been regarded as
disposable parameters; they have been adjusted to give reasonable agreement
with the time variation of mass density near and above the 200 km level deduced
from satellite drag data.
This investigation is concerned with the behavior of the ionized component
of the atmosphere in the region above about 300 km. At no time has it been found
necessary to consider explicitly the effects of the neutral atmosphere below
about 120 km. It has therefore been possible to make consistent use of the models
of Harris and Priester throughout the course of the investigation. Unless
otherwise stated^ the neutral gas temperature and the number density of each
neutral constituent are taken from these models .
1 .2 The Ionized Component of the Atmosphere
With the possible exception of a contribution from cosmic radiation to
the formation of the lowest layers^ the regions of ionization that are found in
the upper atmosphere owe their existence^ directly or indirectly^ to the ionizing
power of the solar radiation. Some ionization is found at all altitudes above
about 55 km, the level of the transient C-layer. Originally, it was thought that
this ionization existed in the form of discrete layers, separated by regions
of negligible ion content. It is now known that these "layers," (distinguished
by the prefix D, E and F) are little more than slight enhancements in an
electron density that increases montonically with altitude up to the F2-layer
maximum. This is illustrated by the typical electron density profile shown in
Figure 1.2. The original nomenclature has been retained, however, and an attempt
has been made to indicate current usage by the labels appearing in the figure.
Electron density profiles up to the F2-layer maximum may be obtained through
the technique of ground based ionospheric sounding. This technique makes use of
the fact that the ordinary circularly polarized component of an electromagnetic
wave sent vertically upward into the atmosphere will be reflected at the level
where the plasma frequency is equal to that of the frequency of the wave. At
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frequencies above the plasma frequency at the F2-layer maximum— the so-called
critical frequency--the wave is not returned^ and no information can be obtained
on the electron density profile above the F2-layer maximum by this technique.
This region has been given the name the topside ionosphere .
For a number of years the technique of ground-based ionospheric sounding
was the only tool which could be used to obtain information about the ionosphere^
and the extent and structure of the topside ionosphere remained a mystery. The
breakthrough occurred in the early 1950' s with the development of a theory link-
ing the propagation of atmospheric whistlers with the electron density far
above the F2-layer maximum (Storey, 1953) . Modern technology has since con-
tributed a number of other methods of studying the region, and the physics of
the topside ionosphere is now probably at least as well understood as that of
the lower ionosphere. More will be said of the ways and means of exploring
the topside in Chapter 2.
Further discussion of the lower side of the ionosphere is beyond the scope
of this investigation, except insofar as the processes occurring in this region
influence the topside. In this sense the entire F2-layer must be regarded as
part of the topside ionosphere, and a detailed discussion of the physics of
this layer is therefore essential. This will be the subject of Chapter 3. A
very brief discussion is necessary here,- however, in order that the objectives
of the research described in this report may be clearly set down.
The plasma of the F2-layer is one of oxygen ions and electrons. Other
ionic constituents are present, but they contribute significantly to the ion
density only in the lower part of the F-region. The oxygen ions are created by
photoionization of atomic oxygen and disappear through chemical reactions that
will be described later. The only point to be made here is that the rate of
production of these ions exceeds the rate at which they are lost throughout a
region which begins at a level a short distance below the maximum and extends
upward o The steady-state F2-layer is therefore characterized by a downward .
flow of ionization over much of its extents This flow is one of diffusion of
oxygen ions and electrons through the dominant neutral constituent present in
this altitude range^ atomic oxygen.
In addition to ions of atomic oxygen, the topside ionosphere is composed
of helium and hydrogen ions. The chemistry of these ions will be discussed in
the next chapter. All that needs be mentioned here is thatj, as in the case of
oxygen ions, the rate of production differs from the rate of loss over much of
the region which they occupy, with the result that diffusive transport is again
a phenomenon to be considered.
Now throughout the topside (and the F2-layer as well) collisions between
ions and neutral constituents and close ion-ion encounters are sufficiently
rare that the magnetic field of the earth has a profound influence on the move-
ment of ionization. As regards diffusion, this influence is such that diffusion
across lines of magnetic force does not occur. As diffusion of ionization is
characteristic of both the F2-layer and the topside ionosphere, it may be ex-
pected that the structure of this region of the ionosphere exhibits a varia-
tion with location and altitude that is strongly correlated with the form and
orientation of the earth's magnetic field, <,and this is indeed the case.
The variation with longitude of the structure of the F2-layer and the top-
side is primarily a diurnal variation, and may be analyzed by consideration of
the situation at a fixed longitude for different times of the day. The
latitude variation of structure is, on the other hand, not so much due to
differences of solar zenith angle, as to differences of magnetic field orien-
tation. A degree of symmetry is added if the coordinate system employed is
one of geomagnetic latitude . This system is defined by the plane of symmetry
which intersects at right angles the axis of the centered dipole field which
most closely approximates the magnetic field of the earth = The system has
been widely adopted; further details such as the transformation to geographic
latitude will not be needed for this investigation , The dipole field and the
geomagnetic latitude are illustrated in Figure 1,3.
Inspection of Figure 1.3 will reveal that the curvature of the lines of
force is appreciable at F2-layer heights for geomagnetic latitudes below about
o
30 . This curvature introduces peculiarities in the structure of the F2-layer
(the equatorial anomaly ), and theory is correspondingly more difficult than at
higher latitudes. It can also be seen from Figure 1.3 that high latitude
field lines extend to very great altitudes and couple the ionosphere to the
interplanetary medium. The result of this is that the ionosphere above about
o
65 geomagnetic latitude is frequently in a disturbed state. The existence
of a belt of high energy trapped particles at this latitude is a further com-
plication. For these reasons, the analysis will be restricted to latitudes
o obetween 30 and 65 --the so-called middle geomagnetic latitudes.
The whole of the topside ionosphere may be rather accurately described
+ + -•-
as a region of three ionic constituents (0
,
He
,
H ) and electrons in a state
of diffusive equilibrium. Unlike the situation for the neutral constituents,
however, this does not imply that each constituent is distributed independently
of the others. Under the influence of gravity alone, the electrons, because
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of their small mass^ would take up a distribution decreasing with altitude
much more slowly than the distribution of any of the ionic constituents. Such
a situation cannot occur in the highly conducting ionospheric plasma and is
prevented by the presence of a vertically directed electric field of magnitude
sufficient to overcome the separative power of gravity and maintain charge
neutrality. It is this electric field that couples the distribution of each
ionic constituent to that of the others o The theory of diffusive equilibrium
of a mixture of gases composed of charged particles will be examined in Chapter 2
As in the case of neutral particle gases^ it is characteristic of a mix-
ture of different ion species and electrons in diffusive equilibrium that the
lightest constituent eventually dominates at high altitudes o Thus^ the topside
ionosphere eventually becomes a region of hydrogen ions and electrons, and this
region extends to very great altitudes indeed, finally merging with the inter-
planetary medium. The name protonosphere has been proposed for this region
(Johnson, 1960) , The altitude at which hydrogen first becomes the dominant
ion is highly variable in time and in latitude. Generally, it occurs between
about 1000 and 2000 km. The 1000 km level has been adopted as the base of the
protonosphere in this investigation. It is convenient to distinguish the
protonosphere as a region separate from the topside ionosphere. The nature
of this distinction will be further clarified below.
The curvature of the lines of force of the earth's magnetic field must
be taken into account even at middle-geomagnetic latitudes in an analysis of
the protonosphere (see Figure 1,3). It was pointed out earlier that these
lines of force have a constraining influence on the ionization such that dif-
fusion of the ionization can take place only along the lines of force. Thus,
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ionization can enter or leave the tube of magnetic force that extends from
the base of the protonosphere to the plane of the geomagnetic equator only at
the two ends (marked A and B in Figure lo3)o It is therefore essential to
examine the behavior of the protonosphere with regard to behavior of the
ionization contained within a tube of force o The curvature of the field
lines over the range of altitude below the 1000 km level may be neglected at
middle-geomagnetic latitudes, and, as the field lines are inclined rather
steeply to the horizontal, it is possible to conduct the analysis of the topside
ionosphere in terms of the production, loss and movement of ionization within
a vertical column
o
1 »3 Objectives of the Investigation
Most of the assumptions fundamental to the investigation have now been
stated o The behavior of the topside ionosphere may be analyzed in terms of the
production, loss and movement of ionization within a vertical column extending
from the lower F region to the 1000 km surface » Production and loss of ioni-
zation are negligible in the protonosphere, and a complete description of
this region is obtained by specification of (1) the electron content and
distribution within a tube of magnetic force bounded by the 1000 km surface
and the equatorial plane and (2) the rate of change of the content due to
transport of ionization through the ends of the tube. By coupling between the
ionosphere and the protonosphere is meant the transport of ionization and of
thermal energy across the 1000 km surface
«
The object of the research described herein is to attain a quantitative
understanding of the coupling between the ionosphere and the protonosphere
»
In particular the question to be answered is whether or not the diffusion of
13
ionization downward across the 1000 km surface has an appreciable effect on
the morphology of the F2- layer
o
1 o4 Outline
There is at present no way of measuring directly the rate at which ioni-
zation is tran.sported by diffusion processes in the upper atmosphere o However^
its movements can be traced by following the variations in content of various
ionospheric regions where production and loss processes are negligible » For
instance^ a downward flow of ionization across unit area of the 1000 km surface
can only be maintained at the expense of The content of the protonospheric
field tube defined by this areao Me,isurem,ents of the dispersion of atmospheric
whistlers have been used for some time to deduce electron densities in the
plane of the geomagnetic equator, and ought therefore to provide some indication
of the total electron content of ^ protcnospheric field tube » The electron
density in the equatorial plane is, however, a function of both total electron
content and protonospheric temperature o The relation of the whistler disper-
sion to these quantities has been investigated ana is described in Chapter 2,,
The theory of the formation of the F2-layer is reviewed in Chapter 3, and
an estimate is obtained for the magnitude of the downward flow of ionization
needed to affect the structure of the layer o A theoretical treatment of
ionosphere-protonosphere coupling follows in Chapter 4^ where a steady-state
model for coupling through e:5£change of ionization is set up for daytime and
for nighttime conditions
o
An investigation of the thermal structure of the ionosphere is described
in Chapter 5o This problem has been treated previously by Hanson and Johnson
(1961)^ by Hanson (1963), and by Dalgarno et alo (1963"» » The present treatment
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differs from these in that heat transport by thermal conduction is included
in the calculations. It was first noted by Hanson (1963) that a large percen-
tage of the photoelectrons released by photoionization of atomic oxygen in the
F region are able to travel vertically upward through the topside and into the
protonosphere^ heating these regions as they lose energy „ A model for this
heating process has been set upj, and detailed calculations for the rate of
heat input to the topside are included in this chapter.
This analysis is extended in Chapter 6 to derive the rate of heat input
to a protonospheric field tube. The only mechanism for cooling the protono-
sphere is conduction of heat downward through the 1000 km surface. Estimates
of the thermal energy content of a protonospheric field tube and the rate at
which this tube cools by night are obtained . The effect of this downward flux
of heat on the thermal structure of the nighttime ionosphere .iJS described.
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2o THE TOPSIDE IONOSPHERE AND THE PROrONOSPHERE
2.1 Introduction
In the opening chapter it was remarked that the topside io^.osphere consists
of a mixture of electrons and of ions of oxygen^ helium and hydrogen which^ to
a first approximation^ may be considered to be in a state of diffusive equi-
librium. In this chapter a better approximation to the distribution of the
ion species present in the topside will be fo'^mula^ec.
Departures from a state of aiffusi'/e equilibrium are brought about over
some regions of the topside by the control ci chemic-.l processes and over other
regions by diffusive transport of ionization. It i; convenien* to distinguish
the regimes of departure from diffusive equi libriuEE by the following terminology:
(i) If an ionic constituenr is produce i by and lost through chemical
processes^ then the region over which the rate of loss per unit volume
is equal to the rate of production per uni* volume is one of chemical
equilibrium . For an ionic constituent proaucea by photoionization
and lost through a chemical proces-j, the region over which the two
rates are equal is one of photccheirical equi librium -
(ii) Diffusive transport of a particular ionic co'stituent may result
either from Inequality of procuc^ior: and loss rate over » region of
the topside or from a source of ionization external to the '^opsideo
If the departure of the distribution of this constituent from that
of diffusive equilibrium recui'^ed to maintain this flew is smali^
then the region is one of fast diffusion o If the required distri-
bution differs markedly f:'cm +ha* of diffusive equilibrium '^he -'egion
is one of slow diffusion.
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Since any departure from a distributioE of diffusive equilibrium is attended
by a diffusive flow^ it follows that regions of chemical and photochemical
equilibrium are also regions of either slow diffusion or fast diffusion
o
The behavior of a plasma composed of electrons and three species of
ions is very complicated^ and several assumptions are necessary to reduce the
problem to manageable proportions o These assumptions will be set forth in
Section 2 „3^ where the equations governing the ion distributions are presented,
The principal assumption^ which may be stated at this time^ is that the
explicit time dependence of all physical quantities will be ignored. Where
it is necessary to consider phenomena which result from differences between
the daytime and nighttime structure of the topside (as in Chapter 4)^ the
analysis will be carried out using a steady-state model for each of these
periods „
A short discussion of the production and loss processes which govern the
ion species present In the topside follows in Section 2 o2 » The theory of
diffusion processes occurring in the topside is presented in Section 2 .,3 =,
With the aid of the equations derived in this section, the structure of the
topside and of the protonosphere may be analyzed; this is done in Sections 2.4
and 2 <,5^ respectively » Section !2o6 follows with a review of the techniques of
measuring the composition and temperature of the topside. The chapter is
concluded with a section of the relation between the dispersion of a whistler
and the electron temperature in the protonosphere
»
It is convenient to terminate this introductory section with a short
digression on the subject of notation and terminology o The symbol n will be
used to denote the number of particles per unit volume « Where these particles
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are molecules^ atoms or ions^ the conventional chemical symbol will appear in
parenthesis after this symbol^ as^ for example^ n(0) for atomic oxygen and
+
n(0 ) for atomic oxygen ions . The term concentration will be used when refer-
ring to the number of any of these constituents per unit volume. An exception
to this convention occurs in the treatment of a mixture of gases^ where on
occasion^ subscripted notation is used to distinguish between the gases present
o
Where the particles are electrons^ the symbol n will be used^ and this will
be called the electron density o It should be emphasized that this is a number
density and not a mass density » Exceptions to this terminology for the electrons
may occur_, as in the phrase^ "equality in the concentration of electrons and
oxygen ions =
2 o2 Chemistry of the Ions Present in the Topside
The presence of oxygen ions is due to photoionization of atomic oxygen by
solar radiation in the far ultraviolet and the X-ray region of the spectrum.
The ionization is produced at a rate of q per unit volume which_, at F2-liyer
heights and above^ is very nearly proportional to the concentration of atomic
oxygen. Thus^ the production rate over this region exhibits an altitude depen-
dence which is the sair.e as that of atomic oxygen.
Loss of oxygen ions takes place through the reaction
-i- XY —^ XO" r Y% (2,1)
followed by
XO^ 4- e —^ X' -:- 0\ (2.2^
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where XY is a molecular species (molecular oxygen or molecular nitrogen) ; the
primes are used to denote the fact that the end products may be in an excited
state. The first reaction is one of ion-atom interchange^ while the second
is one of dissociative recombination. Near the F2~layer and above, the first
reaction proceeds at the slower rate, and the rate of loss is therefore jointly
f
proportional to n(0 ) and n(XY) o In this range of altitudes the concentration
of molecular ions is much less than that of oxygen ions and it follows that
n(0 ) - n . It is therefore possible to set the loss rate equal to 3n
,
e "^ e
where p is the loss coefficient and lias the altitude dependence of the mole-
cular species which is dominant in the ion-atom interchange reaction
o
The region of photochemical equilibrium for oxygen ions is located some
distance below the F2-layer maximum o The increase with altitude of the effec-
tiveness of diffusion over loss as the process preventing accumulation of
ionization is responsible for the existence of this maximum o A short distance
above the maximum there is a transition from a region of slow diffusion to
one of fast diffusion. Thus, even though the topside ionosphere is charac-
terized by the presence of a rather large downward flow of oxygen ions, the
distribution of these ions is very close to one of diffusive equilibrium.
The existence of an ionized medium extending upward over a distance of
several earth radii was first inferred from the propagation of atmospheric
whistlers (Storey, 1953) . This medium is one of hydrogen ions and electrons
which are created by the chemical process of charge exchange over a region
near and above the F2-layer maximum (Dungey, 1955; Johnson, 1960), As the
difference between the ionization potentials of atomic oxygen and atomic
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ydrogen is a small fraction of the thermal energy^ the charge exchiFige reaction
H
-^i- 0'^=^ e" > (2o3)
roceeds almost equally rapidly in ei+her diiection and thus accounts for both
he production and loss of hydrogen ions » The rare of productio*i of these ions
s jointly proportional to the concentration of neutral hydrogen and atomic
xygen ions with constant of proportionality K (the .rate coefficient)^ while
lie rate of loss is jointly proportional to the concentrations of hydrogen ions
nd atomic oxygen o The coefficient for the loss process is just 8K/9 (Rapp^
963) o It follows that the distribution of hydrogen ions in the region of
hemical equilibrium is given by
4- 9 r « H >
A fact which will be discussed in more detail later is that the distribution
iven by Equation (2o4) is the same as that which is adopted by hydrogen ions
n diffusive equilibrium as a minor constituent in the presence of oxygen ions o
ince hydrogen ions are in fact a minor constituent of the topside in the region
f chemical equilibrium_, it follows that this region is one of fast diffusion
»
he region of chemical equilibrium extends upward to an altitude of about 700 km^,
here a transition to a region of slew diffusion occurs o This region continues
p to the base of the protonosphere and there merges into a region of fast dif-
usion. The diffusion process in the slow diffusion region is one of hydrogen
ons through a mixture of oxygen ions and helium ions „ The physical situation
ere differs considerably from that in the slow diffuslcs. region for oxygen ions
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near the F2-layer maximum^ where the diffusion process is one of oxygen ions
through atomic oxygen.
The realization that ionized helium is present in the topside ionosphere
in sufficient quantity that it is the dominant constituent over part of the
region has come about comparatively recently o This was suggested by Nicolet
(1961); and the first experimental confirmation was reported by Hanson (1962)
from an analysis of data provided by a rocket-borne measurement of topside ion
density (Hale^ 1961) . Subsequent measurements by rocket and satellite have
further confirmed the existence of the helium ion layer
»
The helium ions are created by photoionization of atomic helium and dis-
appear through ion-atom interchange according to the reaction
He"^ +0 —i- HeO"^ +0'^ (2,5)
followed by radiative dissociation (Bates and Patterson^ 1962) „ Calculation of
the distribution of helium ions by these authors indicates that the region of
photochemical equilibrium extends to about 350 km. The downward flow of helium
ions is rather small^ and the region above this altitude is essentially one of
fast diffusion,
2 o3 The Diffusion Equations
The diffusion of one gas through another is due to the relative thermal
motion of the particles of the two gases. The process whereby gas j diffuses
through gas k may be affected by external forces acting on the molecules of gas
j and is opposed by collisions between the particles of gas j and those of gas
k. Viewed macroscopically^ the effect of collisions in opposing diffusion is
analogous to frictional drag and is jointly proportional to the product of the
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concentration of the two gases and their mean relative velocity. Thus_; the
equation of motion of the gas j in the presence of a mixture of gases may be
written (Chapman and Cowling^ 1958):
D V
.
J J
n. m -^r—^ = n F . - V p . t-> 6 n n (v. - v, ), (2o6)
where D /Dt is the time derivative following the motion of the gas » In this
J
equation, n. and m. are the concentration and mass of a particle of gas j,
J J
which, under the action of a force P and a gradient of partial pressure Vp .
' j J
moves through the gas k with relative velocity (v - v ). The terms under the
3
summation will be referred to as the drag terms. The coefficient © is
related to the diffusion coefficient D., according to
©, .-^
.
(2.7)
where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature and n ^ (n + n ).
j k
It was pointed out in the preceding section that diffusion of oxygen
ions and electrons through atomic oxygen is a process fundamental to the for-
mation of the F2-layer„ Further discussion of this particular diffusion
process will be deferred until the discussion of the structure of the F2-layer
in Chapter 3, and attention will be directed in this section to processes of
charged-part icle diffusion occurring in the topside
»
In the derivation to follow it is convenient to distinguish the ion con-
centrations by subscripts rather than by the conventional notation n(0 ),
4.
n(He ) and n(H ) ; the symbols n , n and n will be used, respectively, to
denote these concentrations. The symbol n will, however, be retained for
e '
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the electron density. It will be assumed that the ionic constituents have a
common temperature T , which may differ froEn the electron temperature T .
1 6
As stated previously^ the time dependence will be neglected. Under this
assumption^ the equation governing the distribution of ion species J is
Vp - n F =^^ © n n (v -v, ") ^- © n n (v -v ), (2.8)
j J J ^ jk J k J k" je j e J e- ^
k
with a similar equation for the electrons. The diffusion coefficient for the
ion mixture is given by (Chapman and Cowling^ 1958);
3 12/ "A i^ i'
°j. ^^ ^ 1 F 1^7-.- J^^^'
where
.
2
4dkT
.
A= 1 -> 1 "~l , (2.10)
and e is the magnitude of the electronic charge. The quantity d in Equation
(2,10) is taken to be the interparticle distance by Chapman and Cowling, It
should probably be taken as the Debye length (Ferraro^ 1964) j, but the value
of the diffusion coefficient is scarcely affected by this choice_, since d
appears only in the logarithmic factor. A further difficulty arises because
the theory of Chapman and Cowling is based on the assumption that the tempera-
ture is the same for all constituents^ and the way in which the ion and
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electron temperatures should enter the expression for the electron-ion diffusion
coefficient D is not immediately obvious o This presents no difficulty inje ^ ^
practice^ since^ as will now be shown, the contribution of the electron drag
term to the right-hand side of the Equation (2 .8) is negligible =
Consider first the ratio of I v - v to I v - v, . If this ratio is
'
J e
' I
J k I
large the motion is one of an ion gas composed of ion species j and k drifting
through a gas of electrons--that is, a current o The steady-state currents
which are present in the topside are very small, however, and it may be con-
cluded that this ratio is close to unity o With the aid of Equation (2=9), it
can then be seen that the ratio of the electron drag term to that of the ion
species k is not larger than the quantity
1/2
m I m
. I r
For the mixture of ions considered here, the ratio m /m is at most 16, while
j k
the ratio m /m is at most 1/1843. Thus, the ratio of drag terms is no larger
than 10 (n /n ) . Only if n « n for all k would it be possible for the
e k k e
electron drag term to dominate. However, n « n for all k implies that
k e
n
.
=: n 5 and if large currents do not exist, then it must be so in this case
that (v - V w 0. The result for this case is that the entire left-hand
J e
side of Equation (2 o8) is negligibly small^ and the distribution of ion species
j is close to that of diffusive equilibrium.
Therefore, it may be concluded that the electrons offer negligible re-
sistance to the diffusion of one ion species through another. If this is so,
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however^ then it must be concluded also that the diffusing ions have little or
no effect on the distribution that the electrons take up. Thus, all of the
drag terms in the equation for the electron distribution! are negligiblCj, and
the equations governing the distribution of the ionization in. the Topside are
V P - n F - > , n n, (v - v" ). «2„11)
J J J Z_i 3^- J k J k
•^
V p - n F = Oo C2ol2)
e e e
The force terms must now be specified^ and it is here that further sim-
plifying assumptions are necessary « The topside is permeated by a magnetic
field B^ and the gravitational force which tends to separate the ioims and the
electrons is opposed by an electric field Eo Thus^ quite ge?ierally_j the fo^ce
F acting on an ion of the species j is given by
[ E 4-
-J- X B
j
F.=e(E4 ^xB| -m^g^ (12 dS,
where c is the velocity of light and g is the acceleration of gravity^ with a
similar relation for F « A crossed electric and magnetic iield gives rise to
a drift of ionization in the direction E x B (the Hall drift) a The presence of
the electric field implies an imbalance in the pressure gradient and the gravi-
tational force^ and the resulting force field crossed with the magnetic field
drives a current in the direction of E x B (the Hall current) » The magnitudes
of the Hall drift and the Hall current are rather small^ and detailed considera-
tion of these phenomena is not essential to an understanding of the more
J
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Important steady-stare teitures of the -opside. These features are brought
ibout by dif f uslo*",_, which 5S rem^rkea firlier^ takes place freely only along the
direction of the magnetic f iela .
It will row be ?~=utied fh^t the ^oty-ide ionosohere is plane-stratified and
Dermea^ed bv a u-^ifcTi. tiag-etic f:eld wV:ore direction makes an angle I with the
aorizontai o As the only motion tc be analyzed here Is one of diffusion along
the lines of force of this fields it will be further assumed that the relative
/eloci'^ies ir Equation (.2 11) have no component pe rperci cul ^r to the lines of
force. The m.^ignetic fo^ce term i" Iq,ij,"ion (.2.13' therefore vanishes ; Equation
C2.11."> mus* be modified to cc-foim ^c +hi; constraint imposed on the velocities.
rhis may be accomplished bv *3ki"g 'he -calar proauct of both sides of the
?quation witn a uni'^ vector m the direction oi the mag'^etic field As the
force terms (electric field^ gr^ivity"* ana the pressure gradient are all directed
along the vertical^ the sole efiec^ of ^his operation is to introduce a te">'m
sin I on the lef'-hand sice ot Equa^io". (2.11.')o It is desirable to al+er this
equation further to one vhich expresses the relation between the forces acting
Dn the ionization con-^ained m unit vertical column and the component of rela-
tive velocity along thi+ column » '''his m^y be accomplished by dividing the
i/elocities on the righ"^-hind side of the equi'ion by sin lo
T'hus^ the equations gove'^ning *he dis'' ^ibut ion of ionization which is con-
strained to move only along lines of magnetic force in a plane-stratified model
Df the topside iorosphere are obtainecJ:
dp
^^
—
.
n n (v -V )
—i - r (eF - m g- - M ) ~^i~^ ^—^ o
'^^ J
"
' ^ rv n >D sm^
5- J I' Jk
» - P t _iL__ d
^
(2 14^
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f n (eE + m g) = 0, (2=15)dz e e '
where z is the vertical coordinate^ and the relative velocities are along the
vertical direction^
2.4 The Structure of the Topside Ionosphere
Apart from the regions of chemical and photochemical equilibrium, the only
portion of the topside where the distribution of a constituent differs appre-
ciably from that of diffusive equilibrium is over a region of slow diffusion.
As pointed out in Section 2.2^ there are only two such regions: one for
oxygen ions located very close to the F2-layer maximum, and one for hydrogen
ions between 700 and the base of the protonosphere . The region of slow dif-
fusion for hydrogen ions will be considered in detail in Chapter 4, as it is
this region that regulates the diffusive coupling between the ionosphere and
the protonosphere o With the exception of this region for the hydrogen ions,
the structure of the topside is very accurately represented by a mixture of
electrons and three ionic constituents each in diffusive equilibrium above
their respective levels of chemical and photochemical equilibrium.
The distributions taken up by each of the ionic constituents in a mixture
of ions and electrons in diffusive equilibrium in a gravitational field have
been considered by a number of investigators^ although the work of Mange (1960)
is most often cited. The treatment which is given here follows most closely
that of Hanson (1962) . It will be assumed that the region under consideration
is isothermal; however, allowance will be made lor the possibility that the
temperature common to the ion species present may differ from the electron
temperature
,
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With the foregoing assumptions regarding the temperature and the absence
of a diffusive flow^ Equations (2ol4) and (2.15) take the form
dn n
-~^ ^,-p- (eE - m g),dz K.T. J
(2.16)
dn
dz
e
kr"
(eE f ra g)^
e '
(2.17)
where use has been made of the ideal gas law relating the partial pressure to
the concentration of each constituent and the temperature. Equation (2.16)
governs the distribution of oxygen ions^ helium ions or hydrogen ions^
according as j = 1^ 2 or 3 . The distribution of each of these species is
dependent upon that of the others through the electric field term. This field,
it was pointed out earlier, is required to maintain charge neutrality in the
presence of the separative action of gravity.
It follows from the condition of charge neutrality that the sum of the
left-hand sides of Equations (2.16) is equal to the left-hand side of Equation
(2.17). The equation resulting from this condition provides an explicit
relation for the electric field:
eE = 1 -
m n
J J
+ m (H-T /T )
1 e'
(2.18)
It is convenient to define a mean ionic mass by
(2.19)
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Evide:2tly^ m <^< m and may therefore be neglected in Equation (2.18) o Upon
substitution for ^he electric field from Equation (2=18), the equation gov-
erning the distribution of the ions becomes
dn
The distribution of ion species j may be found by integration of this equation,
There is no further need for the equation governing the electron distribution^
since the elect ron concentration at any level is equal to the sum of the ion
concentrations »
A complication that arises in the integration of Equation (2,20) is the
variation of g with altitude over the topside. This difficulty may be avoided
by transformation to^a variable Z known as the geopotential altitude (some-
times also referred to as the reduced altitude):
(2.21)
where r is the radius of the earth and z is altitude o This transformation has
E
the property that
f-^^ . (2.22)
Upon transformation to the geopotential altitude^ Equation (2 20'* may be
\
integrated to give
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8
n (Z) .= n (Z) exp
J J kT (1 + T /T )1 1 e
m fZl dZ
+
(2 .23)
where
n'(Z) - n exp
J JO
m g
_.J_^ (Z-Z )
kT . o
1
(2 ,24)
The quantity n is the concentration of ion species j that would be found at
the surface of the earth if this constituent were in diffusive equilibrium down
to this level o This, of course, is not the case, but n may also be inter-jo
preted as the concentration at any other level provided that the geopotential
altitude at this level is subs^rituted for Z in Equations (2,23) and (2 ,24) »
o
The integral in Equation (2,23) may be evaluated by a procedure due to
Hanson (1962)^ but details will not be given here. The final result may be
put into the form
2 n
io
T /(T -fT )
e i e
n .(Z) r.: n (Z)
2 n fZ)
(2.25)
The dependence of n
.
(Z) on the distribution of the remaining constituents is
clearly illustrated here. Given the electron and ion temperature and the con-
centration of each of the constituents at any level where all of them are in a
state of diffusive equilibrium^ the distribution of any one of these constitu-
ents over the region where diffusive equilibrium prevails for that constituent
may be found from Equation (2.25),
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It will be shown in Chapter 5 that there is a considerable difference
between electron and ion temperature over much of the topside o By a procedure
described in that chapter^ the calculated ion and electron temperatures are
incorporated into the model of the topside adopted for this calculation . The
altitude variation of the ionic constituents of this model is given by Equation
(2=25), and it is for this reason that T and T. have been retained as separate
' e 1
entities in the derivation of this equation. In the remainder of this chapter
and in Chapter 4, it will be assumed that ion and electron temperatures are
equal over the topside. The effect of this assumption on the results of Chapter 4
will be discussed at the end of that chapter. As regards the analysis of the
relation between the dispersion of a whistler and the electron temperature in the
protonosphere^ to appear in Section 2, 7, this assumption has no effect^ as ion
and electron temperatures are substantially equal in the protonosphere
.
The distribution of ionic constituents and electrons through the topside
that obtains when T = T - 1250 K and the concentration of each constituent at
e 1
the 500 km level is as given in Table 2.1 is illustrated in Figure 2,1 by the
continuous lines. The ordinate is true altitude; the non-linear scale is due to
the fact that the distributions are calculated and plotted in terms of geopoten-
tial altitude.
Ion
O"^ 1 2 X 10^
He"* 2 4 X 10"^
+ 2
H 3 1,5 X 10
Table 2,1. Ion concentration at 500 km for
model shown in Figure 2,1.
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3000
ION CONCENTRATION (CM" )
Figure 2.1 Diffusive equilibrium model of the topside ionosphere
when T = 1250°K and the ion concentrations at 500 km
are assumed to be those listed im Table 2.1. The
broken lines show the distribution of ionization in
the absence of helium ions » The distributions have
been extrapolated below the 500 km level; dotted lines
indicate approximate distributions over regions of
chemical and photochemical equilibrium
o
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The distributions seen here differ markedly from those which would be
taken up by a mixture of three neutral constituents in diffusive equilibrium
in that the concentration of each neutral constituent would decrease mono-
tonically with altitude. This difference is brought about by the electric
field in the manner described below.
Consider first the region over which both helium ions and hydrogen ions
are minor constituents. The electric field will be such as to maintain
approximate equality in the concentration of electrons and oxygen ions, and
the concentration of oxygen ions will decrease more slowly with altitude than
it would under the influence of gravity alone. The magnitude of the upward
force which the field exerts on an oxygen ion is^ from Equation (2=18)
eE = m^g/2,
that is, about one half that of the gravitational force. This same field acts
on the minor constituents present ; for ions of helium and hydrogen, the force
due to the field exceeds that of gravitation by factors of 2 and 8^ respec-
tively. The net force on these ions is therefore in the upward direction, and
this is the reason why the concentration of these constituents must increase
with altitude.
The situation just described is reversed at higher altitudes, where
oxygen ions become the minor constituent . The electric field required to main-
tain charge neutrality among the now dominant light ions and the electrons is
weaker than that required over the region where oxygen ions dominate , The
downward force on an oxygen ion is now larger, and the concentration of oxygen
ions decreases more rapidly with altitude than before.
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The dotted lines in Figure 2ol represent the distribution of each con-
stituent over a region of chemical or photochemical equilibriumo It may be
seen that the altitude dependence of the hydrogen ion concentration in the
region of chemical equilibrium is the same as that of diffusive equilibrium.
There is no physical reason for this; it simply happens that the distribution
given by Equation (2.4) is the same as that obtained from Equation (2.25) when
4-
it is assumed that H" ions are a minor constituent in a mixtuie of ions of
He and .
Inspection of Equation (2.4) will reveal that once a model for the neutral
atmosphere has been chosen^ the concentration of H ions over the region of
chemical equilibrium is fixed by the distribution of ions over this region.
This latter distribution is easily inferred from the altitude and concentration
of the F2- layer maximum^ which is reasonably well known as a function of local
time and epoch of the solar cycle. ThuSj, the specification of a model topside
consisting only of ions of H and at a particular time depends only on the
choice of the ratio n(H)/n(0) . The amount of He ions present in the topside
is_, however^ in no way dependent upon the amount of ionized hydrogen and oxygen
+
present^ and the He ion concentration at^ say;, 500 km may therefore be regarded
as a disposable param.eteEo
Within this context it is interesting to examine the effect on the struc-
ture of the topside of varying the helium ion contents The broken lines in
Figure 2ol represent the distributions that ions of and H would take up
+
in the absence of He ions . The difference is noticable only over a rather
restricted range of altitudes near 1500 km c The important conclusion illus-
trated here is that^ under conditions of diffusive equilibrium^ the concen-
tration of H ions at high altitudes--and most particularly in the equatorial
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.1
plane--is determined by the concentration of these ions in the region of chemi-
cal equilibrium and is independent of the amount of ionized helium present in
the topside o Further reference to this statement will be made in the next
section.
2.5 The Structure of the Protonosphere
Although the helium ion content of the topside ionosphere is somewhat
uncertain^ it is probable that hydrogen ions become the dominant constituent
somewhere in the region between 1000 and 2000 km above the surface of the earth
at middle geomagnetic latitudes o As seen from Figure 2ol and the discussion of
the preceding section_,, this transition is very gradual » Above the transition
level^ the concentration of hydrogen ions decreases with altitude, with the
3 -3
result that very low concentrations (of the order of 10 cm ) are found in
the protonosphere.
In deriving the hydrostatic equations which govern the distribution of
the ions and electrons in the topside--Equations (2ol6) and (2ol7)--the impli-
cit assumption was made that the ionization behaves as a continuous fluid.
The same assumption is also made in calculating the distribution adopted by
the neutral constituents of the atmosphere. In the case of the neutral atmos-
phere it is known that this assumption is no longer valid at altitudes above
about 500 km^ where the mean free path of the particles is sufficiently large
that most of them execute ballistic trajectories under the influence of gravity.
This region is known as the exosphere . The distribution of the atmosphere in
this regionm.ay be found, under equilibrium conditions, from Liouville's
,
theorem. If the possibility of escape of particles is excluded, the resulting
distribution is the same as the hydrostatic distribution. Escape of particles
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does occur_, however_, introducing an anistropy in the velocity distribution
of the exospheric particles. The result is a distribution that departs from
one of hydrostatic equilibrium.
The justification for treating the ionized component of the atmosphere as
a fluid^ even in the protonosphere^ is that escape of charged particles is
prevented by the geomagnetic field. A complete description of the ionization
in the protonosphere is complicated by the pitaence of high-energy trapped
particles. The concentration of these particles is^ however^ very much less
than that of the ionization at thermal energies and does not influence the
distribution of this ionization. It should also be noted that the cross
section for coulomb interaction is^ for the temperature characteristic of the
protonosphere^ sufficiently large that the mean free path of both electrons
and ions is much less than the distance between conjugate ends of the magnetic
field lines .
Thus the distribution of ionization throughout the protonosphere is
governed by a hydrostatic relationship. This distribution is the same for
both electrons and hydrogen ions^ except for a difference near the base of the
protonosphere that is due to the presence of helium ions.
Because of the great extent of the protonosphere and the curvature of the
lines of force of the geomagnetic field over this region^ it is necessary to
work in terms of geocentric distance r rather than altitude. When allowance
is made for the equality of electron and ion temperatures in the protonosphere
and the fact that the mean ionic mass is simply that of a hydrogen ion^
Equation (2 .20) becomes
dn /m.g \
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where m is the hydrogen ion mass » This is the hydrostatic equation for a gas
i
of particles of mass m /2 in an isothermal state „ The quantity
i
2kT
m. g
1
(2„27)
has the dimensions of length and is known as the scale height of the ionization,
These equations are the basis for the treatment to follow in the remainder of
this chapter. For the purpose of simplifying the notation^, the subscripts e
and i will be supressed. No ambiguity arises^ as the tem.perature and concen-
tration of the electrons and ions are equal
o
The ionization in the protonosphere is constrained by the geomagnetic
field to co-rotate with the earth (Johnson, 1960, Hines, 1963) „ A centrifugal
term should therefore be added to the right-hand side of Equation (2o26)o This
term becomes appreciable only at distances in excess of 5 earth radii , As the
lines of force of the geomagnetic field do not rise to such heights at middle
latitudes^ this term will be neglected, The expression for the electron den-
sity distribution is thus obtained by integration of Equation (2o26.">^ which
gives
n = n exp
o H
1 _ i
1 r
(2.28)
where the subscript zero is used to denote quantities evaluated at the base of
the protonosphere.
The ionization m the protonosphere is further constrained by the geo-
magnetic field to move only along the lines of force. It was first pointed out
by Johnson (1960) that_, as a consequence of this^ the distribution of ionization
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is hydrostatic along a line of magnetic force rather than in the vertical
o
The distribution is still given by Equation (2„28"1 provided that the tip of
the radius vector r is taken to lie always on the same line of f orce » This
requirement is satisfied if the equation of the lines of force of a dipole
field.
r cos 9
r ^ 2~ >
o cos 9
(2.29)
is used to eliminate r as the variable in Equation (2o28), to give
n exp
o
r cos 9 „
o o 2
— sec f
H
o
exp (2.30)
This is the equation for the variation of electron density along the line of
force which passes through the point (r
_^
9 )„ Since the quantity inferred from
propagation of atmospheric whistlers is electron density in the plane of the
geomagnetic equator^ the relation given by Equation (2,30) is more useful if
expressed in terms of this quantity- It follows from Equation (2.30) that the
electron density in the equatorial plane n is given by
n = n exp
t o
r cos
o
exp
4r
(2.31^
When this equation is solved for n and substitution into Equation (2.30) is
o
made the expression
n = n exp
r cos 9 „
o o 2
—^ ^an (
o
(2.32)
is obtained,
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The distribution of ionization within the protonosphere that results for
a temperature of 1250 K when values of n are taken from the electron density
profile in the equatorial plane inferred from whistler data is shown in Fig-
ure 2 „2 . This figure is taken from Johnson (1962); the electron density in
the equatorial plane is based on average whistler data (Smith, 1961), The most
striking feature of this figure is the strong latitude variation deduced for I
the electron density at the base of the protonosphere » According to this result,
the electron density at the 1000 km level should decrease by an order of magni-
o o
tude between latitude 45 and latitude 65 . As Johnson (1962) has pointed out,
this is difficult to accept in view of the relative constancy of the density
at the F2-layer maximum over this range of latitude
»
That this result does not necessarily imply a latitude variation of electron
density at the 1000 km level became evident with the realization that helium
ions are present in sufficient quantity in the topside ionosphere to be the major
constituent at this altitude = However^ this does not remove the difficulty,
since, apart from a relatively small correction for the presence of helium ions
in the lower part of the protonosphere, the curves shown in Figure 2 ,2 represent
the distribution of hydrogen ions = Thus, acceptance of the whistler data and
the concept of diffusive equilibrium along magnetic field lines leads to the
conclusion that the concentration of hydrogen ions at the 1000 km level decreases
o o
by nearly an order of magnitude over the range of latitude from 45 to 65 »
Recent measurements of electron density over the 1000 km surface by the
Alouette satellite indicate a decrease of electron density with latitude (Thomas
and Sader, 1964), Within the latitude range of 45 to 65 this decrease is
very much less than the decrease in the hydrogen ion concentration shown in
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Figui-e 2.2 Distribution of ionization along magnetic
lield lines leaving the earth at various
latitudes (after Johnson, 1962), The
broken line represents the distribution in
the equatorial plane, inferred from nose
whistler data.
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Figure 2 .2 » If the decrease of hydrogen ion concentration with latitude is as
large as indicated here^ the only information which these measurements provide
on the ionized hydrogen present in the topside is that it is a minor constitu-
ent at the 1000 km level within this range of latitudes.
The possibility that the method used to infer the latitude dependence of
hydrogen ions may be in error should not be overlooked o The distribution is
assumed hydrostatic along the field lines for a latitude-independent tempera-
o
ture of 1250 . It will be shown in Chapter 6 that the temperature of the pro-
tonosphere is probably at least a factor of 2 greater than this „ However^
increasing the temperature serves only to increase the scale heights This
has the effect of straightening out the curves in Figure 2 o2,, bringing the
concentration at 1000 km more in line with that in the equatorial plane^ and
thus increasing the latitude variation. With regard to the latitude variation
of temperature^ it should be remarked that recent measurements by the Ariel
satellite do indicate a dependence of electron temperature upon latitude
(Willmore et alo^, 1964). This dependence is^ however^ confined mainly to lati-
o
tudes below 30 » What little variation is shown at higher latitudes is such
that the electron temperature increases with latitude o This increases the
scale height at the higher latitudes over that at lower latitudes, and again^
the result is an increase in the latitude variation of hydrogen ion concentra-
tion o
It may be fairly stated that a satisfactory explanation of the latitude
variation of hydrogen ion concentration at the 1000 km level has not yet emerged,
Whether there is in fact a variation of the magnitude presently indicated is a
question that will probably not be resolved until extensive measurements of the
hydrogen ion concentration over the 1000 km surface become available
»
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2 a6 Measurements in the Topside Ionosphere and the Protonosphere
2o6ol Langmuir Probes
If a small metallic sphere is placed in a plasma it is observed that the
sphere takes up a potential that is negative with respect to that of the plasma.
This is a consequence of the fact that the mean thermal velocity of the electrons
is greater than that of the ions and more electrons than ions strike the surface
of the sphere per unit time» If now the sphere is in some manner grounded to
plasma potential, a current will flow to the sphere. With the further addition
of a source of emf in the circuit to provide a variable retarding potential on
the sphere^ the apparatus becomes a simple form of Langmuir probe. It is easily
shown that the electron current to such a probe in the retarding potential
region (V < 0) is given by ^
eAn V
e e
exp
eV
kT (2,33)
where A is the surface area^ e is the magnitude of the electronic charge, v is
the mean thermal velocity and V is the potential of the probe relative to plasma
potential. This expression is independent of the geometry of the probe.
The probe is operated at a voltage which is repeatedly swept from a negative
value, that appreciably retards the electrons, to a small positive value. In-
spection of Equation (2,33) shows that the electron temperature may be deter-
mined from the current-voltage characteristic of the probe independent of electron
density and surface area. Once this has been done, the electron density may be
determined from the observed current at plasma potential. In practice, the
potential of the sphere relative to plasma potential cannot be measured directly,
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but the point on the current- voltage chs.racteristic at which this condition
obtains may be identified ,
Rocket-borne Langmuir probes have been used extensively for measurements
in the lower ionosphere o Wi^ji -rhe exception of electron temperature profiles
in the F region, --to be enlisted in support of the theory presented in Chapter
5--these measurements are not relevant to the structure of the topside and will
not be discussed here. Meas'jrement? of electron temperature and density over
the topside ionosphere have been obtained from modified Langmuir probes flown
on the satellites Explorer VIII a.nd Ariel lo The electron temperature measure-
ments obtained by Ariel I are of particular interest and will be described here.
The satellite went into operation a few days after launch on April 26, 1962.
It functioned well until it was damaged by the high-siltitude nuclear explosion
of July 9; intermittent data were received thereafter until August 22. Some
70,000 measurements of density and temperature were made during the period.
The type of Langmuir probe used was characterized by an applied voltage which,
in addition to the sweep voltage, possessed a component made up of two small-
amplitude sine waves of similar f?'equeney (the Druyvesteyn probe). Certain
advantages in telemetry accrued from operation of the probe in this mode; it
was also observed that the effect of the photoemission from the probe was elimi-
nated, as were variations m the positive ion current to the probe resulting
from satellite rotation.
The results of the reduction of 'he electron temperature data have been
published recently (Willmore e_^ a^»;' 1964) = The important features are the
following
;
(i) Diurnal vari ation
The electron temperature at the 1000 km level increases rather
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o
rapidly from a minimum value of about 1200 K near 0400 hours local
o
time, leveling off near 0800 hours at about 2100 Ko A decrease sets
in near 1600 hours local time and this continues at a uniform rate
until 2200 hours^ with a slower decrease thereafter. No important
differences in this pattern are found over the range of altitudes
between 600 km and 1200 km.
(ii) Altitude variation
The region between 600 km and 1200 km is very nearly isothermal o A
small positive (temperature increasing with altitude) gradient is
found o There is no significant difference in the magnitude of the
gradient between day and night. Limited data available for the 400 km
level indicate that the gradient increases with decreasing altitude.
(iii) Latitude variation
The electron temperature is found to increase with geomagnetic lati-
tude, but this is confined mainly to low latitudes. At the 400 km
o
level the noon temperature increases from 1000 K at the equator to
o o
about 1500 K at latitude 40 ; no further increase is observed at this
o o
level between latitudes of 40 and 60 ,
The observational evidence summarized here will be cited in Chapter 5^ where
theoretical electron temperature profiles are presented^ and again in Chapter 6
in connection with the predicted degree of nighttime thermal coupling between
the ionosphere and the protonosphere
.
2o6.2 I on Mass Spectrometers
If the range of the sweep voltage is adjusted to include larger positive
values, the Druyvesteyn probe may be employed to measure ion density and
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temperature , Such a probe, encased in a grid biased to eliminate a large
electron current, was also flown on the Ariel I satellite. The reduced data
gives the energy spectrum of each ion species present. As seen from the satel-
lite moving with velocity v «. the energy of an ion at rest in the ionosphere is
2
m v /2 o As a consequence of the fact that v is considerably in excess of theis - s
mean thermal velocity of even the lightest ionic constituent present^, the energy
distributions of the constituents appear separated. The probe thus serves as
a mass spectrometer.
The three peaks corresponding to ions of 0^ He and H have all been
detected in the reduced data. These measurements have been used to infer the
transition levels where ions of He and ions of H first become the dominant
constituent by assuming a diffusive equilibrium model of the topside with tem-
perature equal to that of the neutral atmosphere (Bowen et alo, 1964). The
results may be briefly summarized as follows:
(i) Helium ions
The helium ion transition altitude over the range of geomagnetic
o o
latitude 35 to 45 is characterized by a strong diurnal variation:
it is found near 600 km at midnight and rises to 1200 km during the
day; there is marked asymmetry in that the maximum altitude is not
attained until 1700 hours local time„
(ii ) Hydrogen ions
During the day^ hydrogen ions were in such a minority below 1200 km
that a good estimate of their concentration could not be obtained by
this technique . Some measurements were obtained for late night and
early morning. These indicate a hydrogen ion transition level near
1600 km.
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The helium ior content of the topside inferred from a measurment by the
Explorer VIII satellite is somewhat greater than that indicated by the Ariel I
measurements a single measurement at 0615 local time on November 24,, 1960
(Bourdeau et al « , 1962) indicates a transition to He ions at about 1600 km
o
This is nearly 1000 km higher than the transition altitude deduced from the
Ariel I data for this time. It is unlikely that the difference of temperature
between late fall of 1960 and summer of 1962 could have been large enough to
bring about a change of transition altitude of this magnitude
o
The ion mass spectrometer flown in Explorer VIII is one of a cliss of ion
traps, so-called because the ion collector is not fully exposed,. This particu-
lar type consists of a collector located at the base of a slot in the satellite
body, A variable retarding potential is applied to the collector „ This field
is kept inside the satellite by a grid located over the aperture of the slot »
A negatively biased grid situated just above the collector serves the dual
purpose of repelling the incoming electrons and suppressing photo-emission from
the collector o In general, ion traps have better resolution than does the
Druyvesteyn probe when used as mass spectrometer » Results from Explorer VIII
were rather liniited„ however. In particular,, no measurements were made of the
concentration of H ions due to an unfavorable orientation of the trap which ".
seems to have persisted at altitudes above 1600 km.
Rocket-borne ion traps have made a notable contribution to the kriowledge of
the composition of the topside, Al+hough employed here only as ion collectors
rather than mass spectrometers,, they are able to provide useful information on
composition through detection of the change in the total ion distribution that
occurs at a composition transition level. It has already been noted that the
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presence of: helium ions was first detected from a measurement of total ion
concentration by Hale (1961) « More recently^ a rocket-borne ion trap has been
used to detect a nighttime transition level for He ions near 600 km (Donley^
1963)-— a figure consistent with the Ariel I deductions « -^.
Measurements obtained with a radio frequency mass spectrometer of very
high resolutioE have been reported by Taylor et al^ = ^ (1963) « This technique
provides complete profiles of helium and hydrogen ion concentration from 350 km
to 950 km. The shape of the hydrogen ion profile has been used by Hanson et al
.^
(1963) to deduce both the rate coefficient^ ^^ for the charge exchange process
and the magnitude of the diffusive flow of hydrogen ions at the time of the
measurement
.
2 o 6 o 3 The Topside Sounder Alouette
The Alouette satellite was placed into a nearly circular polar orbit on
29 Septem.ber 1962 « Mean altitude of the orbit is about 1000 km. The frequency
of the sounding signal is swept over the range from 0.45 to 11.8 Mc/sj which
is roughly the range of plasma frequency between 1000 km and the F2- layer maxi-
mum. The frequency of the signal and the time lapse between transmission and
reception of the reflected signal are telemetered to the ground. A complete
ionogram-"as the plot of frequency versus delay time is called--is available
every 18 seconds^ during which time the satellite travels about 120 km. During
the first 8 months of operation some 250^000 ionograms were thus received and
stored at various telemetry stations^ and this rate of accumulation of data con-
tinues at the present time. Only a very small fraction of these ionograms have
been reduced *o obtain topside electron density profiles. Two systematic pro-
grams of data reduction^ the results of which are of interest here^, are the
projects at Stanford (Thomas and Sader, 1964) and at Slough, England (King e_t al
.,
1963a, b)
.
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Observations made at Stanford have been used to obtain electron densities
at the altitude of the satellite orbit. The decrease of electron density with
latitude along the 1000 km surface thus deduced has already been cited in the
discussior^ of the distribution of ionized hydrogen. A further result which
has come from this analysis is that the daytime electron density along the
1000 km surface at middle geomagnetic latitudes is nearly a factor of two lower
in winter than in summer. The daytime electron density at the F2-layer maximum
is known to behave in the opposite way^ however^ being higher in winter than in
summer. Taken together, these observations imply the existence of a seasonal
variation in either the temperature or the composition of the topside, or both.
A large number of electron density profiles have been obtained from reduc-
tion of ionograms at Slough. Most of these pertain to low latitudes and the
interpretation given them is not of immediate concern here. One im.portant
conclusion that has been drawn from the interpretation of mid-latitude profiles
is that the electron temperature increases with latitude . Other conclusions
are that the altitude of transition from oxygen ions to helium ions during the
day is consistent with that inferred from the Ariel I measurements and that a
gradient of either T or T /T is present over part of the topside .
1 i e
The information summarized here is descriptive of the gross features of
the topside and is therefore of the type which a first order theory of the region,
such as that described in this work, should be able to interpret . As this sec-
tion is a review of topside measurements, however, it should be mentioned that
the Alouette satellite has also provided a valuable insight into what may be
termed the micro-structure' of the topside; columns and sheets of enhanced
ionization oriented along the geomagnetic field, some of which are very short-
lived and others of which appear to be permanent features. Then too, the
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ioncgrams exhibit a number of hitherto unsuspected features that have stimu-
lated a considerable amount of research on the subject of transmission of
electromagnetic waves from an antenna immersed in a plasmao
2 06 o4 j^ncoherent Backscatter
Conventional sweep frequency ionospheric sounding depends upon the fact
that the ordinary circularly polarized electromagnetic wave is reflected at a
point in the ionosphere where the plasma frequency is equal to that of the
incident wave o Thus^ a wave of frequency greater than that of the plasma fre-
quency at the F2- layer maximum penetrates the ionosphere and continues into
interplanetary space « A very small fraction of the power of such a signal
should^ however^ be returned by means of incoherent scattering by electrons
throughout the ionosphere o It was first proposed by Gordon (1958) that^
given a transmitted signal of sufficient power^ the fraction thus returned
may be detectable,, A considerable amount of theoretical and experimental work
has followed^ including the investment of large sums into the design and con-
struction of high-powered radar equipment
o
From a simple physical viewpoint this technique has obvious attractions.
Since the fraction of the transmitted power that is scattered is a function of
the electron density^ all that is required to obtain an electron density pro-
file is a measurement of the strength of the return signal as a function of
timeo The alt:;.tude range of such a profile would be limited by the sensitivity
of the ^'eceiving equipment rather than the height of the P2- layer maximum o
Moreover^, the signal returned from each level would be expected to show Doppler
troacening due to thermal motions of the electrons^ thus providing information
from, which an electron temperature profile could be derived. It is now known
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that the situation is far more complex than this,. The electrons and ions are
coupled by coulomb forces^ and the response of the electrons to the incident
wave is largely controlled by the ions. Thus, the scattering by the electrons
is not incoherent . This has greatly complicated the theoretical analysis re-
quired to relate the measurements to the physical quantities . But with this
has come the realization that information on the ion temperature as well as the
electron temperature and electron density is contained in the spectrum of the
signal returned from a given level,
A good accound of the development of this field ha.s been given recently by
Evans and Loewenthal (1964.) o The same paper also describes in detail the equip-
ment and method of data reduction used at the Millstone Radar Observatory lo-
cated near Lexington, Massachusetts . As reference to temperature profiles deduced
from measurements made at this station will be made in Chapter 5, it is pertinent
to summarize briefly factors which influence the accuracy of these measurements
and their reduction
«
Observations are limited by ground clutter to altitudes above 200 km = An
upper limit of about 750 km is imposed by the weakness of the returned signal.
It is possible to deduce electron density, electron temperature and ion tem-
perature over this altitude range. The largest source of error arises from the
fact that interpretation of the spectra requires a knowledge of the relative
abundance of the ion species present. In practice, a composition of pure oxygen
ions is assumed, but the temperature profiles deduced are altered considerably
by the introduction of a relatively small percentage of helium ions.
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2o6. 5 Atmospheric Whistlers
A lightning discharge gives rise to a broad spectrum of electromagnetic
radiation., The very low frequency components of this pulse can penetrate the
F2-layer and propagate thereafter along a line of force of the geomagnetic
field^ across the equatorial plane and into the conjugate hemisphere » The
protonosphere behaves as a highly dispersive medium for this mode of propa-
gation^ and the higher frequencies arrive first at the conjugate end of the
field lineo If an audio amplifier is connected directly to an antenna in
this vicinity^ a tone which begins at a high pitch and descends rapidly to
a low one is heard » Quite oiten^ an appreciable fraction of the energy of
the signal is reflected in the conjugate hemisphere^ and a short time later
a whistler may be detected, in the region of the original lightning flash.
A discussion of the way in which information on the structure of the
protonosphere may be extracted from this phenomenon is contained in a recent
review by Carpenter and Smith (1964) o The observable property of a whistler
is the frequency of the tone as a function of time. An example of a frequency
versus delay tim.e curve is shown in Figure 2 ,3 o The origin of the time scale
can in practice be identified by the time of arrival of high frequency radia-
tion direct from the lightning stroke o The existence of a minimum delay time
(appearing in this figure near 5 Kc/s) is characteristic only of whistlers
which propagate at geomagnetic latitudes in excess of about 45 « Whistlers
which show this effect are referred to as nose whistlers
o
The delay time as a function of frequency is given by
m
o
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where f is the frequency j, f and f are^ respectively, the local plasma fre-
quency and electron gyrof requency^ and s is the distance traveled along the
field-aligned path. For an assumed electron density distribution along the
pathj it is possible to integrate Equation (2o34) to obtain a theoretical
frequency versus delay time curve; the model electron density distribution
giving the closest approximation to the observed curves at all latitudes cor-
responds most closely to the actual distribution within the protonosphere
,
In fact, the Integral in Equation (2o34) is rather insensitive to the
distribution over much of the field-aligned path, and a wide variety of models
give the same result « The integral is, however, sensitive to' the magnitude
of the electron density near the top of the path, and it is therefore possible
to select a model for the altitude variation of electron density within the
plane of the geomagnetic equatoro One such model, due to Smith (1961), appears
in Figure 2 o2 o
At frequencies below that of the frequency of minimum delay the relation
1/2
of frequency to delay time is sucJi that tf is approximately constant. This
quantity is called the dispersion of a whistler (Storey, 1953). Since at these
frequencies it is also true in general that f « f at all points along the
h
path^ the dispersion, D, is given by
s
O ^ ^ I ""1/2 "^^ ° (2.35)
o
Ey definition, the dispersion is also a sensitive function of electron density
at the top of the whistler propagation path. Thus, the electron density dis-
tribution in the equstorial plane has also been inferred from the latitude
variation of tnis quantity »'Allcock, 1959) .
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The dependence of the dispersion upon electroni density at the top of the
propagation path is of importance in still another respect; isamely^ that at a
given latitude the diurnal variation of the whistler dispersion is a measure
of the corresponding variation of electron density in the field tube along which
the whistler propagates o There is some evidence that the dispersion exhibits
a diurnal variation of 20 or 30 per cent at middle geomagnetic latitudes (Outsu
and Iwai^ 1959; Rivault and Corcuff^ 1960)^ though such behavior is by no means
consistent, there being occasions where no significant variation has been de-
tected (Carpenter^ 1962)
»
A variation of electron density at the top of the field tube may be the
result of a changing distribution within the tutee due to temperature changes,
or a change in the total content of the tube,, or both o It is the purpose of
the section following to report the effect on the whistler dispersion of the
redistribution of electrons resulting from a change of temperature in an iso-
thermal protonosphere
o
2.7 The Relation Between the Dispersion of a Whistler and the Electron
Temperature in the Protonosphere
An increase in the temperature of the protonosphere will increase the
scale height of the ionization^, thus tending to make the distribution more
nearly uniform along the field tube » If it is assumed that no ionization
enters or leaves the tube as it is heated^ the density at the equatorial face
of the tube will increase while that at the base will decrease. The effect
of this redistribution on the whistler dispersion may be calculated from Equa-
tion (2.35) when an expression for the electron density as a function of
temperature has been obtained^ This expression is given by Equation (2«32)
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wher. <-he explicit dependence of n u^on temperature is known o As n is related
*^o both the temperature and the total content of the field tube^ an expression
for the temperature dependence of n follows from integration of the electron
cersity over the volume of the field tube o In the coordinates r and 9j, the
^^otal electron content of a field tube bounded by the equatorial plane at one
end and intersecting unit area on a sphere of radius r and latitude Q is given
o o
by
tan©
N(e ) = 2n r --
o t o 7
cos e
i(e ,T) (2 36)
where
I(e^/T) .-. exp
r cos G
o o ^ 2^
- tan 9H
7
cos 6 d Gs
and T is the common electron-ion temperature^ entering the integrand through the
temperature dependence of the scale height
o
A change in the p'-otonosphere temperature will alter the distribution of
ionization within the field tube In a manner that can be calculated from this
equation c Assuming that the total electron content of the field tube remains
cc".st3nt as the temperature goes from T' to T^ the electron density at the
equatorial face of the tube is given by
1(6 ,T')
n (T) s n (T') ,° ^,
t -^ t -^ 1(9 ,T) (2.37)
The integral 1(9 ^T) has been evaluated numerically for a number of different
temperatures for each of two latitudes: 9 ^ 40 and 9 = 60 , The variation
o o
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at geomagnetic latitude 9 . The total electron con-
tent of the field tube is assumed to remain constant.
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Figure 2.6 The calculated dependence of the whistler dispersion
upon protonosphere temperature for propagation path
with lower boundary at latitude 9 . The dispersion
has been normalized to unity for
1000°K.
temperature of
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thwell (1962 > pointed out that the diffusion time of protons through atomic
ygen ions^ being impeded by coulomb forces^ is highly temperature dependent,
d might therefore be expected to proceed much more rapidly during the day
an at night < She t.herefore suggested that the decrease in summer hemisphere
-layer electron density^ and the increase in electron density in the opposite
misphere, might be due to diffusion of ionization along lines of the geomag-
tic field between conjugate points in the two hemispheres o This explanation
11 be stated here in the form of a hypothesis to be tested by the steady-
ate theory of lonosphere-protoriosphere coupling „
With the cessation of production of ionization by solar radiation at sunset^
e F2-liver begins to decay o Two modes of decay are possible, depending upon
e relative importance of diffusive transport o The location of the maximum
te cf loss is a short distance below the layer maximum » If downward transport
ionization by diffusion is negligible, the layer decays from the bottom, up-
rd o This results in an increase of the altitude of the layer maxiffiura with
me during the night » If^ on the other hand^ diffusive transport is efficient,
nization diffuses downward to fill up the gap in the region of maximum rate
decay o This results in a layer which decays uniformly, the altitude of the
ximum remaining relatively constant with time throughout the night » The
rmer mode of decay seems to be most closely in agreement with observation,
rticularly during the post-midnight hours » However, the diffusion rate re-
ireo for this mode of decay is much slower than that expected from theore-
cal considerations o In view of this discrepancy, it is necessary to consider
e possible influence of phenomena other than diffusion and loss
=
These phenomena may be divided into two categories: those which hinder
e diffusion of ionization downward to a region of high loss rate; those which
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replenish ionization- Insofar as they are responsible for an upward drift of
ionization^ji atmospheric winds and electrodynamic forces belong in the first
category o .Replenishment of ionization raay result from the existence of a flux
of ionizing corpuscular radiation or from a source of ionization external to
the layer.
The hypothesis to be adopted here is that the nighttime F2-layer is main-
tained by a flow of ionization into the top of the layer » The analysis of
Hanson and Ortenburger (1961) shows thai the coupling between the F2-layer
and the protonosphere is weak at nighty, in the sense that only a small fraction
of the ionization in a protonospheric field tube diffuses downward through the
charge exchange region and into the P2-lsyero However^ the content of the pro-
tonosphere is sufficiently large that the possibility that the downward flow
may be enough to maintain the nighttime F2-layer cannot be ruled out-
^ 'l'^ Purpose of the Chapter
The coupling between the P2- layer and the protonosphere is regulated by
the rate at which hydrogen ions can diffuse through the region between the
base of the protonosphere and the chemical equilibrium region for charge ex-
change with oxygen ions » The analysis of this process forms the subject matter
of the next chaptero The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the effect
of an external source or sink of ionization upon the structure of the F2= layer,
andji in particular^ to obtain an estimate of the magnitude of the influx or
efflux of ionization which is required to produce a significant change in the
sti'iicture of the layer
»
The equat.ions which govern the altitude dependence of the rate of produc-
tion, loss and diffusive transport are presented in Section 3 »2 o The diffusion
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in Equation (2o38">o For a given field tube
o
For the va'ue of the critical flux quoted above^ the expected diurnal variation
e
of D at latitude 40 would be around 5 per cent^ while for the increased value^
the variation would approach 15 pei' cent.
The magnitude of t,he dispersion may be calculated for a given field tube
content from Equations (2o36) and (2o38)o For a whistler which originates in
the conjugate hemisphere, the total field tube content is 2N('9 ), and the
o
value of D obtained from Equation (2 o38) must therefore be multiplied by a
I
— 1/2
factor of \/2o This calculation gives D = 57 sec for a whistler which propa-
c
gates between hemispheres along the field line intersecting the 1000 km surface
o . o 12-2
at latitude 40
^
when N(40 ) 4=52 x 10 cm „ This may be compared with the
1/2
figure of 70 sec taken from the curve of dispersion versus latitude given
by Alicock (1959."> and basea on whistler data recorded at a number of stations
over the period January to May 1957 o The value of D derived here is within
the limits of experimental error for these datao
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3„ THE STEADY-STATE THEORY OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE F2-LAYER
3ol Introduction
The F2-layer is compoied of a plAsmci of itomic oxygen ion? anc electrons o
At the maximum of the layer^ the electron density is typicallv ^bou* two orders
of magnitude lower than '"he concen+'ra'^ion of the dominant constituent of the
neutral atmosphere in this region, itomic oxygen. The distribution of ioni-
zation is governed by the relative im.portince of t-he competing p'-oceFses cf
production^ loss and diffusion
c
3olol Discussion of Physical Processes
The plasma of atomic oxygen ions and electrons is p'^oduced bv photoioni-
zation of atomic oxygen at a rate per unit volume which a^tiins i maximum ^alue
at the peak of the Fl-layer (about 180 km)^ a condi-^ion which is m fact res-
ponsible for the existence of this inconspicuous layer. The region at and
above the peak of the Fl-lave'^ is one of photochemical equilibrium. The elec-
tron density increases with altitude above this peak because the rate of loss
of ionization decreases more rapidly with al'^itude than dees the ra^e of
production.
The increase of ion and electron concen-^ration vith altituce is attended
by a downward dif-iusion of this ionization through '•he neutral atmosphere The
magnitude of the diffusive flo-*; increases wi-^h altituce for a give'^' gi-adient
of ion concentration due to i:he decrease of ^he concentration of the neutral
atmosphere. On the other hand^ the cownward flow through sny level c ^^ be
maintained only at the expense of the ionizatic" produced ibove tha* level
Since the rate of production decreases wi-h altitude it is evide'^'t that the
increase of electron ard ion concentration with altitude cannot co-'^i-ue
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indefinitely o A departure irom photochemical equilibrium must ultimately take
place^ with the disti-ibution of ionization approaching the exponentially de-
creasing distribution of diffusive equilibrium at great heights » It follows
from these considerations that the distribution of ionization above the Fl-
layer attains a maximum
=
The competing processes of production^ loss and movement ot ionization are
related through the continuity equation o With suitable assumptions regarding
the structure of the neutral atmosphere it is possible to obtain an electron
density profile for the F2-layer by solving the continuity equation o Several
approaches to this problem have been tried: analytical solution for a parti-
cular case (Yonezawa^ 1956^ 1958) and for a more general case (Bowhill^ 1962aj
1962b); solution by analcg computer (Rishbeth^ 1963^ 1964); and numerical
solution by digital computer (Rishbeth and Barron^ 1960; Gliddon and Kendall^
1960) o Although this theory gives a layer of the shape and density of the
F2-layer5 it has not been entirely successful in interpreting the behavior of
the layer^ even when the time-dependence of the physical quantities is taken
explicitly into account o Apparently^ this is due to the fact that processes
other than production^ loss and diffusion occur and at times are dominant
»
The effects which have been most intensively investigated are those which arise
from movement of ionization by either electromagnetic forces or atmospheric
motions » Efforts along this line have been hampered not only by the mathe-
matical difficulty which such considerations lead to^ but also by lack of
quantitative knowledge of these phenomena
»
Still another factor which may influence the behavior of the layer is the
existence of a source or sink of ionization situated above, and external to^
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le F2-layer (Hanson and Ortenbui'ger^ 1961, Rothwell^ 1962) „ Such a region is
He protonospSiere^ the exchange of ionization being effected by the chemical
'oce^'s of charge exchange involving oxygen ions and hydrogen ions <. In this
-ocess a protonospheric field tube serves as a I'eservoir of ionization o There
i of. course no barrier in the plane of the geomagnetic equator^ and the ioni-
ition in the conjugate half of the field tube is part of the same reservoir
»
Echange of ionization between the protonospher-e and the S'2=layer may also take
Lace' in the conjugate hemisphere; in this sease^ the F2~layer in the conjugate
smisphere must also be regarded as a potential source or sink of ionization
,
3olo2 Aspects of F2-Lay6r Behavior to be Explained
The hypothesis will now be investigated that coupling between the ionosphere
id the protonosphere is responsible for two well-known features of the F2-layer:
le so-called seasonal anomaly in the critical frequency (that is^ in the maxi-
im density of the layer)
;
and the per-jsisterace of the layer throughout the night »
-The seasonal anomaly in the critical frequency is one of the most puzzling
jatures of the F2-lay6ro It has been studied in detail by Yonezawa (1959 a^b)
id by Croom et al o (1960) o Under eonditic<ns of high sunspot number,, the noon
ritical frequency in midsummer at a given location in medium or high geomagnetic
ttitudes is found to be noticeably less than at midwinter in the same location
o
langes in temperature or composition of the high atmosphere have been suggested
lishbethj 1961) as possible explaaationsj, but none have thus far been found
iequate,
Hanson and Ortenburger (1961) drew attention to the possibility of coupling
r charge exchange between the i.onizatic-n in the protonosphere and the upper
trt of the F2= layer. They concluded that, this coupling would be weak at nights
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Dthwell (1962'^ pointed out that the diffusion time of protons through atomic
icygen ioiis_, being impeded by coulomb forces^ is highly temperature dependentj
id might therefore be expected to proceed much more rapidly during the day
lan at uight o She therefore suggested that the decrease in summer hemisphere
2-layer electron density^ a^cl the increase in electron density in the opposite
smisphere^ might be due to diffusion of ionization along lines of the geomag-
r-tic field between conjugate points in the two hemispheres » This explanation
111 be stated here in the form of a hypothesis to be tested by *:he s^eady-
tate theory of lonosphere-protonosphere coupling.
With the cessation of production of ionization by solar radiation at sunset^
'^.e P2-iaver begins to decay. T>'o modes of decay are possible, depending upon
hie relative importance of diffusi've transport. The location of the maximum
ate cf loss is a short distance below the layer maximum. If downward transport
f ionizaticn by diffusion is negligible^ the layer decays from the bottom, up-
ard „ This results in an increase of the altitude of the layer maxir.um with
ime during the night. If^ on the other hand^ diffusive transport is efficient^
onization diffuses downward to fill up the gap in the region of maximum rate
f decay. This results in a layer which decays uniformly_, the altitude of the
aximuffi remaining relatively constant with time throughout the night. The
ormer mode of decay seems to be m.ost closely m agreement with observat ion^,
articularly during the post-midnight hours. However, the diffusion rate re-
uired for this mode of decay is much slower than that expected from theore-
ical considerations. In view of this discrepancy^ it is necessary to consider
he possible influence of phenomena other than diffusion and loss.
These phenomena may be divided into two categories; those which hinder
he diffusion of ionization downward to a region of high loss rate; those which
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replenish ionization » Insofar as they are responsible for an upward arift of
ionization^, atmospheric winds and electrodynamic forces belong in the first
category o Replenishment of ionization may result from the existence of a flux
of ionizing corpuscular radiation or from a source of ionization external to
the layer »
The hypothesis to be adopted here is that the nighttime F2-layer is m.ain-
tained by a flow of ionization into the top of the layer o The analysis of
Hanson and Ortenburger (1961) shows that the coupling between the F2- layer
and the protonosphere is weak at night;, in the sense that only a small fraction
of the ionization in a protonospheric field tube diffuses downward through the
charge exchange region and into the F2- layer o However^ the content of the pro-
tonosphere is sufficiently large that the possibility that the downward flow
may be enough to maintain the nighttime F2-layer cannot be ruled out-
3cl,3 Purpose of the Chapter
The coupling between the F2- layer and the protonosphere is regulated by
the rate at which hydrogen ions can diffuse through the region between the
base of the protonosphere and the chemical equilibrium region for charge ex-
change with oxygen ions o The analysis of this process forms the subject matter
of the next chapter „ The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the effect
of an external source or sink of ionization upon the structure of the F2=-layer^
and^ in particular^ to obtain an estimate of the magnitude of the influx or
efflux of ionization which is required to produce a significant change m the
structure of the layer „
The equations which govern the altitude dependence of the rate of produc-
tion^ loss and diffusive transport are presented in Section 3 .2 o The diffusion
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equation, rela'^ing the mignitude of the diffusive flow to the electron density
distribution^ 15 3.]=o derived there. When this relation is combined with the
steady-state continuity equation,, the latter takes the form of a second-order
ordinary differential equation in the electron density o Solutions of this
equii-tion i^e presentee^ tirst^ in Section 3.3^ for a simple model in which the
loss process is approximated by an ionization sink located below a fixed level;
and secondj ir Section 3 o4^ for a distributed loss process o Electron density
profiles corresponding to the solutions of Section 3.4 are presented in Sec-
tion 3„5o The results of Section 3.4 are further employed in Section 3 06 to
obtain a numerical estiinate of the influx or efflux of ionization required to
maintain or o+herwise affect the electron density profiles deduced
o
3.2 Fcrmulation of the Theory
3.2.1 Al^-itude Variation of Physical Quantities
As previous ^ly pointed out^ the neutral atmosphere is in a state of dif-
fusive equilibrium above about 120 km <> Thus^ throughout the F-region^ each
constituent is distributed independently of the others according to the hydro-
static law:
-r— = - n m g (3.1^dz r r
where the subscript r i; used to distinguish between the constituents. The
neurral atmosphere at F-^egion heights is very nearly isothermal^ and upon
substitution for p m Equation (3.1) from the ideal gas law^ there follows
dn m gn
T T T
-
— ^ -
~T^r— , (3.2)dz kr
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The quantity
kT
H = —
,
(3.3:
r m g ^
r
is the scale height of the distribution of constituent r^ and it is this
quantity that is usually taken to define the altitude dependence of n . In
r
the treatment to follow it is convenient to define the altitude dependence by
the reciprocal of the scale height^ denoted by a o Thus_, upon integration of
Equation 3=2^ the concentration of constituent r is given by
n = n exp (-a z) (3=4)
r re r
where the subscript zero denotes the concentration at the reference level
z = Oc
The concentration of each of the constituents is not of direct concern
except as it influences the altitude variation of the rate of production and
rate of loss of ionization^ and the rate at which this ionization can diffuse
downward through the neutral atmosphere o The rate of production q has the
altitude dependence of atomic oxygen^ while the loss coefficient p has the
altitude dependence of either molecular oxygen or molecular nitrogen. The
rate at which diffusion proceeds for a given concentration gradient is governed
by the diffusion coefficient D; the reciprocal of this quantity has the alti-
tude dependence of the dominant neutral constituent present » The variation
with altitude of these three quantities is defined by the constants a. ^ a and
^3^
q - q exp (-a z) , (3 5^)
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(3 ^^ j3 exp (~a z)^ (3 06)
D = D exp (a z)^ (3o7)
o 3
A fourth constaat a defines the distribution that would be taken up by the
4
electrons aad accompanying oxygen ions under conditions of diffusive equi-
librium:
n(0 ) ~ n (0 ) exp (-a z)o (3 08)
o 4
These four constants are defined exactly as in the paper by Bowhill (1962a)
o
It follows from Equation (2ol9),that the mean ionic mass is in this case
just one-half that of the mass of an oxygen atom. If this information is
combined with the fact that atomic oxygen is the dominant neutral constituent
in f.he F-regionj, it may be seen that^ under normal circumstances^
I s a " 2a ~ constant o13 4
It is useful^ however^ to retain explicity all four constants in the analysis
to follOWo
3 .2 o2 The Dif fusion Equation
The equation of motion of the F2=layer plasma is Equation (2 06),, where
the relative velocities are now those of the electrons and the atomic oxygen
ions wi^'- ^espec* to the neutral atmosphere. Because of the presence 01 the
electric field^ the electrons and ions diffuse together^ a process known as
ambipo lrxr diffusion , Since the ion concentration is very much less than that
of the neutral atmosphere in this region^ the diffusion imparts no motion to
the neutral atmosphere and it may therefore be regarded as stationary.
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With these, restrictions^ along with the assumption of a plane-stratified atmos-
phere permeated by a uniform magnetic field in which diffusion is assumed to
take place only along the lines of force of the field^ the steady-state forms
of the equations of motion become-
dp
1
dz
n (eE - m.g">
1 1
kT n V
1 i 1
D sin Lm
(3o9)
dz
~ n (eE - m g'> r
e e
(3 10")
The subscript i has been used for the ions and the quantity D is the dif-in
fusion coefficient for the diffusion of the ion gas through the neutral atmos-
phere o These equations may be compared with Equations (2:14) and (2,15) which
govern the motion of a single ionic constituent through a mixture of ions and
electrons o
Equations (3„9) and (3.10) may be further reduced by the same method used
to reduce Equations (2.14) and (2=15^ elimination of the electric field:
This results in a single equation for the aiifusion velocity v;
V = D sin I (1 =.. T /T )in e' 1
dn
n dz
m.g
k (T - T )
e i
(3,11)
This result is usually written in terms of the ambipclar diffusion coefficient
D (hereafter referred to simply as the diffusion coefficient)^ defined by
D = 2D. = The second term in the square brackets in Equation (3,11"> is simply
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the reciprocal of the scale height for a mixture of oxygen ions and electrons
when T / T » Equation (Soil) therefore takes the form
e i
^ (1 + T /T.)
^ . 2^ ex
V = D sm I ——
dn
n dz
e
f a (3.12)
The sign convention here is such that v is positive for diffusion in the di-
rection of decreasing z^ that iSj, downward.
Two further simplifying assumptions will be made. One is that ion and
electron temperatures are equal over the region of interest^ an assumption
common to all theoretical models of the F2-layer presented to date. The
2
second assumption^ adopted for convenience of notation^ is that sin I is unity;
this condition is very nearly satisfied at middle geomagnetic latitudes.
3 ,2 .3 The Continuity Equation
The electron density satisfies the continuity equation, which for a plane-
stratified ionosphere takes the form
_ = q - pn^ + ~ n (v + v ,)
e d
(3.13)
Only steady-state solutions of this equation will be considered in this chapter,
The quanti+"y v is the drift velocity of the ionization imposed by electromag-
netic forces of external origin and by motions of the neutral atmosphere; this
will also be ignored.
The term f lux is used in this and succeeding chapters to denote the rate
of transport of particles or of heat across unit area. The downward flux G
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of electrons due to diffusive transport is, from Equation (3 ..12),
G s D (n" 4- a, n ]
e 4 e
(3„14)
where differentiation with respect to z is denoted by a prime » As the flux
term in Equation (3ol3) is assumed to be due entirely to diffusive transport^
substitution may be made for this quantity from Equation (3.14); with further
substitution for q^ j3 and !» from Equations (3o5)^ (3o6) and (3o7), the steady-
state continuity equation becomes
-3- (a„-J- a ) n ' + a a n
3 4 e 3 4 6
(a /D ) exp
"o o
(a^-. a3>z
- (S /i> ) n exp
•^o o e ^V ^3'^ „ :3ol5)
Solutions to this equation are considered in Sections 3.3 and 3 o4
=
3o2o4 Model Atmosphere and Boundary Conditions
The assumed model atmosphere enters the calculations only through the
parameters a,, a„ , a„ and a » The two types of model atmosphere used in this
I-' 2^ 3 4
chapter^ referred to as types A and E^ are defined in Table 3olo The type
A atmosphere is a special one used for illustrative purposes in Section 3 ^3
.
The type S^ model corresponds to an atmosphere in which the loss coefficient
has the altitude dependence of molecular oxygen
o
Table 3ol Relative magnitudes of parameters characterizing
the model atmospheres of type A and type B,
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The lower boundary condition which the solution of. the continuity equation
inus^ satisfy is that n —> as z —>- <x>^ The upper boundary condition is a
e
condiTion or_ the f lux » In the absence of a source or sink of ionization above
the layerj the upper boundary condition is that G —-> as z —> oOo It follows
from Equa'Tion (3ol4.'' that this is equivalent to the condition that the dis-
tribution of ionization be proportional to exp (-a z) at great heights o If, on
4
the other handj there is an influx or efflux of ionization G(oo) at the top of
'^he laver^ then the upper boundary condition is such that G^ as given by Equa-
tion (3oT4\ tends to a finite value at great heights.
Solutions of the continuity equation satisfying the upper boundary con-
dition of zero flux have been obtained for model atmospheres of both type A
And tvpe E bv BoA/hill (1962a) = In this chapter solutions which satisfy the
upper boundary condition of a non-zero flux will be investigated = This is a
ccti-jjiTiQv- cf t^he work described by Bowhill (1962b) «
The equilibrium distribution that prevails when all of the ionization is
suppliec by a aownward flux of ions into the top of the layer will be called an
accretive layer „ The upper boundary condition for an accretive layer is that
the flux tends to a limiting positive value- The same boundary condition
applies *c a layer in which ionization is provided by accretion and photoicni-
za*ion„ Tv^e equilibrium distribution that exists under these conditions will
be calleo a photc ac cretive layer , Finally^ the equilibrium layer that persists
in a 5i':ui'"lon characterized by ionization flowing out at the top will be
called a photodepleti ve layer = The upper boundary condition for this layer
is +hat ^he flux tends to a limiting negative value
»
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3o3 Solutions for the Lossless F2-L3ver
An idealized model of type A >«: 1 1 he employee in *his section, ''"his model
assumes a distribution of * he molecular species such that all of the loss is
essentially confined to a sinM at and below the reference level z - 0, The
lower boundary condition for the electron density is m this case n 0^ when
z = 0„ Solutions of the continuity equjition for this case are presented only
because their relative simplicity affords some physical insight in*c the proc-
ess of layer formation. The accretive laver is aiscussed first, and i" is
shown that the maximum of this layer occurs at a fixed altitude independent of
the magnitude of the incoming flux. This Is followed by a discussicn of the
photoaccretive layer o Here another advantage accrues from use of rhe idealized
model; a clearer presentation cf the me^hoa oi forming the solution of the
continuity equation that satisfies +he upper boundary condition for such a layer
<
Finally^ discussion in terms of this model has the advantage of calling atten-
tion to the existence of a critical f lux
^
the largest upward flux thit can be
supported by a diffusion pre cess m an equilibrium layer,
3,3,1 The Accretive Layer ^
In the absence of production ^he continuity equation for the idealized
model atmosphere takes the form
n
-f (a„-> a ^ n' ^ a^a n -^ 0, (3,16^e34e34e
for all z > 0; The general solution ot this equation 1? of the form
n s B exD t-3 z"> - C exp (-a z>, «3 17)
e 4 3 ^
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where P i^d C are ccnstarits of integration » It is clear that the lower bou'idary
co'iditio" ^ when z - 0. can be met only if B - - Co Further substitution
e '
for n from Equation (3.17) into Equation (3.14) provides an expression for the
e
flux as a furc'ion of z:
G ^ C D (a - a ) exp (-a^z) (3 18)
It follow? from the assumed altitude dependence of the diffusion coefficient
given by Equation (3o7) that the flux is at all altitudes constant and equal to
G(cx>>^ where^ from Equation (3ol8>j
G(oo) = - C D (a^ - a^)
o 3 4
(3„19>
The solu'^ion is therefore
G(oo)
D (a- a.)
o 3 4
exp (-a z) - exp (-a z) (3o20)
this distribution has the shape of layer- with maximum density at a height
z = (a - a ) log (a /a )
m 3 4 3 4' (3,21)
above the reference level^ where the ionization sink is located. Evidently^
this alTiTude is independent of the magnitude of the incoming flux; this is
also a ff afure of the accretive layer for the model atmosphere with distributed
loss
J
fhe type B atmosphere
«
The distribution given by Equation (3o20) for the case a -. 2a is shown
in Figu'^e 3.1 The layer distribution is the difference between two exponential
2.0 —
a^z
.0
Figure 3.1 The continuous line represents the accretive layer distribution
foi- the idealized model in which loss of ionization is con-
fined to a sink at and below the reference level z = o. The
electron density has been normalized such that the distribution
at great heights tends to one of diffusive equilibrium with
unit electron density at the reference level.
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terms^ each indicated here by a broken lineo The term exp (-a z) has the alti-
tude dependence characteristic of diffusive equilibrium and is Just large
enough to give n > for all z > Oo The term exp (-a z) is required to sustain
the downward fluxo The flux is the same at all altitudes^ but the distribution
required to sustain this flux varies considerably with altitude. In the ter-
minology of Chapter 2^ the region above the layer maximum^ where the distribution
approaches one of diffusive equilibrium^ is a region of fast diffusion o The
distribution at and below the layer maximum departs considerably from that of
diffusive equilibrium and is therefore a region of slow diffusion.
3.3.2 The Photoaccretive Layer
When the steady-state layer is maintained either entirely or in part by
production of ionization within the layer^ the continuity equation for the case
of the idealized model atmosphere has the form
n " + (a^+ a ) n '+ a„a n + (q /D ) exp
e 34e 34e oo (a + a^) z] - - (3.22)
The solution of this equation that satisfies both the lower boundary conditioo,
n = 0^ when z = 0^ and the upper boundary condition that the flux tends to zero
at great heights is
D a (a + a„- aoil 3 4>[exp (-a z) - exp <-(a -^ a )z (3.23)
For the present purpose this function is to be regarded as a particular integral
of Equation (3.22). The function defined by Equation (3.20) satisfies the homo-
geneous form of this differential equation and will therefore serve as the corres-
ponding complementary function. A new general solution can be formed by adding
the pirticular integral and the ccniplementary function to give
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^6 D a, (aoil 3 4- exp >a^z)
- exp <(-(3. -^
*s^^
(3.24)
This solution of Equation (3.22) ratifies the upper boundary condition of a
finite flux G(oo) and therefore gives the electron density as a function of
altitude in a photoaccretive layer. Inspection cf Equation (3.24) shows that^
unlike the accretive layer
_,
the shape of the photoaccretive layer depends
upon the magnitude cf Q(°°) „ Elucidation of this dependence will be deferred
until Section 3=5^ where the distribution of electron density in the photo-
accretive layer is calculated for the more physically realistic type B atmos=
phere
»
Equation (3o24) also gives the distribution cf electron density for the
photodepletive layer. Py definition^ this layer is characterized by an efflux
ci Ionization from the top of the layer^ and G(oo) is therefore negative. Now
at great heights Equation (3.24'' gives
q. G(oo)
D a. fa -:oil '3 4- D Ka -o 3 exr> l-a z
' (3.25)
A critical f lux G z.4v be defined by
q (aA ^~ it
o 3 4"
(3 ,26:>
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It is evident that an upward flux of magnitude greater thaa G leads to a
c
negative electron censity at great heights o Physically,, this means that an
upward flux of this snagnitude cannot be supported by a diffusion process,
3.4 Solutions for the F2-Layer with Distributed Loss
In order to obtain the electron density distribution in a layer with loss
processes distributed through it^ the full equation
n -r (a„->- a,) n' f a„a n + (q /D ) exp
e 3 4 e 3 4 e o o ["S-^ a3>z]
(6 /D ) n exp
^o o e
(a^-^ i^g^Z (3»15)
must be solved o This equation is an inhomogenous form of Bessel's differential
equation o The substitutions which m.ay be made to reduce the equation to the
standard formj, as well as the method of solution^, are discussed by Bowhill
(1962a> m greater detail than will be given here
o
With the substirution for the independent variable z of
X ~ exp
^V ^3^^]^ (3 o27)
Equation ''3cl5> becomes
2
X n (1 - 2a' xn' /
2
I a, - - bx
y
- X G (3o28)
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where
^3^ ^4
2(a + a )
2 3
a -} a
2 3
^3- %
^2"" ^3
>
>*
(3.29)
D (a„+ a^)
o 2 3
°oS^ ^3^'
>
J
(3.30)
The further substitutions
n -
e
Px
2
- z_
4b
^
>
4b
exp (TTi)
J
(3o31)
reduce the equation to the familiar Bessel form
y^P" 'r yP' -^ (y2- v^)P ^ fy^'"'^
,
(3.32)
where
f = - 4d(4b)'^ ^ exp pi (Y-a)l
(3.33)
(i. = 2\ - 2a - 1
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Solutions of Equation (3<.32) will be presented for the accretive layer^
i!^ Section 3.4,1^ and for the photoaccreti ve layer^ in Section 3 o4 o2 , Elec-
trcr. density profiles calculated from these solutions will be discussed in
==ection 3 5.
3„4.1 The Accretive Layer
For the accretive case, d = 0. and Equation (3,32) then becomes
yV + yP' + (y2- v^P .
,
(3„34)
This is Bessel's differential equation; for non-integral values of y the
general solution is of the form
P = LJ (y) + MJ Cy)
-V V
(3.35)
The Ic-ver boundary condition
n —> 0, as z —
^
e '
transforms ^o
P —) 0^ as y
Inspection of the leading terms of the asymptotic expansion of J (yH and
-V
2 (y'* iho^/s that this condition requires
V
M = -L exp (vWi) (3.36)
The e^p-ession for electron density then has the fo rm
n - Lx
e
J (y) - exp (yTIi) J (
-V 1/ y)
I
(3,37)
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As is well Iciown, the Bessel functions have a representation as a power series;
J (y) = exp
V
-ulT
v-'-' 1 (bx)
v/2
m=0
(SoSS)
J (v)
-V
exp
y£i
2
~ v/2 °o
I J (m-v) '. (bx) (3o39)
For large z^ small y^
X J (y) ~ exp
V y
^
t"/^ a->v/2 .
,
^ir-'X a exp f-3.^} , {3o40)
X J (y) « exp
-V
u^'i b^/2 a^v/2
.
.
•"~~Ts 3£ a exp i-a^z)
«?-y)o 4
(3o41')
These fcinns 2iay be substituted into Equation (3o37) to give an expression for
the electroBi density that is valid at great heights = The upper boundary con-
diticn jjiay be satisfied by substituting this limiting form for n into Equation
e
(3oi4}:
G(oo) = D L exp
.
v/2
_
v/2i„b a b
3 4
V o
(3=42)
The upper boundary condition is satisfied if
_
G(°o)vlb~'^^'^
^ ^ D ;'a--a )" ^^P
o 3 4
::3o43)
The electron density in an accretive layer is therefore given by
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"e
" D (a^-a^>
o 3 4
exp
u^i
J (y) - exp
-V
vTTi
~2~ J (y)
V
(3.44)
In terms of the Bessel function of imaginary argument
I (s) =: exp
V m J I exp -vWi2 (3,45)
this may be written
G(oo)v«b"^^\
n — ——— —
e D (a -a^)
o 3 4
I (2 /bx)
V
- I (2 /bx) (3,46)
3o4.2 The Photoaccretive Layer
For the photoaccretive layer^ the full equation
y P + yP' + (y - v )P =; fy
^
(3,32)
applies o The solution of this equation satisfying the upper boundary condition
that the flux tends to zero at great heights has been obtained by Bowhill (1962a)
The power series representation of this solution is given as Equation (A22) of
that paper. There is a minor omission in that equation^ though the correct
version was used in the body of the paper^ and the conclusions are unaffected.
The correct equation reads:
dx
"e " X'X-v)
?.',(\-w)l
(-v)Ubx)^ m I (m- V ) 'T (bx)
\l(\-v'M
(\+m) I (\-vi-m) ', (bx)
m-O m:--.0
(3.47)
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where
X.
— (1+M-Tv)
,
(3o48:
As in Section 3 =3 „2 the solution satisfying the upper boundary condition
for the photo-accretive layer is the sum of the accretive solution and the
solution that satisfies the upper boundary condition that the flux tend to zero,
Adding Equation (3o44) and (3„47)^ and making use of Equations (3o38) and (3o39.1
n =
e
k\(.\-v)l ^-\
db
G(oO)yib -V
(-v}lk{\-v) (-v) JD (a -a )
o 3 4
oo
a~v/2 ) (-v)
i
m=0
(bx^
G(oo")
D (a^-a )
o 3 4
a v/2 1
m-=0
m' (m+v) I ihx}
d
\(X.-y>
^'1 \l(\~v)l
l\+m) I (X~vrm)
(bx>
m
m:=0
(3.49)
Direct comparison with Equation (3c24) is facilitated by noting that
a-v/2
X = exp »-a z)
4
a-iv/2 .
X = exp «-a z) > (3„50)
y = exp -(a -fa )z
_J1 3
The critical flux is the value of -G(oo) that will make the first term in
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brackets of Equation (3 o49> equal to zero:
\l{\-v)l o 3 4 ,,v-X
c \(K-v) vi (3.51)
3.5 Calculation of Electron Density Profiles
Some examples of the solution of the continuity equation for the accretive
layer and the photoaccretive layer will now be given c An atmosphere of type B
will be assumed. Values of various aon-dimensional quantities for thfe type B
atmosphere that appear in Equations (3 o44) and (3„47) are listed below in
Table 3.2.
Y H
1/6 2/3 -1/6 1/2
Table 3o2o Values of non-dimensional quantities for
the type B model atmosphere
o
Upon substitution for the quantities listed in Table 3.2^ the power series
representation of Equation (3o44) becomes
n =
G (oo) 1/3
o 4
(1/6)!
(-1/6)'.
;bx)
-1/6 V"' (-1/6)!
/ . m Urn- 1/6
;
(bx)
(1/6)1^
mUm+1/6) (bx)
in=0 m=:0
(3.52)
Expressing the first few terms of these series in numerical form one obtains
G (=0) 1/3
n = X
e Da
o 4
iViiL
,bxr-/6(-1/6 >»
36bx (36bx)
5o6 *" 5o6oll„12 f
1 -}
36bx (36bx)
6.7 6o7ol2ol3 (3 .53)
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?ith the substitution
u = 36bx (3o54)
aaid substitution for b and d from Equations (3o30)^ the series (3o53) can be
expressed in the form
n = G(oo) (a D ^a )~'^''^S(u) „
e "^0 4
(3 o55^
where
S(iu) = (-1/6) 'o ['^ ^iTi^ - u
1/3
+ —'— +
6=7
i;3o56)
With the same substitutions. Equation (3 o47) can be expressed in the form
q / S
o / "^o
e 6
^o \ a _
4 o
.1/3
TCul (3o57:;
wh.ere
T(u} a/2)»a/3)iu^''®
1/6^ 1^1
+ -H_ +
.._J
. u-
1/3 u u
2,3 2„3.8o9
i3o58>
The solution for the photoaccretive case is the sum of Equations C3o55) anc
(3o57):
,1/3
^~ ^' ir- I —
§
—
i T(u) + G(°o) (B D ^a J~^^^^S(u)
^
^o a ^D '
'"o o 4
4 o
(3o59^
With the aid of Equation (3=51) defining the critical flux„ a common factor
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car be extracted from the right hand side of Equation (3<,59) to give
1/3
_o
a, D
4 o
r .
(1/2) U. 1/3)° G(oo)
[u) + '—- \ .„ -r;— S(u)
(1/6)16^^^ ^c
(3o60)
The series S(u) aEd r(u) have been calculated for values of log u increasing
from -4 to •>3 by steps of 0o2«
Figure 3 o2 shows the photoaccretive distribution for representative values
of G(oo); the curve labelled G(oo) = ~ G is the photodepletive layer giving the
largest outgoing flux that can be supported by a diffusion process. The
abscissa is the electron density divided by the factor appearing outside the
-1
square brackets in Equation (3 o60} o Assuming a s (2H) j where H is the scale
height of atomic oxygen, the ordinate of Figure 3o2 is related to the variable
u by
H
°" " 3 log^^e ^°^lo" ^
the reference level having been chosen such that z s: 0^, when u = 1 « The effect
of a downward flux of ionization into the top of the layer is to increase the
density at the layer maximum over that which is found in the absence of this
fluxo The dependence of the density at the layer maximum upon the magnitude of
the flux is illustrated in Figure 3 o3
»
The electron density distribution for the accretive layer is given in
Figure 3o4o The abscissa is the quantity S(u) appearing in Equation (3o55)<,
A frequently assumed approximate model for the shape of the F2-layer is
the a - Chapman form (Wright 1960^ Chandra 1963):
n -: n exp
e 6c 1/2
/- z/H - exp C- z/H) (3o61)
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3 -^
2 -
i°
I -
0.02 2.0
Figure 3 o2 The ptootoaccretivs layer distribution for various
assumed values of the incoming ilux (after Bowhill^
1962b) o The curve labeled G(oo} m - G represents
the photodepletive layer for the largest possible
outgoing fluxo The abscissa is electron density
divided by the constant factor outside the square
brackets in Equation (3 ..eO} o
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2.0
1.5 -
ro
CJ
X
o
E
1.0 -
0.5 -
4
G(cd)/G,
Figure 3.3 Dependence of the density at the maximum of the photo-
accretive and photodeplet i ve layers upon the magnitude
of the flux at the top of the layer (after Bowhill,
1962b).
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This has an upper part correspo:!iidi!ag to a diffusive equilibrium layer^ and
a rather sharp lower boundary o It is quite unlike the equilibrium F2-layer
for the case G(oo) - 0, which has an exponential tail on its lower side »
However^ a comparison with the accretive layer ((see Figure 3o4) indi-
cates that this has a nearly a - ChapKian formo The distribution of the
a - Chapman layer having a maximusn that coincides with that of the accretive
layer appears in Figure 3o4o
3,6 Application of the Theory
3o6ol The Dayt ime Layer
The hypothesis has been advanced that the seasonal anomaly is brought
about through transfer of ionization from the summer hemisphere to the winter
hemisphere by diffusion along the limes of the geomagnetic field » The
analysis of this chapter shows that the rate at whidh ionization may be thus
removed from unit column of the ionosphere cannot exceed that of the critical
flux G o Inspection of Figure 3 o3 shews that this process can increase the
c
electron density at the F2-iayer maximum in the wimter hemisphere by at most
a factor of 2 over that of the summer hemisphere » In order to account for
the observed magnitude of the segisonal anomaly_j, the flux must be close to
the critical value
»
The critical flux is given by Equation (3o.51)o Prom the Equations (3o30)
defining b and d and from Table 3 o2^ substitution m.^y be made into Eiquation
(3„51> to give
a/22|a/3,H
((3„62)
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1 y*^
For the type B model atmospiiere, the factcr q CB /S a > is indepeimdenit of
•' o " o "^o 4
-1
altitude o With the assumption that a - (2H) ^ where H is the scale heigh':
of atomic oxygen and after evaluation of the factor within the square brackets^
the relation for the critical flux becomes:
,
2HD \ ^^^
.
~ 0o468 q ~~~ <, «3»63)
c IP
The data to be used in the evaluatioai of the critical flux appear in
>le 3o3o There are two values for q, j3 and D quoted for conditions repre-
sentative of local noon near the minimum of the solar cycle^ and near the
maximum of the solar cycle o The values m parenthesis are all taken from
Rishbeth (1964'* o The remaining values for q^ p and D and for the other
quantities have been taken from a variety of sources » All quantities listed
apply to an altitude of 300 fciio
The temperature and the concentration of atomic oxygen for sunspot mini-
mum and sunspot maximum are taken from the Harris-Priester models S =- 100
and S :- 250j respectively » The scale height of atomic oxygen has been com-
puted with this temperature from Equation C3c.3.)c, The quantity DnfO has been
interpolated from the values quotec for several temperatures by Dalgarno (1964^ <.
The Dalgarno values are calculated for the diffusion of oxygen ions through
atomic oxygen; these values have been doubled to obtain the ambipolar diffusion
coefficient » I alues of the loss coefficient are based on the values deauced
by Nisbet and Quinn (1963) from observations of the decay of the nighttime
F2-layer; the sunspot minimum value is that quoted by these authors for a tem-
o
perature of 1000 K^ while the sunspot maximum value is obtained by extrapolation
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Quantity Sunspot Minimum Sunspot Maximum Unit
T 1030 1875 °K
n(0) 3o72 X 10^ 9»23 X 10
-3
cm
Dn(0)
1 9
lo42 X 10"
19
1<,86 X 10
-1 -1
cm sec
D 3o8 X 10"^*^
10
2o0 X 10
2 -1
cm sec
10(7o3 X 10 ) (2„0 X 10^°)
P 6o5 X
10~^ -46o0 X 10
-1
sec
(loO X 10~'*)
_3
(loO X 10 )
q 200 720
-3 -1
cm sec
(100) (850)
H 60 110 km
G
c
9
lo8 X 10 2„9 X 10^
-2 -1
cm sec
(9=6 X 10 ) (3„0 X 10^)
Table 3.3. Values of atmospheric quantities at time of local noono
Sources are given in the test » Last two entries in the
table are calculated values of the critical fluxo
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en the assumption that the dependence of. (3 upon the temperature is that inferred
o ofrom the change in p between 700 K and 1300 K. The sunspot minimum value cf q
is roiaghly that deduced by Dalgarno ^ a^„ (1963) from the ionization c^oss
section data and measurements of solar flux given by Watanabe and Hinteregger
(1962) o This value has been scaled by the corresponding ratio of the inten-
sity of solar radiation at the 10 o7 cm wavelength to obtain the sunspot maximum
value o
Eishbeth (1964) has presented a time-dependent model of the F2-layero The
parameters of the model have been adjusted to give the best com.parison "vith
the observed behavior of the F2-layer. The values of q^ p and D enclosed ir-
parenthesls correspond to the values used in his "fast diffusion" model^ which
has been most successful in explaining the behavior of the daytime layer o''
The values of G calculated from Equation (3o63) with these data are also
shown in Table 3 ,,3 o On the basis of this result^ it is reasonable to assign
9 -2 -1 9 -2 -1
values t<? Q of lo5 x 10 cm, sec at sunspot minim.um and 3o0 x 10 cm sec
c
.at sunspo^ m.aximumo
3 o6 o2 The Nighttim-e Layer
The analysis of Hanson and Ortenburger (1961) has shown that a downwara flux
of oxygen ions into the top of the F2-layer should be expected at night o There
is soffiie' evidence from the diurnal variation of whistler dispersion to substan-
tiate t.his o The hypothesis made here is that this flux is sufficient to account
for the persistence of the layer throughout the night
o
The hypothesis may be stated a little more precisely if the detailed be-
havior of. the nighttime layer is considered. The layer does m fact aec^v ^*"*her
rapid^v for a few hou.rs after sunset, but as the night progresses this rate of
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decay slows down. There is in fact evidence (Groom e_t £l » , 1959; Wright^ 1962)
that on a number of occasions the decay ceases entirely near local midnight,
with electron densities remaining nearly constant thereafter. In the light of
this evidence the hypothesis becomes^ in the terminology of this chapter, a
statement to the effect that the post-midnight F2-layer is an accretive layer
o
Thus, the quantity of interest here is the magnitude of the flux G(oo)
required to maintain an accretive layer with maximum density equal to the
observed post-midnight value. This flux may be found from Equation (3„55)o
Again^ for the type B model atmosphere^ the parameters (3 and D appear in the
expression in a combination that is independent of altitude^ so that
n / 2N^^3
Inspection of Figure 3„4 shows that at the maximum of the layer, S(u) ~ 0o6
5 -3
A figure of 1 x 10 cm is consistent with the density at the layer maximum
observed on the occasions characterized by the existence of a nearly constant
post-midnight level (Rishbeth^ 1964) .
The data used to evaluate (3 aad D are listed in Table 3„4. All values
apply to time of local midnight and to an altitude of 300 km. Again^ the values
enclosed within the parentheses have been taken from Rishbeth (1964) and cor-
respond to his fast diffusion model » The source for the value of each of the
remaining quantities is the same as that for the corresponding quantities in
Table 3.3,
The values of G(oo> calculated from Equation (3 =64) with these data appear
also in Table 3.4. The dependence upon level of solar activity is slight. The
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Q'aamrity Sunspot Minimum Sunspot Maxim'Jjn Unit
1 700 1430 °E
nlO) 2„10 X 10^ 8o75 X 10^
-3
cm
Drj«0)
19
l.cl4 X 10
19
lo66 X 10
-1
-1
cm sec
D
„10
5o4 X 10
11(lo45 X 10 )
10
1 o90 X 10
(2o2 X 10^°3
2 -1
cm sec
P 1 „5 X
10~
-5.
((.3 „0 X 10 j
#4
2o0 X 10"
(6 „0 X 10~ )
-1
sec
H 40 83 km
0' (°oj 3„0 X 10^
r6o2 X 10^ >
2o? X 10^
{C4„3 X 10^)
-2 -1
cm 5ec
Table 3 o4 o 'Values of at.mospheric quantities at time of local
midnight o Sources are given in the text. Last two
entries in the table are calculated values of the
flux requlrea to maintain t!ie nighttime accretive
layer o
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Q
mean of the two values calculitec ;":*' the Eishberh data is about 5 x 10
-2-1
,
cm sec o The same value hi: bee- ebtai-ied by Rlshbeth (1964' from ana-
logue computer solutions o-f the cor>tl"jjity equation o The other two values
8 -2. -1
calculated here are both about 3 x lO cm sec o According to Rishbeth
(1964), the diffusion coefficierir fcr his fast diffijsion model may be too
large^ but reduction by a factor larger than 3 would result in a discrepancy
between the model and the features of rhe daytime layer o Inspectiorj of
Equation (3.64) shows that reduc^iorr of J tv a factor of 3 reduces G(oo"> by
a factor of about 1 o7 » In view of thi,s possibility the choice G(oo) r=
8 • - 2 -
1
3 X 10 cm sec will be made for the dowiBward flux needed to maintain the
nighttime accretive layer.
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4. DIFFUSIVE COUPLING BETWEEN THE IONOSPHERE AND PROTONOSPHERE
4.1 Introduction
The chemical reaction of charge exchange between atomic oxygen ions and
atomic hydrogen is the source of the ionized hydrogen present in the topside,,
In Chapter 2 it was shown how the competing effects of gravitational separation
and maintainence of charge neutrality account for the emergence of ionized
hydrogen as the dominant constituent . It was pointed out there that the ioni-
zation within a protonospheric field tube can enter or leave only at the base
of the tube^ and that, as a consequence, the content of the field tube is
determined by the concentration of hydrogen ions in the region of chemical
equilibrium located below the base of the protonosphere on the field line which
defines the axis oi the tube. If the concentration in the region of chemical
equilibrium is altered,, the content of the field tube changes also An esti-
mate of the rate at which the content of the field tube can adjust to a given
change in concentration in the region of chemical equilibrium is the primary
objective of this chapter
o
The assumptions adopted for the treatment of this chapter are stated at
the outset, in Section 4.2o This is followed, in Section 4.3, by a qualitative
discussion of the process which regulates the rate of transfer of ionization to
and from the field tube: diffusion of hydrogen ions between the protonosphere
and the region of chemical equilibrium. The distribution of hydrogen ions is,
at all altitudes^ governed by the continuity equation; the steady-state form
of this equation for the hydrogen ions is derived in Section 4 4 The solution
of this equation is employed to calculate the distribution of ionized hydrogen
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for a number of different values of the assumed flux of ionization into or out
of the protonosphere o The results show quantitatively the relation between
the total content of ^ protooospheric field tube, the concentration in the
region of chemical equilibrium^) and the fluxo The rate of diffusion in the
upward direction is found to be limited to values less than a critical value
»
An estimate of the magnitude of this critical flux is obtained^, and this is
compared^, i;n Section 4 o5^ with the fluxes needed to account for the seasonal
anomaly and the maintenance of the nighttime F2-layerj respectively o Following
this^ in Section 4o6„ a steady-state model for ionosphere-protonosphere coupling
is set up for a 24-hour period to determine whether or not the magnitude of the
average rate of exchange of iojaization is close to that of the critical fluXo
The chapter is concluded with a discussion of factors which could be expected
to significantly alter the estimated value of the critical flux»
4 o2 Physical Assumptions
The results of this chapter are based on the solution of a form of the
steady-state continuity equation for ionized hydrogen to be derived in Sec-
tion 4o4o The assumptions which are needed to obtain this form of the con-
tinuity equation are listed below:
(i) The presence of helium ions in the topside will be ignored. The
dependence of the results obtained upon this assumption is discussed
in Section 4 =7
„
(ii) Hydrogen ions will be assumed to be a minor constituent « The derived
form of the continuity equation is therefore valid only in the region
where this condition exists « The method of extending the solution
into the region where hydrogen ions become the dominant constituent is
described in Section 4»4o
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(iii) Ion and electron, temperatures will be assumed equal to the temperature
of the neutral atmosphere o This. is further discussed in Section 4o7o
(iv) The drag force exerted on the ions by a diffusive flux of H ions
will be neglected o For fluxes of the order derived here^ this force
produces a negligible effect on the O' ion distribution in the region
where these ions are the major constituent
»
4o3 Qualitative Discussion of the Coupling Process
4.3ol Description by Means of a Hypothetical Situation
The purpose of this section is to describe qualitatively the mechanism of
exchange of ionization between the F2-layer and the protonosphere » Frequent
reference will be made in Figure 4 do The distribution adopted by each of the
constituents in a mixture of ions of and H in diffusive equilibrium is
represented by a continuous line » The concentration of these constituents at
the 500 km level and the temperature are the same as those for the diffusive
equilibrium model of the topside in Chapter 2^ representative of daytime condi-
tions near sunspot minimiimo
_ _
Consider now the situation which is createc when the concentration of
is decreased by a factor of 3 at all altitudes^ to give the distribution rep-
resented by the broken line in Figure 4<.l. If it is assum.ed that no change
occurs i" the relative abundance of neutral hydrogen and oxygen, the concen-
tration of H" ions in the chemical equilibrium region is lowered by the same
factor. There is now an excess of ionization in a protonospheric field tube
and a downward flow of ionization through the base of the tube takes place.
The H ions diffuse downward through the ions into the region of chemical
equilitrius: . Accum.ulation of ionization woula quickly make up the deficit
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in this regioD, and restore the aistributloinA of Icnizetji hvdrogen to one of
diffusive equilitrium were it not for the fact that the charge excri-.,'ge
reaction proceeas almost equally ripiclv m either ci-'ection Thus the H
ions which diffuse downward from the protonosphere ire converted to ions
at a rate which is such as to nraaintain chemical equilibrium at altitudes
below abou': '00 km. Ano^iie'- process bv is-hich the distribution of ionized
hydrogen might be restorer to one of diffusive equilibrium is the accumulatior
-'U
of O' ions sufficient to increase the concent r'ation of these ions by a factor
of 3 in the region of chemicil equilibrium. This is no* possible in the top-
side J2-l.aver^ however ,, as O'" ions are quickly removed by downward diffusion
and subseque''* recombination near or below tfcie Eaximum of the layer
»
It IS therefore clear that a steadv-state situation will be set up very
soon af^er the proposed decrease of the density of the F2-laye"' This steady-
state situation will be characterized by; (1) a downward diffusion of ioni-
zation through the base of the protonospheric field, tube,, (2.'> conversion of H
ions to O' ions at a rate equali to the rate of supply from the field tube^ and
(3) a downward flux cf 0" ions into the F2-layer that is just equal to the flux
through the base of the protoncspherlc field tube = This situation is maintained
until sufficient ionization is r&moved frcm the field tube to restore the dis-
tribution of ionizec hycrogen to one of diffusive equilibrium at all altitudes
above the regio-n of chemical equilibri!imo
The quantity of interest to be derived from the theory rela'^mg the proc-
esses describea above is, essentiallv^, the time required fo" restoration of a
state of aiffusive equilibrium to the ionized hya>'ogen„ This depena.3 upon the
r^ate 'at which ionlz.atlon can diffuse from the base of the protonosphere down
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to the level where the concentration is determined by chemical equilibrium
o
This region is one of slow diffusion and constitutes a diffusive barrier to
the removal of ionization from a protcnospheric field tube; the region is so
marked in Figure 4olo Mere precisely^ the information needed to determine the
degree of ionosphere-protonosphere coupling is the relation between the dis-
tribution of ionized hydrogen through the region of the diffusive barrier and
the rate of change of protonospheric field tube content <. In order to obtain
this informationj, it is necessary to solve the continuity equation for ionized
hydrogen.
The process of transfer of ionization from the protonosphere to the F2-
layer described above may take place in reverse » Consider the situation which
+
is created when the concentration of ions is at all altitudes increased by
a factor of 3 over that of the distribution represented by the continuous line
in Figure 4olo There is now a deficiency of ionization within a protonospheric
field tube o For the reasons stated above^ a steady-state condition obtains in
which ionized hydrogen flows upward through the diffusive barrier and into the
field tube. This ionization is supplied at the expense of the content of the
F2- layer. It was seen in Chapter 3 that there is a limit to the flux of ioni-
zation which can be supplied by the F2-layer (the critical flux)^ and it is
therefore theoretically possible that the time required for the distribution
of ionized hydrogen to be restored to one of diffusive equilibrium is in this
case set by the F2-layer critical flux rather than by the rate of transport of
hydrogen ions through the diffusive barrier. This question cannot be answered
until full details have been obtained from the solution of the continuity
equation for ionized hydrogen.
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4.3.2 The Coupling Process and the Nighttime F2-Layer
In the foregoing example a variation of content of the F2-layer was assumed
to be the cause of exchange of ionization between the ionosphere and the pro-
tonosphere o Now^ the content of the F2-layer is in fact subject to strong solar
control^ a factor of 5 being a typical figure for the diurnal variation of the
electron density at the layer maximum. As the electron density is lowest at
nighty a downward flux of ionization into the layer should be expected during
this period. The question to be answered in this chapter is whether or not this
downward flux is close to the figure derived in Chapter 3 for the flux required
to maintain the assumed nighttime accretive layer.
The quantity of ionization which is thus removed from a protonospheric
field tube during the night must be replenished by an upward flux of ionization
during the day. This is a most important consideration, for it means that an
estimate of the nighttime flux cannot be made from consideration of the night-
time situation alone. It is for this reason that a steady-state model for
ionosphere-protonosphere coupling has been set up for a 24-hour period. This
is described in Section 4,6.
4.3.3 The Coupling Process and the Seasonal Anomaly
If the seasonal anomaly is due to a diffusion of ionization along magnetic
field lines^ then it is necessary to suppose that in the summer hemisphere (where
the low F2-layer densities are observed) there is a flux of ionization upward
into the protonosphere and that in the winter hemisphere there is a flux downward
Into the F2-layer, Although this contradicts the pattern of normal daytime
behavior just described, in which ionization diffuses upward in both hemispheres
to replenish the protonosphere, it is not beyond the realm of possibility. Thus,
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if the temperature of the protonosphere in the summer hemisphere is higher than
that of the winter hemisphere^ the entire tube may be filled by upward diffusion
in the summer hemisphere to such an extent that it overflows into the conjugate
F2-layero In the steady state, continued transfer of ionization could then
result from a departure of the distribution of ionization within the field tube
from diffusive equilibrium maintained by the asymmetry of temperature in the
two hemispheres^ as suggested by Rothwell (1962)
o
It was pointed out in Chapter 3 that^ in order for the seasonal anomaly
to be thus accounted for^ the magnitude of the rate of transfer of ionization
must be close to that of the P2-layer critical fluxo The hypothesis that a
transfer of ionization is responsible for the seasonal anomaly may thus be
tested by determining whether or not a flux of this magnitude can push through
the diffusive barrier between the F2-layer and the protonosphere
o
4.4 The Distribution of Ionized Hydrogen Through the Region of the Diffusive
Barrier
4.4ol The Diffusion Equation
The equations which govern the distribution of ionization in the topside
ionosphere are Equations (2ol4) and (2ol5)o If the assumption is made that
+ +
He ions are absent and that ions remain stationary in the presence of a
diffusive flux of H ionSj, these equations become
— n (eE - m g) + •=-— -— . v„ ^ 0„ (4=1)dz 1 1° D (n 4- n ) 3 ^
""""S
,
, ,
kT ^ ^3
, ,
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-
— + n (eE 4^ m g) = 0. (4.3)dz e e
The subscripts 1 and 3 denote ions of and H
^
respect ively o Use has been
2
made of the fact that D, „ =
^r,-,'
'the sin I term has been omitted Equation (4.3)
may be used as in Chapter 2 to express the electric field in terms of the mean
ionic mass m . Upon further substitution for the partial pressures from the
+
ideal gas law and neglect of the drag force exerted on the ions by the
J.
diffusing H' ions^ Equations (4«1) and (4.2) become
dn
I
m .
(4.5)
13 1 3
+
Over most of the region of the diffusive barrier^ H ions are a minor con-
stituent. For this case, m = m wherem is the mass of an atomic oxygen atom.
It is convenient to work in terms of the atomic oxygen mass^, thus expressing the
altitude variation of constituents in diffusive equilibrium in terms of the
scale height H of atomic oxygen „ Under the assumption that H ions are a minor
constituentj Equation (4.4) can be integrated immediately to give the distribu-
tion of ions:
n, = (n^ "» exp (-z/2H), (4,6)
1 1 o
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where the subscript zero denotes the concentration at the reference level z - 0.
For the same assumption^ Equation (4o5) gives for the diffusive flux G of H
ions
:
ik ^3 > ° ^^"^^
It follows from Equation (2,9)^ which defines the diffusion coefficient^ that
•1
'13 - -1^D^^ Qc (n^) in the region where H ions are a minor constituent^, so that
D.^ ^ (0,J exp (z/2H) . (4.8)13 13 o
4o4.2 The Equation of Continuity
The charge exchange reaction accounts for both the production and loss of
ionized hydrogen o As pointed out in Chapter 2^ the rate coefficient for the
loss process is a fraction 8/9 of the production rate coefficient. Thus, the
steady-state continuity equation for ionized hydrogen is
X <n^n(H)
-| n2n(0) > + || = 0, (4.9)
where n(0) and n(H) are, respectively_, the concentration of atomic oxygen and (
of atomic hydrogen. Substitution for the flux from Equation (4.7) gives for
|
+ Ithe continuity equation in the region where H ions are a minor constituent:
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16H 16H
— r— (n ) n (H) exp
(D^ ^) loo13 o
•(1/2H + 9/16H)z
I Y~)~ "0^°^ "3 ^''P |-(1/H + l/2H)z13 o [-
- 0, (4.10)
where primes denote differentiation with respect to z , It has been assumed
here that atomic oxygen and atomic hydrogen are in diffusive equil ibriTim, that
IS,
n(H) = n (H) exp (-z/16H)
o
(4.11)
n(0) = n (0) exp (-z/H)
o
(4.12)
Comparison of Equation (4.10) with the equation of continuity governing the
distribution of ionization in the F2-layerj Equation (3.15)^ shows that the two
equations are of the same form. If now the substitutions
a, =!
a„ =
a„ =
a =
9/16 H
1/H
1/2H
- 7/16H
>
(4.13)
J
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are made for the parameters expressing altitude dependence, and the substitutions
T = K n (H.)(n^) ]
^o o 1 o
> (4ol4)
5 = ^ K n (0)
o 9 o J
are made for the production rate and coefficient of the loss rate, Equation (4.10)
becomes
^3 ^ ^V %> "3 ' (^3^^^4>"3
13 o
exp [-S+ a3)z [-^V ^3^^] = '^——p n^ exp -(a2+ ^^^"^ \ = 0. (4.15)
13 o
The parameters a , a , a and a are defined exactly as in Chapter 3o Thus, it
-L ^ O ^
may be seen from Equations (4,14) that q cc exp (-a z) and p cc exp (-a z) ;
Equation (4.8) shows that D oc exp [a z]„ Finally, when G = 0, hydrogen ions
are in diffusive equilibrium, and inspection of Equation (4.7) shows that
"o '-^ ["S^z] for this case.
4.4.3 Solution of the Continuity Equation
Equation (4.15) will be solved subject to the upper boundary condition that
the flux G of hydrogen ions approaches a finite limiting value of magnitude
G as z —3900. As both production and loss of hydrogen ions are negligible in
the protonosphere, G is the flux through the base of the protonosphere, at the
top of the diffusive barrier region. The flux G at any altitude is related to
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the hydrogen ion distribution through Equation (4=7)^ where_j as in Chapter 3^
the sign convention is such that a downward flux is positive. The lower
boundary condition is that the hydrogen ion distribution tend to one of chemi-
cal equilibriunio It is sufficient for this purpose to require that n —>0 as
Z- —> — °Oo
These boundary conditions are the same as those imposed upon the solution
of the continuity equation for the ionization in the F2-layer= Thus^ the
desired solution of Equation (4.15) is identical to that of the F2-layer con-
tinuity equation for the photoaccretive layer^ Equation (3o49). This Is not
to say^ however^ that the distribution of ionized hydrogen is that of a photo-
accretive layer^ since the altitude dependence of the production rate^ loss
coefficient and diffusion coefficient all differ from that of the corresponding
quantities for the F2-layer. The form which Equation (3 o49) takes when sub-
stitution is made for the coefficients in accordance wi^h Equations (4oi3) and
«'4=14) is considered in Section 4o4.4 =
A feature of Equation (3o49) is the existence of a value of the upward
flux that is such that the right-hand side of the equation tends to zero at
great heights. This was termed the critical flux^ and the interpretation given
there was that this is the largest upward flux that can be supported by a dif-
fusion process in the F2-layer„ As the distribution of ionized hydrogen is
governed by the same equation, there is also a critical flux G for diffusion
pc
of hydrogen ions. This is to be interpreted as the largest upward flux that
can pass through the diffusive barrier between the region of chemical equilib-
rium and the base of the protonosphere . The critical flux G' is given by
pc
Equation (3.51)^ with appropriate substitution for the quantities on the right-
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hand side of this equation. A numerical estimate of this quantity is obtained
in Section 4 o4 .5 .
4.4.4 Calculatio n of the Distributions
The distribution of ionized hydrogen through the region of the diffusive
barrier will now be calculated for various assumed values of the flux G
P
through the base of the protonosphere . Values of some of the nondimensional
parameters of Equation (3.49> appropriate to the present situation are listed
below in Table 4.1. These values follow from Equation (4.13).
5/8 17/24 3/8
Table 4,1 Values of nondimensional quantities in
Equation (3.49) for the case of the
hydrogen ion distribution.
Substitution of the values listed in Table 4.1 into Equation (3.49)^
determines the coefficients in the power series. As in Section 3.5., it is
convenient to make a substitution for the independent variable:
u ss 64 b x, (4 .16)
where —
b = —
—
J (4,17)
(D ) {a„-i- a„)13 o 2 3
X = exD
,>.][a24-a2)z I o (4.18)
I
Ill
With the understanding that the dependent variable now represents the concen-
tration of hydrogen ions^ Equation (3=49.^ takes the form
where
~ f %.
P G
^
R(u)
pc
R
-. (5/8) I ^15/4 r^ _u_ u
^ 1
^''- " (-5/8)1 ^ L 3.8 "3.8=11.16 *° J^
(4 ,19)
5/8
- u
t •- ^i13 ' 8=13,16.21 (4,20)
It is instructive to express the concentration of hydrogen ions in terms
of the concentration of the constituents which are active in the process of
production and loss of these ions rather than in terms of the production and
loss rates themselves » Substitution may be made for q and (3 from Equations
(4.14) to put Equation (4.19) into the form?
_
9 n(H.^
'^S ~ 8 n(0) '^l (4,21)
The diffusive equilibrium distribution follows from Equation (4o21)^ when the
flux is set equal to zero:
9 nm "1
n ^ — —;—- n
3 8 n(0) 1 (4.22)
Reference to Equation (2.4) shows that this distribution is identical to that
which prevails in the region of chemical equilibrium.
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The series given by Equation (4»20) has been calculated for values of
log u increasing from -3„0 to !-3oO by steps of 0o5o This quantity is
related to the altitude z above the reference level through Equations (4ol7)
and (4ol8)o The reference level has been chosen to be the 400 km level o The
assumed concentrations of atomic oxygen, atomic hydrogen, and atomic oxygen
ions at this level are given below in Table 4 .2
o
(n ) n (0) n (H)
1 o o o
3o8 X 10 lo5 X 10 3.0 X 10
Table 4 .2 „ Assumed concentrations at the 400 km level ,
The diffusion coefficient may be calculated from Equation (2o9)o It is
convenient for future reference to retain the temperature dependence explicitly
o
The calculation gives
(8o5 X 10^) 5/2
D J; _ £. T / (4o23)
13 n
The expression for the rate coefficient 1^ has been taken from Hanson and
Patterson (1963) as
K =s (3.10 X lO" "'''") T^^^ (4.24)
Equations (4.23) and (4.24) and the concentrations given in Table 4.2 have
been used to obtain the distribution of hydrogen ions for several assumed values
of the flux G from Equation (4.21)- a temperature of 1250 K has been assumed.
The resulting distributions are shown in Figure 4.2. The fluxes are expressed
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in terms of the critical flux; a downward flux is positive » The curve (a)
represents the diffusive equilbrium distribution and is the same as that of
Figure 4»lo The remaining curves illustrate the relation between the distri-
bution of ionized hydrogen through the region of the diffusive barrier and
the rate of change of the content of a protojaospheric field tube. As seen
here^ the rate of change of content depends on the difference between the
concentration at the base of the protonosphere and the concentration at the
top of the region of chemical equilibrium
=
The distribution of ioms in the region where these ions are a minor
constituent is not shown in Figure 4o2; a different distribution prevails
for «ach of the six cases shown here » The distribution that prevails when
these ions are a major constituent has been assumed at all altitudes in order
to show clearly the altitude of the level of transition to H ions for each
case ,
+
Equation (4o21) was derived under the assumption that H ions are a minor
constituent o The distribution of these ions near and above the composition
transition level therefore cannot be obtained from this equation o The method
of continuing the solution up through the composition transition level and
into the protonosphere is illustrated by Figure 4 o3 , The continuous line^repre-
sents the solution of Equation (4o21) for case (e) of Figure 4 .2 o Above about
1200 km a straight line with slope equal to that of the diffusive equilibrium
solution^; case (a)^ is obtained » This indicates that^ for an upward flux
corresponding to that of case (e)^ the regioja above 1200 km is one of fast
diffusion; that is, that the departure from diffusive equilibrium required to
sustain this flux is small. The distribution of H ions above 1200 km may
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therefore be represei&ted quite closely as one of diffusive ©quilibffium in a
mixture of ions of and H „ The dlstributioias thus obtained foy both
•f
and H ions from Equation (2o25) with reference level at 1200 km are repre-
sented by the broken lines in Figure 4 o3 o With the exception of case (f), the
solutions of Equation (4o21) all exhibit the behavior characteristic of a
region of fast diffusion before the altitude of the composition transition
level is reached » Thus, it is possible i& each case to continue the solution
upward through this level and into the protomosphere by the method illustrated
4.
in Figure 4o3o As mentioned previously^ the distribution of ions obtained
in each case is not shown tm. Figure 4o2o '
4,4o5 The Critical Flu3£
The critical flux G is given by Equation C3»51) with appropriate change
in the notation:
pc KCK-v) 13 o 3 4
v-\
(4.25)
where
2 3
(4,26)
' and b is given by Equatiom C4ol7)o Upon substitution for d and b from these
equations and for the remaining constants from Equations (4.13) and Table 4„1,
Equation (4o25) becomes
pc (-3/8) «o (3/8) ^^ q H
1/4 13 o
3/8
(4o27)
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It is desirable to express the critical flux in terms of the atmospheric com-
position and the temperature o This may be accomplished by substitution from
Equations (4.14) defining q and S and from Equations (4.23) and (4=24) for
o ' o
the diffusion coefficient and the rate coefficient to obtain
G = 3.85 X 10
pc
-3 n (H)(n )o 1 o
5/8
n (0)
o
3/8
n3/2 (4.28)
Further substitution of the values given in Table 4.2 for the quantities within
7 _2 -1
the square brackets of Equation (4.28) shows that G = 1.45 x 10 cm secpc
for the example illustrated in Figure 4.2.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 The Seasonal Anomaly
If the seasonal anomaly is to be explained by diffusive transport of ioni-
zation between hemispheres, it is necessary to suppose that ionization is
supplied to a protonospheric field tube in the summer hemisphere at a rate
which is close to that of the F2-layer critical flux G . It was shown in
9 -2 -1
Chapter 3 that this quantity is about 1.5x10 cm sec at sunspot minimum
and higher by a factor of two at sunspot maximum. Factors which might alter
— 7-2-1
significantly the value for the critical flux G of 1.45 x 10 cm sec
pc
deduced above will be discussed in Section 4.7. It may be stated at this tirae^
however, that present knowledge is such as to preclude the possibility of an
increase in the calculated value of the critical flux G by more than an order
pc
of magnitude over the value deduced above. The hypothesis that the seasonal
anomaly is due to diffusive transport of ionization between hemispheres must
therefore be rejected on the grounds that the critical flux G for ionosphere-
pc
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protonosphere coupling is two orders of magnitude lower than the critical
flux G for the F2-layero
c
4 o 5o2 Maintenance of the Nighttime F2-Layer
It is evident from the discussion of Section 4 o4 that there is no theo-
retical limit to the rate at which ionization may diffuse downward through the
diffusive barrier between the protonosphere and the F2-layero In view of the
o
fact that the protonospheri c field tube with foot at latitude 40 contains
12 -2
some 4<,5 X 10 cm hydrogen ions^ it is possible that a downward flux suf-
ficient to maintain the accretive layer model of the nighttime F2-layer
presented in Chapter 3 could persist through most of the night o However^ as
pointed out in Section 4o3o2^ the ionization thus removed from the field tube
must be replenished by an upward flux during the day o As the upward flux
cannot at any time during the day be larger than the critical flux G , it
pc
may be concluded that the magnitude of the nighttime flux cannot long be
maintained at a value in excess of the daytime critical fluxo As this quantity
is an order of magnitude less than the value of 3 x 10 deduced in Chapter 3
for maintenance of the nighttime accretive layer^ It would appear that some
other process must be invoked to explain the persistence of the nighttime
layer.
However^ as indicated in the preceding discussion of the seasonal anomaly^
there is a possibility that a discrepancy of one order of magnitude can be
reconciled by further analysis o In view of the fact that no other suggested
mechanism for maintenance of the nighttime layer has been found to give better
quantitative agreement with observation^ such a step seems desirable o Before
such an optimistic stand can be Hiade^ however^ it is first necessary to
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ascertain whether or not ionization is supplied to the field tube during the
day at the maximum rate^ that is^ whether or not the magnitude of the daytime
flux is close to that of the critical flux. For the purpose of obtaining an
answer to this question^ a steady-state model for the coupling process has
been set up .
4.6 A Steady-State Model for lonosphere-Protonosphere Coupling
4.6.1 Notation
In this section it will be necessary to make a distinction between daytime
and nighttime conditions = In order to do this^ further subscripting is neces-
sary, and this makes it undesirable to continue usage of the convention wherein
the concentrations of different ion species are distinguished by subscripts „
+ +
In this section the symbols n(0 ) and n(H ) will be used in place of n and n
,
respectively to denote ion concentrations . The equations from which the steady-
state model will be set up are summarized below for convenience of reference:
nCo"*") = n (O"*") exp (-z/2H)
o
(4c6)
,„+- 9 n(H) . +^
1 *
G = 3 .85 x 10
pc
n (H) n (0 )
o o
pc
5/8
~
n (0)
o
3/8
R(u)
,3/2
(4.21)
(4.28)
4.6.2 The Coupling Equation
The rate at which hydrogen i^ins flow through the diffusive barrier is deter-
mined by the difference between the concentration at the base of the protonosphere
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and the concentration of these ions at a reference level chosen within the
region of chemical equilibrium o A diurnal variation of the concent rjat ion at
the base of the protonosphere results from the redistribution of ionization
within a protonosphere field tube that accompanies a change of protonospheric
temperature; this variation was calculated in Chapter 2„ A diurnal variation
of hydrogen ion concentration at a specified level within the region of
chemical equilibrium results from the change of the ratio n(H)/n(0) and the
change of n(0 ), at that level. The coupling equation ^ which is a relation
+ +
between the H ion concentration at the base of protonosphere and the ion
concentration at the reference level in the region of chemical equilibrium^
will be derived in this section o Following this, in Section 4o6o3, the coupling
equations for the daytime and for the nighttime situation are combined into a
single equation^ using the condition that ionization taken from the field tube
during the night must be replaced by day o This equation may be solved to give
the ratio of the daytime flux to the critical fluxo
The composition transition level is the level at which the concentrations
+ +
of ions and H ions are equal. This will hereafter be referred to simply
as the transition level. For the treatment to follow, this level will be
defined as the level at which n(0 ) = n(H ), when the distributions of these
constituents are assumed to be given at all altitudes by Equations (4.6) and
(4.21), respectively. Stated in another way, the transition level is here
defined as the level at which the two continuous lines of Figure 4.3 intersect.
It was stated earlier that the altitude dependence of n(H ) given by
Equation (4.21) tends to that of diffusive equilibrium as the transition level
is approached from below. This is seen in Figure 4,3, The reason for this is
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that R(u) is very close to unity at these altitudes. ThuSj if the subscript
T is used to denote quantities evaluated at the transition level^ there follows
from Equation (4o21):
+ 9 T -
n (H) :. — ' , . n ("O ">
T 8 n^(0) T
DC.
(4 29
Upon substitution for the quantities on the right-hand side of this equation
from the equations which define their respective altitude dependence one
obtains
n (H")
"t^CH^) = - —rrY n (0~) exp (7z_/16H)T 8n(0>o T
pc—
I
(4.30)
where the subscript zero deno'*:e5 quantities evaluated at the reference level
and z is the altitude of the transition level above this reference level. Now,
4. ,4.
by definition of the ti2a'n;siti on level^ n (H ' ) = n^(0 )^ and from Equation <'4.6~'
the relation
n (O*)
o
exp (- z /2H) i4.31'>
may be obtained c From Equation (4.31) it follows that
7/'8
n (0 >
exp (7z^/16H) =
<J~7h-T f4.32'>
which may be used to eliminate z_ from Equation (4 30) to give
1'
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n iE*'}^^^^ ^ K (G + G ) n (6^)^^^^ . (4o33)
T c p pc o
This is the coupling equation^ which relates the H ion concentration at the
transition level to the ion concentration at the reference level o The
quEintity K is the coupling factor , given by
/27 \ / 32
-
1,10 j 1,81
K =(t7;)I^) 7^77777 S^»i^'' ^- C0^)> <«n(0)l H . (4.34)
c \ /V8 / (-5/8)5 1 13 o o f ) o f
4.6 o3 Specification of the Steady-State Model
The quantities appearing in the coupling equation are all functions of
time^ and a large number of solutions of this equation would be necessary in
order to trace the magnitude and direction of the flux G over a 24-hour period.
Such detailed treatment is not needed in order to provide the information sought
here; namely, whether or not the difference between the average day and night
values of n (H ) and of n (H)/n (0) and n (0 ) are such as to extract the maximum
T o ' o o
amount of ionization out of a protcnospheric field tube that is permitted by the
critical flux. The simplest assumption will be made: all physical quantities
assume one value during the night and another during the day, the day and night
being of equal duration. Under this assumption the condition that no change in
field tube content occur over a 24-hour period imposes the condition that, if a
flux G is present by night, then a flux - G is present by day. The possibility
of coupling between hemispheres will be ignored.
For the simple steady-state model described above, only two coupling equa-
tions are needed, one for daytime conditions and one for nighttime conditions.
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The quantity to be obtained from the solution of these equations is the ratio
of the magnitude of the flux to the daytime critical flux denoted by x. The
daytime and nighttime coupling equations may be combined by division to form
the single equation
_(x_j-_6_)_
(1 - x)
a (4,35')
where 6 is the ratio of the nighttime value of the critical flux to the day-
time value arid
fi
15/8 (K )^
c D
c N
(n (0 )^
n (O^')y
^,
o J N
10/8
(4.36)
The subscripts D and N denote daytime and nighttime values^ respectively. To
avoid confusion^ it should be pointed out here that the nighttime critical
flux is not to be interpreted as a limit to the flux; it is simply the quantity
obtained from Equation (4.28) when the nighttime values are substituted for
the quantities on the right-hand side of this equation. Equation (4.35) may be
solved for x to give
- 1
X
b/Q,
1 + 1/0 (4.37)
4 .6 o4 Deduction from the Steady-State Model
The quantities appearing on the right-hand side of Equation (4.37) may
be expressed in terms of composition and temperature if substitution is made
for the diffusion coefficient from Equation (4„23) and for the rate coefficient
from Equation- (4 .24) . These substitutions give the relations:
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15/8
l^-o^°'^} D
15/8
(4.38)
il
rl
15/8 5/8 {n^CO^))
o ' J D
10/8 3/2
N
(4o39
A discussion of the behavior of the quantities 5/^ and Q, may best be
introduced by consideration of the diffusive equilibrium situation =, The rela-
tion between n (H ) and the concentration of ions and neutral constituents
at the reference level that applies under conditions of diffusive equilibrium
may be obtained from Equations (4.22) and (4,32):
1 (H)
,„+^15/8 9 o • ,^+,rS/8 (4o40)
If substitution is made for n (H ) in Equation (4o38) from this relation^ it
may be seen by inspection that 6/i2 - l; further reference to Equation (4.37)
confirms that the flux is zero for this case- Thus, if the rate of exchange
of ionization between the F2-layer and the protonosphere is to be very much
less than the limit set by the critical flux, then the combination of day
to night ratios given by Equation (4o38) must be close to unity.
The principal contribution to the right-hand side of Equation (4.38) comes
from the oxygen ion term. The concentration of these ions at the F2-layer
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maximum and in the region of chemical equilibrium is typically a factor of 5
greater in the daytime than at nighty thus introducing i factor of about 1/25=.
The results of Chapter 2 indicate that the concentration of H ions at the base
of the protonosphere varies inversely as the temperature (see Figure 2o5>- and^
since the day-night ratio of this quantity is raised to the power 15/8 in
Equation (4,38)_, another factor that is considerably less than unity is present o
A recent study by Hanson and Patterson (1963) has shown that horizontal flow
of atomic hydrogen is very efficient in preventing an appreciable day-night
asymmetry in the abundance of this constituent ; the atomic hydrogen term there-
fore has little effect in Equation (4=38) o Only the atomic oxygen term intro-
ducesi'E factor greater than unity o However^ the Harrls-Priester models indicate
that the day to night ratio of n(0) becomes appreciable only near the minimum
of the solar cycle and even then is less than a factor of 5o
Thus^ it is evident that b/Q, is in fact much less than unity = This is due
principally to the large diurnal variation of oxygen ion content » A further
contribution is made by the fact that the diurnal variation of the concentration
at the base of the protonosphere is phased with the variation of F2-layer density
in such a way that the maximum possible difference between the hydrogen ion
concentration at the base of the protonosphere and in the chemical equilibrium
region is maintained over a 24-hour period
o
The factor Q, which appears in the denominator of Equation (4=37'> would
have to be very much larger than unity m order to have any effect on the fluxo
Inspection of Equation (4«39) shows that this is unlikely, since the concen-
tration ratios of the ionic constituents again appear in a combinai^ion that
produces a factor much less than unity. This is partially compensated for by
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the temperature^ but the day to night temperature ratio is not sufficiently
large to alter the conclusion that Q, is less than unity.,
The quantities adopted for a calculation of the degree of ionosphere-
protonosphere coupling based on the steady-state model are summarized in
Table 4.3. The 400 km level has been chosen as the reference level » Quan-
tities shown here are representative of conditions near the middle of the solar
cycle. The temperature and concentration of atomic oxygen ions are taken from
the Harris-Priester model S -- 150 for local noon and local midnight o On the
basis of the conclusion of Hansom and Patterson (1963) that the day-night
asymmetry in atomic hydrogen abundance is small^ the concentration of this con-
stituent has been assumed constant and equal to the mean of the noon and midnight
4
values tabulated in the Harris-Priester model used here o The figure of 1 x 10
-3
cm thus obtained is consistent with the value estimated by Hanson and
Patterson (1963).
For the values appearing in Table 4o3^ it is found that d/Q, = 0.043 and
fi =0.12. From the definition of x it then follows that G /G = 0.86. It
p pc
may therefore be concluded that the magnitude of the flux of ionization into
the nighttime F2-layer is essentially equal to the upper limit imposed by the
daytime critical flux.
7
The value of the critical flux for the model assumed here is 1.27 x 10
-2 -1
cm sec
.
This quantity is indepeiadent of any assumption about the content
of a protonospheric field tube o From a consideration of the representative
12 -2
figure of 4.5 X 10 cm for the total content of a mid-latitude field tube
derived in Chapter 2^ it is evident that only a very small fraction of the
ionization within the field tube participates in the diurnal exchange process.
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This justifies the assumption that changes of concentration at the base of the
field tube are due to temperature changes alone » The conclusion reached above
that the rate of exchange of ionization is in fact very close to the critical
flux G is based on the ratio of day to night concentration at the base of
pc
the field tube thus deduced^ but is independent of any assumption of the mag-
nitude of the concentration. This quantity may in fact be deduced from the
steady-state model presented here upon substitution for G into Equation (4o33)
The values for day and night thus obtained are given in Table 4o4, along with
G and the value of z_ obtained from Equation <4o32)o
P T
The values of n (H ) deduced from the model may be substituted for n in
Equation (2,31) to deduce the concentration in the equatorial plane; the quan-
tity r appearing in this equation is the geocentric distance to the transition
3 —3 2 —3
level for each of the two cases- Values of 1»06 x 10 cm and 9=2 x 10 cm
are thus found for the day and night cases, respectively^, for an assumed geo-
o
magnetic latitude of 40
;
these are in very good agreement with the average
3 -3
value of 10 cm deduced from whistler data for this latitude
o
The ion distributions for this model are shown in Figure 4o4o The con-
tinuous lines represent the daytime distributions- while the broken lines
represent the nighttime distributions « The departure of the distribution of
+
H ions from one of diffusive equilibrium is small at all altitudes during the
night o This is not the case during the day; a rather large departure from the
diffusive equilibrium distribution is found in the region of the diffusive
barrier. This fact should be taken into account when measurements of H ion
concentration in this region are used to infer the altitude of the transition
level or the concentration at some level in the region of chemical equilibriumo
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Quant it J/ Day Night
T (^K) 1500 1100
n (H) (cm"^)
o
loOO X 10^ 1 »00 X 10^
-3
n (0) (cm )
o
1=70 X 10^ 6,80 X 10^
n (O"''') (cm"'^)
o
loOO X 10^
5
2.00 X 10
Table 4o3o Values of atmospheric quantities assumed for
the steady-'State coupling model
»
Quantity Day Night
n (H"^) (cm''^)
TT / -2 -I,G (cm sec 1
P
z^ (kjn)
lo95 X 10"^
-lolO X lo""
1650
2.80 X 10
lolO X 10^
1000
Table 4«4o Values of atmospheric quantities deduced from
the steady-state coupling model.
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4o7 Discussion of Factors which Influence the Critical Flux
It is comvenient for the purpose of this section to write Equation (4o27)^
which defines the critical flux^ in the form
This form shows explicitly the dependence of the critical flux on the rate
coefficient^ the diffusion coefficient^ the composition of the neutral atmos-
phere and the temperature., The first two terms in curly brackets are both
constafets^ defined respectively by Equations (4.24) azad (4o23)o These quan-
tities will be referred to subsequently as the rate coefficient constant and
the diffusion coefficient constant » Frequent reference will be made to
Equation (4 o41) in the discussion to follow..
4o7ol The Rate Coefficient • .
,
The value of 3,10 x 10 cm sec ( K) adopted for the rate co-
efficient coEistant is taken from Hanson and Patterson (1963); according to these
autJhorSji tliis is probably am upper limit = A direct measurement of the distri-
bution of H ions by Taylor et^ al^o (1963) has beem used by Hanson et alo (1963)
to deduce the rate coefficient at the time of the measurements An atmospheric
o
temperature of about 1250 K was inferred from the slope of the oxygen ion dis-
tribution obtained from the same experiment o Division of the rate coefficient
by the square root of the temperature gives a figure of Id x 10 cm sec
o -1/2
( K' for the rate coefficient constant o According to Hanson et alo (1963)^
this figure corresponds to a reaction cross section of 7 06 x 10 cm .
i
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Calculations of this cross sectiog, based on laboratory measurements (Stebbings
-15 2
et alo^ 1964) indicate a value of about l-O x 10 cm for a temperature of
this order o The rate coefficient varies directly of the reaction cross section^
and it would thus appear that the value deduced by Hanson 6t_ alo (1963) is a
lower limit
o
On the basis of the evide::;ce given above it may be concluded that the
rate coefficient constant is uncertain by at most a factor of 3 » As this
quantity enters the expression for the critical flux raised to the 5/8 power^
an uncertainty of a factor of 2 is introduced into the derived value of the
critical fluxo This factor is small compared to that introduced by other
quantities appearing in the expression for the critical fluxo
4»7o2 The Diffusion Coefficient
The diffusion coefficient constant has been calculated from the expression
for the diffusion coefficient derived by Chapman and Cowling (1958) for the
process of binary diffusion of rigid spherical molecules with inverse-square
repulsive forces o This diffusion coefficient has been assumed here to charac-
terize the diffusion of H° ions through ions in the region where the former
is a minor constituent o In view of the lack of theoretical analysis of this
process^ $.1 is difficult to assess the correctness of this assumption-^ It
may be mentioned that^ in the calculAtiosii of the coefficient for the diffusion
of ions through atomic oxygen (the diffusion process discussed in Chapter 3)^
explicit account must be taken of charge exchange (Dalgarno^ 1958) o This sug-
gests that effects of charge exchange may contribute also to the process of
diffusion of H ions through ions » Discussion of the treatment of Chapman
and Cowling is beyond the scope of this investigation and will not be attempted
here <.
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4o7o3 Helium Ions
Tine diffusion process which couples the iosiosphere and the protonosphere
is in fact one of diffusion of H ions through a mixture of ions of and of
He o Although the theory described in this chapter is based on the assumption
-J.
that He ions are absent^ it is possible to extend the theory to take into
account the presence of these ions by a procedure which will now be briefly
described o
It follows from Equation (2o9)^ which def ines tlie. diffusion coefficient
4"
D that, when H ions are a minor constituent,
"ik
/ \ 1/2 / \ 1/2
"13°! V3 {"C'b
where subscripts 1^ 2 and 3 denote ions of ^ He and H ^ respectively » Upon
substitution for the mass ratios^ the right-hand side of Equation (4 =,42) is
1/2
found to be <;20/17) ' „ so that
J n ~ D n „ (4 o43)23 2 13 1
%i»i ^
The differential equation; which governs the distribution of H ions^.
Equation (4o5)^ may be modified to take into account the presence of He ions
+
by the addition of the He ion drag teraio The resultant equation is
""""^
. J ^ I g ''1V3 '^2^3^3-^ =; n < =—— — m > —
-r — • —
——
— 4. =— (4 44)dz 3 12 3f kT
°i3^^f=" ^*3^ ®23^V ''s'*
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It may be seen by inspection that this leads to an equation of the same form
as that of Equation (4o7) which relates the flux G to the distribution of H'
ions in the region where these ions are a minor constituent
^
provided D is
replaced by an effective diffusion coefficient D defined by
e
1 2l_ + I_
D ~ D "*" D
e 13 23
With the aid of Equation (4=43)^ Equation (4.45) becomes
(4o45)
D n
D =: ^^ ^ . (4,46)
e n^f n^
Reference to Figure 2,1 shows that at the 400 km reference level^ n « n , so
+
that (D ) = (D ) „ Thus, the only effect of He' ions is to alter the altitude
e o 13 o
dependence of the diffusion coefficient •
To modify the theory of this chapter to allow for the presence of He ions
it is therefore necessary to change the value of a from 1/2H^ which is the
+
inverse of the scale height of the ion distribution^ to a value which repre-
sents the average inverse scale height of the total ion distribution in the
region where H ions are a minor constituent. In view of the uncertainty in
the relative abundance of He ions present in the topside^ this modification
will not be attempted here,
4-
The effect of the presence of He ions on the critical flux may be seen
from consideration of case (e) of Figure 4,2^ for which the upward flux is
close to the critical value. The region of the diffusive barrier here extends
from about 700 km to about 1200 km. As may be seen from this figure, the
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maximum departure from diffusive equilibrium occurs in the region below 1000 km.
Consider now the effect of decreasing the diffusion coefficient by the same
factor at all altitudes » In order to maintain the same flux, the distribution
must depart still further from one of diffusive equilibrium^ with the maximum
change occurring below 1000 km. An equivalent statement is that for a given
distribution^ the change in the upward flux is governed primarily by the change
in the diffusion coefficient below 1000 km
o
For the model of the topside ionosphere shown in Figure 2ol^ equal con-
+ f
centrations of ions and He ions are found at about 1000 kmo Reference to
Equation (4o46) shows that the diffusion coefficient at the 1000 km level is
thus decreased by a factor of 2 over the value for the case of no He ions
«
+
However, J due to the rapid decrease of He ion concentration with decrease of
altitude^ this factor decreases to unity between 1000 km and 800 kmo Refer-
ence to Equation (4o7) then shows that the presence of He ions in the amount
assumed here reduces the flux by at most a factor of 2„
4.7.4 Abundance of Atomic Constituents
The concentration of atomic hydrogen is probably the most uncertain quan-
tity which appears in the expression for the critical flux. The reason for
this is that atomic hydrogen is not present in the upper atmosphere in a
sufficient amount for its relative abundance to be inferred reliably from
satellite drag data. Such measurements do^ however, provide sufficient infor-
mation on the distribution of atomic oxygen that the effect of uncertainty in
the concentration of this constituent on the critical flux is negligible.
The abundance of atomic hydrogen must be deduced from theoretical analysis
of the following processes: (1) the rate of formatiom by dissociation of water
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vapor near the 80 km level^, (2) the rate of escape from the exosphere^ and (3)
the rate of diffusive transport between the 80 km level and the base of the
exosphere . These problems have been considered by a number of investigators
(Nicolet, 1957; Mange^ 1961; Bates and Patterson^ 1961; Kockarts and Nicolet^
1962) . A fourth process^ horizontal flow of atomic hydrogen between the day
and night hemispheres^ has been added in the recent analysis by Hanson and
Patterson (1963) .
The most uncertain element in the theory is the time-dependence of the
rates listed above and, in particular, that of the rate of formation, which
has been assumed independent of time of day and epoch of solar cycle in all
treatments to date. At higher altitudes, the time-dependence is due to varia-
tion of temperature. Although the theory of escape has been adequately worked
out, the resultant expressions for the escape rate are very sensitive functions
of the temperature. The contribution of these effects to the day-night asym-
metry of atomic hydrogen is moderated considerably by the conclusion of Hanson
and Patterson (1963) that the rate of horizontal flow is an order of magnitude
greater than the rate of supply from the lower atmosphere. The question of the
dependence of hydrogen abundance on the epoch of solar cycle, however, remains
unsolved .
4.7.5 The Ion Temperature
The assumption has been made in this chapter that ion and electron tempera-
tures are equal to that of the neutral atmosphere. There is, however, considera-
ble evidence of both a theoretical and observational nature that the ionized
and the neutral components of the upper atmosphere are not in a state thermal
equilibrium above about 120 km.
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The thermal structure of the ionosphere has been investigated by Hanson
and Johnson (1961)^ by Hanson (1963) and by Dalgarno et^ ajLo (1963) , The
results of these investigations indicate that the electron temperature at
F-region heights during the day exceeds that of the neutral atmosphere by as
much as a factor of 2^ but that a state of thermal equilibrium is maintained
between the ions and the neutral atmosphere =
The quantity T which appears in the equation defining the critical flux
is the ion temperature in the region between 700 and 1000 kmo To date no
theoretical treatment of thermal equilibrium in this region has been carried
out o Two interesting suggestions have^ however^ been put forward by Hanson
(1963) o The first of these is that^ due to the low concentration of neutral
constituents at these altitudes^ ioE and electron temperatures should be
equal o The second suggestion is that a rather large fraction of the photo-
electrons produced at F-region heights have sufficient energy to escape the
ionosphere entirely^ transferring much of their energy to the ionization in
the protonosphere o It was further pointed out that the heat thus generated
could be lost only through downward conduction by the electron gas to F-region
heights o
The proposed downward conduction of heat by the electron gas requires
that the electron temperature at the base of the protonosphere be higher than
that at F-region heights » As the neutral atmosphere between the F-region and
the protonosphere is isothermal; this would require a departure from thermal
equilibrium at the base of the protonosphere. Dependent upon the rate at which
the protonosphere is heated and upon the thermal conductivity of the electron
gas, this departure may be very large » If so, the high ion temperatures
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present would increase considerably the magnitude of the critical flux over
that estimated in this chapter
o
It is for this reason that a full investigation of the thermal structure
of both the ionosphere and the protonosphere has been undertaken „ This
research is described in the succeeding chapters o
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5. THE THERMAL STRUCTURE OF THE IONOSPHERE
5 «1 I ntroduction
The radiant energy absorbed in the thermosphere is of such short wavelength
that much of it appears initially in the form of kinetic energy of photoelectrons
<
4
Some of this kinetic energy is transferred to the neutral constituents of the
atmosphere through inelastic collisions and is responsible for the high tempera-
ture of the atmosphere that is observed in this region. A certain fraction of
the initial photoelectron kinetic energy is^ however^ transferred directly to
the ionospheric plasma through coulomb interactions o Thus^ there exists a
mechanism for selectively heating the ionized component of the atmosphere.
Because of the small electron-to-ion mass ratio^ the amount of heat
imparted to the ion gas in this manner is negligibly small compared to that
imparted to the electron gas = The electron-to-neutral-particle mass ratio is
also very small, and energy transfer between electrons is therefore much more
efficient than energy transfer between electrons and ions or electrons and
neutral particles. This makes it probable that the electron gas will be char-
acterized by a kinetic temperature that is in general higher than that of the
ion gas or the neutral atmosphere. Such a difference would be expected to be
•altitude-dependent as a consequence of the altitude dependence of the ratio of
electron-to-neutral-particle concentration. In particular, the difference would
be expected to be negligibly small in the lower ionosphere because of the very
high electron-neutral particle collision frequency and consequent cooling effi-
ciency .
The degree of this proposed lack of thermal equilibrium within the iono-
sphere has been the subject of several recent theoretical investigations (Hanson
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and Johnson^ 1961; Hanson^ 1963; Dalgarno^ McElroy and Moffett;, 1963) c The
assumption common to all three of these investigations is that the rate of
cooling of the electron gas is locally equal to the rate of heating at all
altitudes. This provides an implicit equation for the electron temperature
as a function of altitude. It should be noted that this assumption ignores
the contribution of heat transport to the heat balance of the ionosphere .
Though differing somewhat in detail^ the results of these investigations
indicate a departure from thermal .equilibrium beginning near 120 km^ with the
electron temperature increasing rapidly with altitude up to about 225 km « Here
the electron temperature attains its maximum value^ and this is roughly a
factor of two greater than that of the neutral atmosphere. The electron tem-
perature is found to decrease with further increase in altitude until thermal
equilibrium is re-established near 350 km.
Since 1960 there have been a number of rocket-borne direct measurements
of electron temperature within the ionosphere (Spencer, et al., 1962; Brace,
et al., 1963; Nagy, et_ al., 1963). More recently, profiles of ion and electron
temperature have been derived from incoherent backscatter measurements (Bowles,
et al., 1962; Evans, 1962, 1964). Further direct measurements of electron and
ion temperature have been obtained with the satellite Ariel I (Willmore, et al.,
1964) .
The rocket-borne direct measurements confirm the departure from thermal
equilibrium near the 120 km level and show the rapid increase of electron tem-
perature with altitude up to about 225 km. However, with rare exception, these
measurements do not show the expected decrease of electron temperature above
this altitude. Rather, a slow monotonic increase is indicated. This slow
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increase is confirmed by mid-latitude backscatter profiles^ and the results
from Ariel I indicate that it continues to at least 1000 km » . •.
It will be shown in this chapter that the discrepancy between the theoreti-
cally predicted profiles of electron temperature and the observed profiles is
removed when explicit account is taken of the effects of heat transport by
thermal conduction within the ionosphere
o
The method of calculating the profiles of electron and ion temperature
is presented in Section 5»7^ and the results are discussed in Section 5„8o
The intermediate sections are devoted to a quantitative discussion of the three
competing physical processes that determine these temperature profiles: heating
of the ambient electron gas by coulomb scattering of photoelectrons ; cooling
of the electron gas by collisions with the ions and with the neutral particles;
and thermal conduction by the electron gas
«
5.2 Local Heating
The rate of heat input to unit volume of the electron gas may be formally
defined as
6(E,z)Ef (E,z)dE, (5.1)
where E is the initial energy of a photoelectron_j 6 is the fraction of this
energy given to the electron gas^ and f(E,z)dE is the number of photoelectrons
that appear per unit volume and unit time with initial energies in the range dE
about E. A detailed discussion of the methods by which these functions are
derived is given by Dalgarno, et_ alo (1963)^ and a brief description of some of
the difficulties encountered is all that will be attempted here.
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Calculation of the photoelectron distribution function f(E,z) demands some
knowledge of the wavelength distribution of the solar ultraviolet photon flux
and of the relevant photoionization cross sections = Only one measurement of
the photon flux covering the region of interest (less than 1100 A) has been
made to date (Damon^ Hall^ and Hinteregger^ 1961) o Quite apart from any uncer-
tainty which may be inherent in an experiment of this type^, there is the added
disadvantage that the intensity and distribution of photon flux at some epoch
of the solar cycle other than near the date of the measurement must be inferred
by a method of questionable accuracy: scaling the flux over the entire spectrum
by the ratio of the observed intensity at the 10.7 cm wavelength at the desired
epoch to that near the time of the measurement. The principal difficulty in
the analysis of the ionization processes is that the cross sectional data that
are available for each of the absorbing constituents refer to the summed con-
tribution from m.any levels^ and it is necessary to make some assumption about
the relative number of ionizing transitions that originate from a particular
level of the participating constituent »
The loss of photoelectron energy through inelastic collisions with the
neutral constituents involves many processes and few of the relevant cross
sectional data are known- In practice^ it is necessary to make some assumption
concerning the relative number of excitational and ionizing collisions for
photoelectron energies in excess of the ionization potential of a particular
species. It is also necessary to assume some consjtant total cross section
for the excitation of electronic states; the cross sections for excitation of
vibrational and rotational states of N and O are better known due to the
abundance of laboratory measurements
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Even when all the cross sectional data have been assembled^ the deter-
mination of the fraction e(E,z) for a photoelectron of initial energy E is no
straightforward mattero This difficulty is inherent in the description of the
behavior of a particle in terms of collision cross sections: it is very
unlikely that two photoelectrons starting off with the same energy will make
the same number of collisions of the same kind in an arbitrarily chosen segment
of path o The nature of the difficulty can be seen more clearly if we consider
for the moment an ensemble of systems^, each consisting of unit volume of the
atmosphere and ionosphere at altitude z^ into each of which a photoelectron
of energy E is introduced « In each system a different fraction of this energy
will be given to the electron gas; the average of this quantity over the
ensemble is the fraction e(E^z)o
The method of effecting such an average that has been adopted and carried
out in varying amount of detail in all of the investigations cited can be
outlined as follows: a model atmosphere is adopted^, and the mean free paths
for energy loss to the combined neutral constituents and to the electron gas
are each plotted versus altitude » This is done for each initial energy^ Eo
The altitude of the intersection of these two curves is then plotted versus
Eo This gives the critical energy as a function of altitude^ in the sense
that a photoelectron of this initial energy will^ on the average^, share its
energy equally between the neutral atmosphere and the electron gas o The
assumption is then made that at a given altitude the quantity €(E^z) is unity
for all photoelectrons ejected with energy less than the critical energy, and
is equal to the ratio.;*^ of critical energy to initial energy for all photo-
electrons which are ejected with energy greater than the critical energy
»
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The functions e(E^z) and f(EjZ) are then tabulated and the integration
of Equation (5.1) yields an estimate of the rate of heat input to unit volume
of the electron gas. Since the entire treatment is based tacitly upon the
assumption that the mean free path of a photoelect ron is much less than a
length which is characteristic of the density variation in the medium through
which it moveSj the quantity defined by Equation (5.1) is referred to as the
local heating rate .
5.3 Non-Local Heating
The treatment outlined in the preceding section is not entirely satisfac-
tory due to the existence of a steep density gradient in the earth's atmosphere.
It was first pointed out by Hanson (1963) that the mean free path for energy
loss of a typical photoelectron exceeds the scale height of both the neutral
and the ionized components of the atmosphere near the 300 km level. This has
two implications . The first of these is that a certain percentage of the
photoelectrons produced above this level will escape the ionosphere entirely^
spiraling upward along magnetic field lines into the protonosphere . The second
implication is that the region above the 300 km level is one of non-local
heating; that is, a photoelectron deposits its energy over a distance that
is large compared to the scale of density variation.
In attempting to formulate an expression for the heating rate in the
region of non-local heating, it is necessary again to consider in some detail
the mechanics of the energy loss processes for a single photoelectron. For
this purpose we choose a "test" photoelectron and follow its path through the
neutral and ionized components of the atmosphere. Effects of the magnetic
field will be ignored for the time being.
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The situation with regard to coulomb interactiong is relatively straight-
forward » In the region of the ionosphere of interest here^ the Debye length
is much greater than the interparticle distance o The photoeleetron therefore
experiences a force field that is due to a large number of charged particles:
close encounters are rare^ and over a large distance the path of the photo-
electron is nearly rectilinear o An expression lor the rate of energy loss
has been developed by Butler and Buckingham (1962) o The initial energy of the
vast majority of ionospheric photoelectrons is of the order of 10 electron
volts^ and for energies of this order it is permissible to use the asymptotic
form of this expression (Dalgarno^ et al.;, 1963):
dW ^ "e
ds W , (5.2)
— 12 2 2
where K ^-= 1.95 x 10 ev cm
^
W is the energy of the photoelectron^ n is
the number density of the ambient electron gas^ and s is the path length
o
The asymptotic form does in fact give satisfactory accuracy down to energies
of one electron volt^ and its use down to thermal energies does not lead to
a very large error.
The simplicity of the situation just described stands in marked contrast
to the complexity of energy loss to the neutral particles. In an elastic
collision the photoelectron loses little energy^ but the angle of scatter is
usually large. In an inelastic collision the photoelectroa may not only be
scattered through a large angle^ but also may lose a considerable fraction
of its energy, Thus^ the path of a photoelectron through the neutral atmos-
phere is very erratic„ and an analytic expression for the energy loss per
unit path length does not exist.
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Now at altitudes above about 300 km the neutral gas density is sufficiently
low that a large fraction of the initial energy of a photoelectron is delivered
to the electron gas via coulomb interactions „ It is therefore possible to
develop with reasonable confidence a theory of non-local heating that ignores
collisions between photoelectrons and neutral constituents . The effect of the
neutral atmosphere may then be looked upon as a first order correction to the
derived rate of heat input. This is the procedure that has been adopted here
=
The model ionosphere is one in which the electron concentration n (z) has
e
a decreasing exponential dependence upon altitude with scale height 2H . Into
this model ionosphere photoelectrons are ejected per unit volume with energy
E at a rate q(z) that has a decreasing exponential dependence upon altitude
with scale height Ho The ionizable constituent is atomic oxygen; however^ the
presence of these neutral atoms will otherwise be ignored o The presence of
atomic oxygen ions is understood insofar as they are necessary to preserve
charge neutrality and thus account for the factor of two in the scale height
of the electron density distribution,
A uniform magnetic field permeates the model ionosphere_; the field lines
making an angle I (the dip angle) with the surfaces of constant altitude. The
assumption will be made that the pitch angle a does not change as the electron
is slowed to thermal energy. It then follows from the equation of the spiral
path and from the assumed validity of Equation (5,2) over the entire range of
energy that the photoelectron loses energy according to the relation:
JT« K ndW
^
e
^^3^
dz W sin I cos a
The geometry is illustrated by Figure 5,1
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Figure 5.1 Path of a photoelectron with pitch angle a
when the magnetic dip angle is I.
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It is the purpose of Sections 5<,3ol and 5 o3 „2 to present in detail the
derivation of expressions for the heating rate, the escape flux and the energy
spectrum of the escaping photoelectrons o Two integrations are required in
each expression: one over altitude and one over the pitch angle distribution.
The differential expressions are rather complicated when the dependence upon
pitch angle is included, and in the Integration over pitch angle it is at times
difficult to see what is taking place o For this reason, the theory is developed
first in Section 5.3=1 without taking account of the effects of the pitch angle
distribution This will serve to clarify some of the physical concepts. In
Section 5.3.2 the expressions are derived for an isotropic pitch angle distri-
bution.
It should be pointed out here that the photoelectrons are not ejected
isotropically • The correct initial pitch angle distribution is symmetric about
a line in the direction of the sun (Mariani, 1964) . The treatment appearing
in Section 5.3.2 has been carried out for this pitch angle distribution also.
It has been found that the resulting expressions show a rather weak dependence
on solar zenith angle for moderate variations of this quantity, and give nearly
the same results as the expressions derived for an isotropic distribution. As
will subsequently be seen, the theory developed in this section is applied only
to a noon situation, and the use of the isotropic distribution is therefore
adequate. For situations of marked hemispherical asymmetry in the angle that
the incoming radiation makes with the direction of the magnetic field (as, for
example, at dawn near the summer solstice) the pitch angle distribution given
by Mariani should be used.
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5.3.1 Non-Local Heating by a Beam of Photoelectrons ,
.
In order to avoid for the present the complication introduced by the spiral
motion of photoelectrons which are ejected with a velocity component perpendicu-
lar to the direction of the magnetic field, it will be assumed that of those
photoelectrons produced in unit volume, one-half are ejected along the field line
in the upward direction and the other half along the field line in the downward
direction. The ambient electron gas in a particular volume is then heated by
extracting energy from two beams of photoelectrons. The content of each beam
is continually replenished by production of photoelectrons and depleted by
thermalization . The number density of photoelectrons is at any point very much
less than the number density of ambient electrons, and interaction between the
two beams is negligible.
A short digression may conveniently be inserted at this point for the pur-
pose of introducing two basic concepts: the photoelectron range and the escape
level
Consider a photoelectron which originates at level z with energy E and
moves along a field line in the upward direction. If it is assumed that the
electron concentration is independent of altitude, then it follows from inte-
gration of Equation (5.3) that the energy of the photoelectron at level z' is
given by
W = E
(z'
']
1/2
where
E sin I
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The quantity R is termed the range of the photoelectron^ since when (z' - z) = R,
W = Oo If now the altitude dependence of the electron concentration is included,
integration of Equation (5.3) results in the relation
W
2H
R(z) 1
- exp [-(z' - z)/2H]
1/2
(5.5)
where R(z) is the range in a uniform ionosphere of density equal to that at the
level from which the photoelectron originated
»
If the photoelectron has sufficient initial energy, it may escape the
ionosphere entirely. In such case z' becomes infinite, the exponential term
in Equation (5.5) vanishes, and the energy carried away at escape is given by
W = E
2H
R(z)
"1 1/2
(5.6)
If this energy is precisely zero, then the level from which the photoelectron
originated is called the escape level, denoted by z . It follows from Equation
(5.6) that R(z ) = 2H, and this provides a relation between the initial energy
and the number density at the escape level:
. . E sin I
"^^e^ ^ 4HK (5,7)
By definition, the rate of heat input Q(z') to unit volume of the ambient
electron gas at a level z' is the product of the total photoelectron flux
dW
through this level and the quantity
dz , integrated over the altitude range
in which photoelectrons reaching level z' originate:
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Q(z') q(z)
dW
dz
dz +
q(z) dW
dz
dz (5.8)
Some discussion of the limits of integration is needed. Consider first
the lower limit^ z . The photoelectrons originating at a level z below z'
lose energy as they move upward along a field line according to Equation (5.3)
with cos a = 1; and upon arrival at level z' have an energy W given by Equation
(5.5); the lower limit^ z^ is such that W = when z = z .
Two cases must be distinguished in a consideration of the upper limit^
according as the level z' is above or below the escape level. If z' > z
,
then
— e
the upper limit is infinite. If z' < z . then z is such that W - when
e 2
z = z in the equation
W = E 1 +
2H
R(z) 1
- exp [-(z* - z)/2H]
1/2
(5.9)
This equation is identical to Equation (5.5) except for a change of sign that
results because cos a = -1 for photoelectrons traveling in the downward direc-
tion .
The integration of Equation (5.8) will first be done for a level z' < z .
After substitution for dW
dz from Equation (5.3) and for W from Equations (5.5)
and (5.9)^ Equation (5.8) takes the form
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Q(z') =
Eq(z )
e
4R(z')
exp [-(z - z )/H] dz
e
2H
R(z) (1
- exp [-(z' - z)/2H
"}
1/2
/
exp [-(z - z )/H ] dz
e
1 + -^ (1 - exp [-(z' - z)/2H])
R(z J
11/2 (5.10)
With the following substitutions:
X = exp(-z/2H) -N
A = exp(-z /2H)
e
B = exp(-zV2H)
„2 ,2 2
C = A + B
^2 ^2 2
D = B - A
>
(5.11)
Equation (5=10) can be put into the form
Q(z') =
-HEq(z )
e
A^R(z')
3
.
X dx
(C
2-1/2
X ) /
3
X dx
(x D^^/2
B
(5.12)
These integrals are now in a standard form found in the Dwight (1961) tables
Upon evaluation of these integrals the expression reduces to
Q(z') = Eq(z') (5.13)
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This is the same heating rate as that which would apply if all the photo-
electrons produced in unit volume at level z' were reduced to thermal energies
within that same volume o Thus^ the local heating rate prevails at all altitudes
below the escape level.
This is not the case at altitudes above the escape level » From the defini-
tion of the variable x^ it follows that the upper limit of the second integral
in Equation (5.12) is zero. Upon evaluation of the integral for this upper
limit there results for Q(z') the expression
Q(z') = Eq(z') 1 + (1
-
M^)l/2
I 1
M
where
[
M = exp
I
-(z' - z )/2H
(5.14)
The altitude dependence of this heat input function is represented by the fine
broken line in Figure 5o2; the function has been normalized to unity at the
escape level. Also shown here is the local heating rate^ represented by the
coarse broken line. At altitudes well above the escape level, the non-local
heating rate has an exponential dependence upon altitude with scale height equal
to that of the electron density distribution
o
Because of the decrease of the rate of production of photoelectrons with
altitude^ there is a net upward flux of kinetic energy across any level z';
when z' becomes infinite, this is the escape flux, F(oo) . At any level z' > z
,
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F(z') = W(z'„z) q(z) dz - / W(z',z)
q(z)
dz, (5.15)
Upon substitution from Equations (5o5);, (5.9) and 5.11)^ this relation takes the
form
F(z') =
-2HEq(z )
e 3,„2 2.1/2
_,X (C - X ) dx -l x^x^ - D
B
) dx (5.16)
After evaluation of these integrals.
F(z') =
8HEq(z )
e
15
1 - 1/2 (1 - M^)^/^ (5.17)
As z' —> z ^ M —> 1^ and the gnefgy flux upward across the escape level is
therefore a fraction 8/15 of the iategnatsd rate of production of energy above
2
the escape level. As z' —» =0^ M —) 0^ and t!i© escape flux is therefore just
half this amount . The remaining half is converted to heat and is responsible
for the increase of the heating rate over that of local heating in the region
above the escape level-
The escaping beam of photoelectrons is not monoenergetic^ and it is of
some interest to look at the energy spectrum. The integral relation for the
escape flux follows from Equation (5.15):
F(°o) = lim
z '—>oo
WCz' z) 3i£l dz (5.18)
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The energy at escape is given by
W =: E 1 - exp [-(z - z )/2H]
e
1/2
(5a9)
which follows from Equation (5o5) and the definition of R(z) . To obtain the
energy spectrum^ it is necessary to eliminate the variable z in Equation (5=18)
and express F(°°) in the form of an integral equation with the energy W as
variable. Since q(z) cc exp [-(z - z .)/H ]„ this change of variable can be
e
accomplished by differentiating Equation (5<,19) with respect to z and solving
for exp [-(z - z )/2H ] . Substitution for q(z)dz in terms of this quantity
e
may then be made in Equation (5 ,18)^ with the result that
F(«5) = 2Hq(z )
W
1 -
w
dW (5o20)
By definition of the escape level^ half of the photoelectrons produced above
this level escape^ and the number flux of escaping photoelectrons is therefore
equal to Hq(z )/2 » Division of both sides of Equation (5 o20) by this quantity
e
results in an expression for the mean energy of these photoelectrons:
W = 4 1 - dW. (5o21)
It now follows that the quantity
--^f i^-7
M (5.22)
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must be the energy distribution of these photoelectrons o Equation (5o22) is
easily integrated over energy^, and^ as expected^
* rw> dW = lo
Integration of Equation (5o21) gives for the mean energy
^=1?
while integration of Equation (5 o20) gives for the escape flux
F(oo) s — HEqCz )
,
which is the same result obtained from Equation C5ol7)o The energy distribution-
is illustrated in Figure 5,3 » It may be seen that it is somewhat skewed toward
the lower energies^ with a sharp cutoff at the maximum energy
»
The energy carried by the photoelectrons that escape the F2-layer is the
principal source of heat in the protonosphere o This is the subject of Chapter 6^
but it can be pointed out at this time that the derivation of an expression for
the heating rate in this region requires a knowledge of the energy distribution
of the photoelectrons entering the protonosphere. This is given by Equation
(5.22) for the electron beam approximation used in this section. The energy
distribution remains unchanged except for a multiplicative factor that is a
function of pitch angle when the pitch angle distribution of the photoelectrons
is taken into account
.
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5.3.2 Non-Local Heating by Photoelectrons of Isotropic Pitch Angle
Distribution
The method of treating the problem of the heating rate and the escape of
photoelectrons that takes into account the pitch angle distribution of the
photoelectrons is entirely analogous to the method of the preceding section.
A minimum of detail will be given here, and frequent reference to the preceding
section will be made.
Reference to Equations (5.3), (5.5), and (5.6) shows that both the range
and the escape level are now functions of pitch angle » It is convenient however
to retain the factor of cos a explicitly in the calculations, and in this section
the terms range and escape level will, unless otherwise stated, refer to the
range and escape level of a photoelectron with zero pitch angle.
The expression for the heating rate now contains an average over the pitch
angle distribution. The analogue of Equation (5.8) is:
Q(z') Kn(z')
sin I
77/2 z'
g(a)da / q(z)dz
cos a W(z',z,a>
q(z)dz
W(z' ,z,a)
- 7T/2
g (g ) dg j q(z)dz
cos g I W(z',z,g) (5.23)
where g(a) is the pitch angle distribution, and
W U\z,a) = E [l -
~^^^ {l - exp [-(z' - z)/2H]jJ . (5.24)
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The first term in curly brackets in Equation (5.23) represents the contribution
from all photoelectrons originating below the level z'o The second term in
curly brackets represents the contribution from all photoelectrons with pitch
angles 7T/2 < a < a*, where the photoelectron which originates at infinity with
pitch angle a* has zero energy upon reaching level z'c From Equation (5o24)
it follows that
2H I
cos a* = lim
\
^ ~ ®^P [~(^' " z)/2H
This limit may be evaluated by substitution from the identity
R(z) = R(z ) exp [-(z - z)/2H]
e ^ e '
to obtain
cos a* ^ lim ^ exp [-(z - z^)/2H] - exp [-(z' - z )/2H ]
Z —» oo
whence^
cos a* = exp [-(z' - z )/2H ]
,
e
The contribution from the remaining photoelectrons which originate above the
level z' and move downward is given by the third term in Equation (5.23). Note
that as z'
—
> z
, a*—^'^^ and this term therefore vanishes at the escape level.
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Formally, the integrals over altitude in Equation (5o23) are identical to
those of Equation (5.8); and when these are evaluated, Equation (5.23) becomes
Q(z') = Eq(z')
7T
2 / /n „2 .3/2 cos g
—
I
(1+M seca) —^— g(a) da
2 ' M^
(5o25)
This shows the expected result that at and below the escape level, local heating
prevails =
For the purpose of evaluating this integral, it is convenient to make the
substitution
2 2
X = - M /cos a ,
and when the isotropic pitch angle distribution
g(a) =
sin a
is substituted, Equation (5,25) takes the form
Q(z') = Eq(2') 2M
3
.2 n
(1
2,3/2
X ) dx (5,26)
which is again in the standard form found in the Dwight (1961) tables. Upon
evaluation of this integral, the expression for the heating rate becomes
Q(z') = Eq(z') M^,..|a-M^^/^
-1,-l^.^log
4M
(1 M^^/2
M
(5,27)
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This heating function^ normalized to unity at the escape level^ is shown by
the continuous line in Figure 5 ,.2^ where it may be compared with the heating
function given by Equation (5,14). Again the heating rate has at altitudes
well above the escape level an exponential dependence upon altitude with scale
height equal to that of the electron density distribution.
The net upward flux of kinetic energy across any level z' > z is given
— e
by
77/2 z' °-* p
'(z') =j g(a)da
I
W(z%z,a)q(z)dz
-| g(a)da i
z, 77/2 z'
W(z' z,a)q(z)dz
77/2
g(a)da / W(z' z.a)q(z)dz (5.28)
which is the analogue of Equation (5ol5)<. The integrals over altitude are
formally the same as those of Equation (5.15)^ and upon evaluation of these
integrals^ Equation (5.28) becomes
F(z») = -— HEq(z )45 e 1-3
Q Q '^ /Q
cos a (1 -H M sec a) g(a) da
As z'
—
>z
J a*—>77 and the energy flux across the escape level is therefore a
fraction 8/45 of the integrated rate of production of energy above the escape
2level. As z '
—
^ oo^ a*—>77^ and also M —> 0_^ so that
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IT TT
J
2 2 5/2 sin a 3 12.^1
cos a (1 + M sec a) —~— da -^ ~ I cos a sin a da = —
a ^/2
which shows that again the escape flux is exactly half the flux of energy-
through the escape level; the remaining half goes into heating the ionosphere
above the escape level. Comparison with Equation (5ol7) and the discussion
following that equation shows that the escape flux is a factor of three lower
in the present case
»
In contrast to the results of Section (5<,3o2)^ the results of the present
treatment show that the topside ionosphere is less permeable to a flux of photo-
electrons that have velocity components perpendicular to the magnetic field.
The escape flux is cut down (by a factor of three for an isotropic pitch angle
distribution) and a higher rate of heating is found.
There remains the question of the energy distribution of the escaping
photoelectrons
. This can be found' from Equation (5.28) by the exact same method
used earlier in the simplified electron beam treatment: elimination of the
variable z' in favor of W. When this is done^ Equation (5.28) in the limit as
z'—^oo becomes
7T/2
F(oo) = 4Hq(z ) 1 g(a) cos a da
From comparison of this with Equations (5.20) and (5.22) it follows that the
quantity
*(W,a) = 6g(a) cos^a<|-| (l - ^ J l> , (5.29)
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is the energy distribution of escaping photoelectrons in the sense that
^(W^a)dW da is the fraction escaping with pitch angles in the range da about
a and energies in the range dW about Wo
5.4 Specification of the Heat Input Function
The physics of the heating of the electron gas has now been examined in
sufficient detail that the practical side of the problem may be approached. It
is the purpose of this section to formulate a heat input function that can be
used in the calculation of the electron and ion temperature profiles .
The most comprehensive treatment of the local heating problem appears to
be that of Dalgarno, et^ al^o (1963). The large number of detailed calculations
required in the treatment is apparent from the discussion of Section 5 .2. This,
coupled with the fact that no better information on either the distribution of
the solar flux or the relevant cross sections is now available, has made a re-
analysis seem undesirable. Accordingly the Q(z') that is roughly the mean of
the four heat input functions derived by Dalgamo, ^t al_. has been adopted up
to an altitude of 300 km. This Q(z') is the heat input function at the time
of the solar flux measurements; it must be scaled according to the procedure
mentioned in Section 5.2 to obtain the Q(z') at another epoch of the solar
cycje .
The non-local heating rate is given by Equation (5.27). However, this
expression was derived from consideration of photoelectrons all ejected with
the same energy, E. Strictly speaking, the non-local heating rate is obtained
only after the quantity defined by Equation (5.27) is averaged over the spectrum
of initial energy. In view of the difficulty of such a calculation and the
previously mentioned uncertainty in the distribution of the solar flux and in
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the knowledge of the ionization cross sections^ another procedure has been
adopted: the escape level z has been chosen to be the 300 km level--in
accordance with the original suggestion of Hanson (1963)--and Q(z ) has been
e
set equal to the mean of the four values of Dalgarno_, 21.^' ^^ this level.
The heat input function Q(z') has now been specified » Figure 5=4 shows
this function scaled to represent the situation at the minimum of the solar
cycle . The local heating rate has been extrapolated above the 300 km level
as an exponential function with scale height equal to that of the ionizable
constituent in this region (atomic oxygen) and is shown here for comparison
o
It was pointed out in Section 5.3 that a substantial number of the
photoelectrons produced above the escape level escape the ionosphere entirely
and spiral up into the protonosphere » The ultimate fate of these photo-
electrons will be considered in detail in Chapter 6o Suffice it to say that
the photoelectrons of small pitch angle have sufficient range to penetrate the
conjugate ionosphere. This is an additional source of heating that is not
included in the heating function that has just been adopted. However^ for
reasons that will be stated later^ the electron and ion temperatures are suf-
ficiently insensitive to the heating rate above the escape level that this
omission is of little consequence.
5 .5 Cooling of the Electron Gas
The electron gas may cool through excitation of vibrational or rotational
levels of molecular oxygen and molecular nitrogen. A somewhat less efficient
but non-negligible method is energy transfer through elastic collisions with
the neutral constituents. There is still another method of cooling:; energy
transfer via coulomb interactions with the ion gas, and subsequent cooling of
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Figure 5 »4 The rate of heat input to the ambient electron gas.
Values at and below 300 km are roughly the mean of
the four heat input functions derived by Dalgarno
et ale (1963) . The local heating rate above 300 km
is obtained by assuming an exponential decrease with
scale height of atomic oxygen at a temperature of
1000°Ko The non-local heating rate takes into accoojnt
an additional contribution from photoelectrons origi-
nating below 300 km
«
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the ion gas through ion-neutral elastic collisions . The ion gas here serves
in the capacity of a coolant . However^, as a consequence of the decrease of
the cross section for energy transfer via coulomb collisions with increase of
electron temperature^ there is a limit to the rate at which the electron gas
may be cooled by this process
»
•
5o5.1 Cooling by the Neutral Atmosphere
The three primary constituents of the upper atmosphere (0, 0^ N ) are all
effective in cooling the electron gas » The rate L at which unit volume of
n
the electron gas transfers thermal energy directly to these neutral constituents
can be written as the sum of three terms:
L 3 L + L„ + L,, .
n 0^ N^
(5»30)
Each of these te-rms is in general a function of the electron temperature T
,
e
the neutral gas temperature T , and the product of the number density of
electrons and the number density n(X) of the constituent Xo
The rate of heat loss through elastic collisions with atomic oxygen is
given (in Cog.s. units) by
3 r
._ = - k n 1 oO X 10
(J J e
-14
^
1/2
e
n (0) (T - T
e n
(5o31)
where k is Boltzmann's constant. The coefficient in the square brackets has
been taken from Dalgarno^ et al. (1963) . The rate of loss to molecular oxygen
is given by
L zr - k n
^2 2 e
-14
4o0 X 10 T 8o0 X 1
-12
n(0„) (T - T (5o32)
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which represents loss of energy due primarily to collisional excitation of the
rotational levels of _; with a small contribution from excitation of vibra-
tional states. The coefficient in the square brackets has been taken from
Hanson (1963) = For loss to molecular nitrogen the expression
L = — k n
N„ 2 e
2
7.6 X 10""'"^T lo2 x 10~ '"'' - 5.6 X 10~'''^T^- n(N^)(T -T )„ (5o33)
has been adopted. The first term in the square brackets represents loss due
to elastic collisions; the coefficient has been taken from Dalgarno^ et al
.
(1963) . The second term^ grouped within the curly brackets^ has been obtained
by fitting the theoretical result of Dalgarno and Moffett (1962) with a linear
expression. The process represented by this term is primarily one of excitation
of the rotational levels of N .
A more extensive discussion of these collision processes^ and complete
references to the measurements from which the cross sectional data were taken
is contained in the references cited.
5 .5 .2 Cooling by the Ion Gas
The electron gas may also lose energy to the ion gas through coulomb inter-
actions at a rate
L := 4.82 X 10~ n (1 + 3b) (T - T "> T
ei e e i e
)
-^/2
(5.34)
where T, is the ion temperature and b is the ratio of number density of helium
ions to number density of electrons. This expression was first derived by
Hanson and Johnson (1961) for the case of no helium ion content . The ion gas
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then transfers heat to the neutral gas at a rate
in
3.3 X lO"''"'* b + lo8 X 10 "^ (1 - b)> n (0)
+ <1.2 X lO"'''"^ b + 3o6 X lO""^^ (1 - b) y n (He) n (T.-T ),
e i n' '
(5,35)
where n(He) is the number density of helium— an expression due to Willmore (1964)
The numerical coefficient for transfer from oxygen ions to atomic oxygen has
been taken from Hanson (1963)
o
Heat transfer directly to the neutral atmosphere is in general the dominant
mechanism for cooling the electron gas below about 200 km^, while heat transfer
by way of the ion gas becomes increasingly important at higher altitudes » Con-
sider a region of the ionosphere well above this transition level and suppose
that the rate of heat input is locally balanced by the rate of heat loss to the
ion gas o Then Q may be substituted on the left hand side of Equation (5.34)^
and the behavior of the difference between ion and electron temperature is as
shown in Figure 5 „5 «
Now the ion temperature is never less than the neutral gas temperature^
which above 300 km is never less than about 1000 K during the day = The curve
o
with T. = 1000 K is therefore an upper limit in the following sense: for low
2
values of electron density and/or high values of Q^ the value of Q/n may be
e
sufficiently high that it falls above this curve; this means that cooling to
the ions cannot locally balance the heat input Q no matter how large the
difference between electron and ion temperature „ This has been termed the
"runaway electron temperature condition" (Hanson and Johns onf>l 96 1)^, and when
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this condition sets in^ the electron temperature will rise until the combined
effect of thermal conduction and heat loss direct to the neutral atmosphere
balance the excess Q .
5.6 Thermal Conduction
The thermal conductivity of a gas of charged particles is dependent upon
the inverse square root of the mass of the particle (Chapman and Cowling^ 1958;
Spitzer^ 1962) . The thermal conductivity of the ion gas is therefore quite
small compared to that of the electron gas^ and thermal conduction by the ion
gas may be neglected as a mechanism of heat transport « The rate of heat input
to the ion gas is therefore locally equal to the rate of heat loss^ and the
equation which results from the equality of the right-hand sides of Equations
(5 .34> and (5,35) may be solved explicitly for the ion temperature in terms of
the electron and neutral gas temperatures .
The equation governing the altitude dependence of electron temperature is
the steady-state heat conduction equation:
oo
2 dT r
\ sin I —-^ = 1 (Q - L) dz, (5.36)
where \ is the thermal conductivity of the electron gas along a magnetic field
line and I is the magnetic dip angle; the rate of heat loss L is given by the
sum of Equations (5,30) and (5o34)« According to the expressions given by
Spitzer (1962):
5 5/2
X - 7o7 X 10 T ' ev/cm sec deg .
e
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In order to illustrate some of the effects of thermal conductioiij we
consider three situations that are probably found within the ionosphere:
(i) Overheated electron gas
Suppose that the heat input and electron density are such that
the runaway condition is present at all altitudes. There is
then an excess of heat input over heat loss (termed heat excess
below) above about 200 km^ and very high electron temperatures
will occur^ due to the inefficacy of the ion gas coolant. The
electron gas attains what we will call an overheated condition
in this region. Because of the strong temperature dependence of
the thermal conductivity, it is characteristic of an overheated
electron gas to be very nearly isothermal. On the other hand,
the increase of neutral concentration with decrease in altitude
below the 200 km level implies the existence of a heat sink in
the lower atmosphere. The result is that a strong electron
temperature gradient is set up between the overheated region and
the region of the heat sink. In the steady state, the tempera-
ture of the overheated electron gas is set by the requirement
that this gradient be sufficient to conduct downward the inte-
grated heat excess above 200 km.
(ii ) Topside heat sink
Now, because ion and electron temperatures exceed that of the
2
neutral atmosphere, the quantity Q/n may decrease with altitude
through the topside ionosphere. This raises the possibility that
the runaway condition may be absent at very high altitudes, thus
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providing what we may describe as a topside heat sink . However^
the thermal conductivity of the overheated electron gas is so high
that even a small decrease of electron temperature with altitude
is attended by a heat flux that is sufficient to exceed the capacity
of this sink. Thus^ the overheated electron gas cannot be cooled
by a topside heat sinko
(iii) The parasitic condition in an overheated electron gas
Consider the case in which the runaway condition exists only below
250 km. There are now two heat sinks: one below 200 km that is
provided by the high concentration of neutrals and one above 250
km provided by the ion gas coolant o This situation leads to an
electron temperature profile that exhibits a maximum at about 200
km- The temperature at the maximum is controlled by the concentra-
tion of neutrals at that altitude rather than by thermal conduction
o
However^ this temperature is high enough to overheat the electron
gas above the temperature maximum^ so that strong temperature
gradients are impossible at higher altitudes „ This means that the
high altitude electron gas is parasitic upon the runaway region
(below 250 km)^ in the sense that heat is readily conducted from
below to an extent which by far exceeds the capacity of the topside
heat sinko
It will subsequently be demonstrated that the sunspot minimum and the sun-
spot maximum topside electron gases are both overheated; the sunspot minimum
electron gas because the runaway condition persists at all altitudes^ and the
sunspot maximum electron gas because it is parasitic upon the runaway region
below 250 km.
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5 o7 Calculation of Ionospheric Temperature Profiles
Sufficient material has now been assembled that the calculation of
electron and ion temperature profiles may proceed « The electron temperature
is obtained by numerical integration of Equation (5o36)o At each step of the
integration the ion temperature is obtained from the equation that results
from equality of the right-hand sides of Equations (5c.34) and (5o35)o
As pointed out in the introduction to this chapter^ the techniques for
measurement of electron and ion temperatures have been developed quite re-
cently and most of the available temperature data are for a period of low solar
activity o For this reason the solution has been carried out with a model
atmosphere and model ionosphere representative of conditions near sunspot
minimum. However^ it was found in the course of the analysis that a clearer
understanding of the reasons for the derived behaviorrof the temperature pro-
files could be attained by comparison with theoretical profiles calculated
for the conditions which exist at sunspot maximum.
5.7.1 Model Atmosphere and Ionosphere
The temperature and number density of the neutral constituents are taken
from the model atmospheres of Harris and Priester (1962) at time of local noon.
Following the suggestion of Harris and Priester (1963)^ we have chosen the
model S = 100 as most representative of conditions near the minimum of solar
activity .
The sub-peak model ionosphere has been taken from an average cf quiet day
measurements of electron density recorded at Slough during September 1953
(Thomas^ Haselgrove^ and Robblns^ 1957). Above the peak the electron density
profile is smoothly joined to a model ionosphere consisting of oxygen ions^
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helium ions, and electrons in diffusive equilibrium o The ratio of helium ion
-2
concentration to that of oxygen ions has been taken to be 5 x 10 at an
altitude of 500 km. The electron temperature shows little altitude variation
over 1-he ^-opside , but this is not the case with the ion temperature o In the
region of the peak the ion and neutral gas temperatures are equal; at very
great altitudes the ion temperature is equal to that of the electrons. More
elaborate procedures are possible, but in view of the fact that the integra-
tion is started at a high altitude and carried downward^ it is expedient to
allow for this temperature variation by setting T. = (T + T )/2 in the
i en
computation of the scale height of the ionizationo
5,7.-2 Method of Solution
Because of the heat sink provided by the high concentration of neutral
constituents at low altitudes, the difference between electron and neutral gas
temperatures must ultimately decrease with decreasing altitude » If the level
where this difference can be considered negligibly small lies below the level
where Q reaches its maximum value (about 180 km)^ then this difference will
remain negligibly small at all lower altitudes. This provides boundary con-
ditions for the solution of Equation (5.36): the electron temperature and its
first derivative must have the same value as that for the neutral gas at some
altitude below 180 km. What altitude this may be is not known a priori^ however^
and this makes it necessary to search for the solution by assuming initial
values of electron temperature at some high altitude and integrating downward.
In practice^ this searching process required a large number of trials, and
for this reason^ the integrations were performed by the IBM 7094 computer at
the University of Illinois
.
Two values of electron temperature that might
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reasonably be expected to bracket the correct Initial value were chosen, and
the integration was started with the mean of these two values » If this
initial value was too low^ the electron temperature profile crossed that of
the neutral atmosphere at a steep angle. This type of behavior is illustrated
by curve (A) of Figure 5 060 In such a case^ the integration was started again
with a value of electron temperature that was the mean of the previous initial
value and the upper bracketing temperature. In general^ this initial value
proved to be too high, and the electron temperature diverged from that of the
neutral atmosphere at lower altitudes, resulting in a profile like curve (C)
in Figure 5 06 . Then, this initial value and the preceeding one were taken as
upper and lower bracketing temperatures, respectively, and the succeeding
initial value was taken as the mean of these two. This process was continued
until two successive initial values differed only in the ninth significant
figure. The solution satisfying the boundary conditions exactly--curve (B)
in Figure 5 .-6--was never obtained by this process, but in most cases the last
two integrations provided electron temperature profiles that were identical
except for small differences in the last few kilometers of the integration
range
»
The solutions to be described were obtained for a geomagnetic latitude
of 40 (I x 70 ) o The integrations were started at the 1000 km level, and it
was assumed that the heat flux through this surface was zero. This is not
strictly true, since the protonosphere is continually heated during the day-
light hours by the photoelectrons that escape the F2-layer and^ in the steady-
state situation, this heat must be removed by thermal conduction downward.
An estimate of the flux of energy due to the escaping photoelectrons shows that
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the flow of heat downward through the 1000 km surface is probably not in excess
8 —2 —1
of 3 X 10 ev cm sec = Some integrations were performed with this heat
flux incorporated, but the change in the temperature profiles was not signifi-
cant enough to warrant further discussion.
5.8 Results and Discussion
5.8.1 The Sunspot Minimum Model
The calculated temperature profiles for sunspot minimum are shown in
2
Figure 5.7. Evaluation of the ratio Q/n shows that the runaway condition
persists at all altitudes in this model. Thus, there is an excess of heat
input over heat loss in the altitude range over 200 km, and the electron
temperature profile is set by the requirement that this heat be conducted
downward to lower altitudes, where it can be transferred directly to the neu-
tral gas .
The ion temperature is close to that of the neutral atmosphere below
about 500 km, but with further increase of altitude it converges to that of
the electron temperature. This is a direct consequence of the steady decrease
of the ratio of neutral density to ion density with altitude; at the higher
altitudes, the ions must lose thermal contact with the neutral atmosphere
o
The large difference between the local and non-local heating rates can
be seen in Figure 5.4. However, this difference does not affect the electron
temperature profile. This is seen in Figure 5 .So The local heating rate is
sufficiently low that the runaway condition is absent above about 500 km, and
a topside heat sink is therefore present. However, an upward heat flux that
is less than one per cent of the rate of accumulation of excess heat in the
region between 200 and 500 km is sufficient to exceed the capacity of this
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Figure 5o7 Ion and electron temperature profiles at
sunspot minimum,. Temperature of the neu-
tral atmosphere (broken line) is taken
from Harris-Priester model SslOO at 1200
local time.
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heat sink. Since the balance must be conducted downward, the electron gas in
this region remains in an overheated condition, A very slight negative tem-
perature gradient is then required to maintain the heat flow into the topside
heat sink^ and a nearly isothermal condition prevails.
The only way in which the heating rate above 500 km could appreciably
affect the electron temperature at that altitude would be to lower Q or increase
the electron density sufficiently between 200 and 500 km to prevent runaway
in that region.. It therefore seems unlikely that the inclusion of heating due
to photoelectrons originating m the con.jugate hemisphere would have much
effect, since this would serve only to increase Q.
The reduction of incoherent backscatter spectra to obtain ion and electron
temperatures requires some assumption about the relative abundance of ionic
species at the level from which the sign.al is returned „ For example., the elec-
tron temperature at 720 km deduced, under the assumption that the ion composition
there is 20 per cent helium and 80 per cent oxygen^ is some 15 per cent lower
than that deduced under the assumption of oxygen ions only (Ex/ans- 1964) »
However, it was shown above that the electron temperature is insensitive to the
rate of heat input above the 500 km level, and also to the rate of heat loss
above this level. Ihus^ even though the loss rate depends strongly on the ion
composition (see Equation 5,34), one might surmise that the relative abundance
of helium ions would not greatly affect the electron temperature deduced. This
is confirmed by Figure 5,9 which show.? that the response of both electron and
ion temperature to change In helium ion content is slights
5„8-2 Scaling of Parame ters
Certain consequences of the theory are best illustrated by scaling the
various physical quantities and solving the conduction equation numerically
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Figure 5.9 The effect on electron and ion temperature profiles of
a change in relative abundance of helium ions. Profiles
represented by the continuous line are obtained for
20% He"*" at 700 km; those represented by the broken line
are obtained for 0,1% He+ at 700 km.
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for different combinations of the scale factors « In particular^ the transition
from sunspot minimum to sunspot maximum can be approximated in tliis way o Height
independent scale factors have therefore been inserted into the electron den-
sity, the rate of heat input, and the combined neutral density; these are denoted
by S
,
S
,
and S
,
respectively.
Figure 5olO shows electron temperature profiles obtained by scaling the rate
of heat input, Q. This illustrates the sensitivity of the sunspot minimum elec-
tron temperature to a change in the incoming solar fluxs there is an almost
linear relation between T and S above 300 km. Considering the uncertainty in
e Q
the measurements of the solar flux and the nature of the assumptions that must
be made in the calculation of Q, it is possible that this quantity may err by a
factor of two o Figure 5=10 therefore indicates the possible uncertainty in the
theoretical electron temperature at sunspot minimum.
In order to illustrate the transition to sunspot maximum conditions, the
electron density has been scaled up by a factor of 5; the behavior of the tem-
perature profiles is illustrated in Figure 5.11. Consider the cases with Q
2
scale factors of 0.5 and unity. Calculation of Q/n has shown that the runaway
condition is not present at any altitude in these two cases, and inspectioa of
Figure 5,11 shows that the depature from thermal equilibrium is small. But with
further increase of Q, the runaway condition sets in below 250 km, and this is
responsible for the increase of electron temperature between 250 and 200 km. As
discussed in Section 5,6, the electron temperature rises until the excess heat
is removed by heat loss direct to the neutrals. This is further illustrated in
Figure 5.12: the neutral atmosphere serves as a moderator of electron tempera-
ture runaway in this altitude range » As a result, thermal conduction is a
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second order influence and these profiles have the shape characteristic of
those predicted by the theory which ignores the thermal conductivity of the
ionosphere .
A model that closely approximates sunspot maximum conditions is obtained
by scaling the electron density and the Q of the sunspot minimum model by
factors of 5 and 3^ respectively. As shown in Figure 5.12^ the resultant
electron temperature profile has a pronounced maximum near 200 km. This leads
to the suggestion that profiles derived by Hanson (1963) and by Dalgarno,
et al • (1963) might be representative of sunspot maximum conditions. In order
to strengthen this conclusion^ an integration was carried out using a model
ionosphere and a Harris-Priester model atmosphere representative of conditions
at sunspot maximum . ^'Electron and ion temperature profiles so obtained appear
in Figure 5.13. The runaway condition is again present only in the region
below 250 km. The pronounced maximum is present near 225 km, and the electron
temperature here exceeds that of the neutral atmosphere by almost a factor of
two. A comparison with the profiles of Dalgarno, et al . (1963) is shown in
Figure 5.14. The hatched area covers the range of temperature profiles ob-
tained by these investigators for the four assumed heat input functions. The
heat input used in the sunspot maximum model was close to the largest of these.
The principal differences between the profiles can be attributed to the effect
of thermal conduction in destroying steep temperature gradients.
It is interesting to note that for the artificial models shown in
Figure 5.12 the topside electron gas is not parasitic upon the runaway region
that exists below 250 km. This is because the electron temperature (and hence
the thermal conductivity) in this region is too low to permit an upward flux
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of heat that is large compared to the capacity of the topside heat sink« For
the sunspot maximum model, however, the electron temperature is sufficiently
high, and parasitic overheating of the topside electron gas takes place. This
is seen in Figure 5.15; a comparison of Figure 5.15 with Figure 5.12 shows
that the parasitic coupling between the topside electron gas and that in the
runaway region broadens the temperature maximum and prevents the re-establish-
ment of thermal equilibrium at high altitudes = •
5.8.3 Comparison With Observatioa
Figure 5.16 shows a comparison of the sunspot minimum model profiles with
measurements of electron and ion temperatures made with a rocket-borne spherical
ion trap launched from Eglin Air Force Base (Nagy, et^ ^°) 1963); excellent
agreement is found. Recalling the fact that ion and neutral gas temperatures
are equal in this region, it is possible that some of the discrepancy between
predicted and measured ion temperature may be due to a neutral gas temperature
that is slightly higher than that given by the model atmosphere, on that par-
ticular day.
A comparison with some profiles obtained from incoherent backscatter
spectra (Evans, 1964) is given in Figure 5.17. In order to obtain the agreement
shown here it was necessary only to scale down Q by a small factor. This is
not unreasonable, since the measurements were made at a relatively high latitude
station (Boston) over a 90 minute period centered at 0915 local time, with the
resultant likelihood that there is some zenith angle attenuation of solar
radiation. This measurement clearly illustrates the expected increase of ion
temperature above 500 km due to the loss of thermal contact of the ions with
the neutral atmosphere. Because of ground clutter, the measurements do not
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extend below 250 km„ However^ there is evidence here that the departure from
thermal equilibrium begins at a higher altitude than indicated by the theoreti-
cal profile. It is not possible to scale the parameters of the model in any
reasonable way to duplicate this feature of the observed profile.
One of the notable exceptions referred to in Section 5„1—a mid-latitude
measurement that does not show a monotonic increase of electron temperature
with altitude— appears in Fig»ire 5ol8o This measurment was made with a dumb-
bell probe flown from Wallops Island (Erace^ ^ alo, 1962) » The date of
measurement is about midway between maximum and minimum of the solar cycle,
and the heat input used in the theoretical model has been scaled accordingly.
However, this modification of the sunspot minimum model was found to be insuf-
ficient, the resulting electron temperature profile still showing a monotonic
increase with altitude. The added modification which produced the agreement
shown in Figure 5,18 was the substitution for the model ionosphere of the
sub-peak electron density profile measured at the time and location of the
rocket launch. This seems to suggest that the relatively high electron density
(1,6 X 10 cm at the F2-layer maximum) present at the time was responsible
for the existence of the sunspot maximum type electron temperature profile,
5,9 Thermal Capacity of the Ionosphere
The high electron and ion temperatures that are present in the upper
atmosphere during the day hive a profound influence on the structure of the
ionosphere. They have virtually no effect on the structure and thermal balance
of the neutral atmosphere, however. The reason for this is that the thermal
capacity of the ionosphere is relatively small. The ion temperature is equal
to that of the neutral atm_osphere belcw about 500 km.^. so that most of the
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thermal energy that could be transferred to the neutral atmosphere is stored in
the electron gas o The erergy thus stored in a unit column of the ionosphere
is about 3/2 Nk (T - T ) where N is the total electron content of the column
e n
and (T - T ) is an average figure for the temperature difference o At sunspot
e n
12 -2
minimum the daytime electron content is about 5 x 10 cm ; a reasonable
figure for (T - T 1 inferred from the sunspot minimum model is 1500 Ko For"en
-2
these values a thermal energy of 1.5 erg cm is obtained. This is about
equal to the energy conducted downward per second through the 150 km level by
the neutral atmosphere (Hunt^ 1962) o At sunspot minimum^. the total electron
content is larger^ but the difference (T - T ) is correspondingly smaller,
so that the thermal energy stored in the electron gas remains about the same
over the solar cycle o Thus^ even in the event of a sudden collapse of electron
temperature^ the entire thermal energy content of the ionosphere could be dis-
posed of in a few seconds without any effect on the structure of the neutral
atmosphere
.
The hypothetical sudden collapse just referred to raises the question of
the magnitude of the time constant for cooling of the ionosphere. For the
sunspot minimum model the integrated rate of cooling above 150 km is close
-2 -1 -2
to 1 erg cm sec » For a thermal content of lo5 erg cm a time constant
of about a second is obtained o It is not significantly different at sunspot
maximum. The rapid cooling rate indicated by the magnitude of this time
constant makes it appear likely that thermal equilibrium will be established
very shortly after sunset , This statement is of course based on the assumption
that solar radiation, is the only source of ionospheric heating. There is, ;::-.:
however, angther source of heat available to the nighttime ionosphere: the '"
thermal energy stored in the protonosphere , This will be examined in the next
chapter
,
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6o THE THERMAL STRUCTURE OF THE PROTONOSPHERE
6.1 Introduction
The region filled with a plasma of hydrogen ions and electrons that
"floats" on top of the ionosphere was given the name protonosphere in Chapter 1.
It was pointed out there that this ionization cannot move across lines of mag-
netic force and that for this reason it is preferable to examine the behavior
of the ionization contained within a tube of magnetic force rather than that
contained in a vertical column « Again in this chapter^, the protonosphere will
be thought of in terms of a protonospheric field tube that intersects unit
area of the 1000 km surface at a geomagnetic latitude Q (see Figure lo3)o
o
The neutral atmosphere above 1000 km is very tenuous^ and the photoioni-
zation rate is too low to serve as a heat source of any consequence. However,
the solar radiation can supply heat to the protonosphere by means of the flux
of photoelectrons that escape the F2-region of the ionosphere. These photo-
electrons stream through the base of the field tube at the 1000 km surface and
follow the contour of the tube up to the equatorial plane. The magnitude of
the flux decreases with increasing distance above the 1000 km surface because
photoelectrons are continually being reduced to thermal energies through
coulomb interactions with the ambient electron gas. One objective of this
chapter is to derive an expression for the rate at which the ionization is
heated per unit length of the field tube by this process.
A further consequence of the low concentration of neutrals at these
altitudes is that cooling of the electron gas cannot take place. This has
two implications. The first is that ion and electron temperatures will be
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equal in the protonosphere . Evidence for this has already been seen in the
preceding chapter o The second implication is that a positive temperature
gradient will be found in the protonosphere in order that the heat generated
there may be conducted downward into the ionosphere where it can be transferred
to the neutral atmosphere » An estimate of this heat flux is made in this
chapter^ and by integration of the heat conduction equation the temperature
distribution within a mid-latitude protonospheric field tube is obtainedo
Once the temperature distribution is known it is possible to estimate
the thermal energy stored in a protonospheric field tube. This energy turns
out to be of the order of the thermal energy stored in the ionosphere. At
night this energy is released by thermal conduction downward into the iono-
sphere o Possible effects on the structure of the nighttime ionosphere are
discussed o
6.2 Physical Assumptions
The problem of determaning the rate of heat input to a given volume of
a protonospheric field tube is solved in much the same way as the problem of
heat input to unit volume of the ionosphere. The principal difference is
that in the protonosphere it is necessary to work in terms of arc length along
a field line rather than altitude. The expression for the distribution of
ionization as a function of arc length along a field line is^ however^ suf-
ficiently complicated that when integration over arc length is required it is
necessary to resort to numerical methods » In view of the fact that a large
number of integrations would be required in order to exhibit the dependence
of the heating rate and the heat flux on the initial energy of the photo-
electrons^ this is to be avoided. The simplest assumption will be made^
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namely^ that the electron concentration is constant throughout the field tube
o
This assumption is not so drastic as it may seem^, since the high temperature^
the small mass of the hydrogen ion^ and the decrease of the acceleration of
gravity with altitude all conspire to produce a very large scale height of
some 3500 km or more for the ionization
o
Only a very small fraction of the photoelectrons which escape from the
ionosphere are produced above 1000 km. Accordingly^ it is quite reasonable to
assume that the flux across the base of the protonospheric field tube is the
same as that which escapes from the Infinite model of the topside ionosphere.
The assumption will be made^ then^ that the magnitude of the flux entering
the base of the field tube is that derived in Section 5o3o2^ that is^ Hq(z )/6
-2 -1
cm sec ^ and that these photoelectrons have the pitch angle and energy .
distribution given by Equation (5,29)o
Dependent upon the assumed initial energy of the photoelectrons produced
in the F2-region^ a certain fraction of the photoelectrons entering the base of
the protonosphere cross the equatorial plane and heat the conjugate protono-
sphere o In order that this additional heat source may be taken into account^
the calculations will be carried out for an equinox noon situation; that is^
all physical quantities are assumed symmetric with respect to the geomagnetic
equator
,
6.3 Heating of the Protonosphere
6o3ol The Heating Rate
For the photoelectron spiraling upward along a line of force in the
protonosphere^ Equation (5 „3) takes the form
,„
—
~ 77.
' C6ol)ds W cos a
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where s is arc length along the line of force measured upward from the 1000 km
surface. If the energy of the photoelectron is W at this surface^ it will
have at distance s an energy
W = W
R cos a
1/2
(6.2)
which follows from integration of Equation (6»1) under the assumption of constant
electron density. In this expression the quantity
2
R = E /2 K n
e
is the range of a photoelectron with zero pitch angle and the maximum energy^ E.
The number of photoelectrons crossing the unit area at the base of the
tube per unit time and per unit interval of pitch angle and energy is given by
the product of the number flux of escaping particles, Hq(z )/6, and the dis-
e
tribution function ^ (W ,a) defined by Equation (5.29). The number per unit
o
interval of pitch angle and energy which pass through the cross-sectional area
of the tube per unit time at distance s is found by solving Equation (6 .2) for
W and substituting in Equation (5o29):
o
Hq(z^)
^
—^-^*(W,a) = 4Hq(z )g(a)cos a i
E
W
2 R cos a R cos a
(6.3)
It can be seen from Equation (6.2) that there are now present no photoelectrons
with pitch angles greater than a critical angle a* given by
cos a* -= s/R.
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and that^ of the photoelectrons with pitch angle a^ there are none present
wi'-h energy that is less than a critical energy W* given by
W* = E 1 -
R cos a
1/2
The rate of heat input Q(s) to a volume of the field tube defined by the
cross-sectional area of the tube and unit length along the direction of the
field line is given by the product of [Hq(z )/6 ] * (W.a) and l dW/ds integrated
e ' I '
over energy and pitch angle:
*•
Q<s) 2H
ji
Eq(z ) / g(a)cos a J 1 - -X + -2 R cos a dW, (6o4)
Integration over energy gives
4HQ(s) -. 3^ Eq (z ) /
3/2
1 -
s
cos a
cos a g(a) da (60S)
Now_j with the aid of the further substitutions:
L - s/R„
a, s= ^-a
and the assumption of an isotropic pitch angle distribution^ Equation (6.5)
becomes
7!
2H 2 i I 2Q(s) - - -T- Eq(z )L } <| 1 + L sec a/[
3/2
)s a
sin a da o (606)
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The integral In Equation (6,6) is formally the same as that which appears
in the equation for the non-local heating rate_, Equation (5o25)o Upon evalu-
ation of this integral the expression for the heating rate is obtained:
Q(s) = I Eq(z^) L^ f (l-L^)^/^
4L
1 . (l-L^^/2
(6.7)
Since Q(s) is the rate of heat input to a volume defined by the cross-
sectional area of the field tube and unit length along the direction of ds^
integration of Equation (6«7) over s from the base of the protonosphere to
the equatorial plane will give the total rate of heat input to this half of
the tube « There is also a contribution from photoelectrons which escape the
conjugate ionosphere and cross the equatorial plane o For the assumed equinox
noon condition_, this contribution can be included by extending the integration
across the equatorial plane down to the conjugate base of the field tube.
Thus^ the protonospheric field tube intersecting unit area on the 1000 km
surface at geomagnetic latitude 9 and bounded by the equatorial plane is
o
heated at a rate
2S
$ (s) = Q(s) ds. (6o8)
where S is the distance measured along a field line from the base of the field
tube to the equatorial plane. Equation (6.8) leads to integrals that are of
much the same form as those encountered earlier^ and the details will not be
given here
.
When these integrals are evaluated, there results
$(S) = HEq(z )
e
;i-L^^/^^.±.. 13 2 11 .4[ L^ ^— L - — L > + — log
45 45 30 I 6 ^
14-(1-L )
L
2^1/2
,
45
,
(6.9)
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where in this expression
L^ =1^ . (6»10)
It has been assumed here that the range (which is a function of the initial
energy of the photoelectrons) is such that R > 2S . Note that as R--y»2S^
4_
45 "^"e-
$ (S)--> ~ HEq(z )^
that is^ a]l of the escaping photoelectrons are stopped by the protonosphere
before reaching the conjugate ionosphere
»
6.3o2 The Heat Flux
For the assumption of negligible cooling to the neutral atmosphere above
the 1000 km surface^ Equation (6 ..9) represents the rate at which thermal energy
is conducted downward through unit area of this surface by the electron gas.
It is the purpose of this section to obtain an estimate of this quantity for
the field tube with base at geomagnetic latitude 40 (I ~ 70 ) ,
It is quite sufficient for the present purpose to use the centered dipole
approximation for the earth's magnetic field o The arc length S measured along
a field line from the 1000 km surface at geomagnetic latitude 40 to the equa-
3 -3
torial plane is about 8000 km. With n = 3 x 10 cm as the assumed constant
e
number density of electrons within this field tube^ the parameter L defined
by Equation (6.10) is given by
t2 ^ 20L
~ 2 °
E
The factor enclosed within the square brackets in Equation (6.9) may be called
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the transparency factor of the protonosphere o Figure 6,1a shows the trans-
parency factor as a function of the photcelectron initial energy for this
model
.
The heat flux is given by Equation (6 o9) summed over the spectrum, of
photoelectron initial energies « As pointed out previously^ this is not well
known^ and the fact that the escape level is also a function of photoelectron
initial energy introduces such practical difficulty that no attempt will be
made to perform this summation. Instead j, the heat flux will be estimated by
a procedure consistent with that used to obtain the non-local heating rate
in Chapter 5: it will be assumed that the escape level is at 300 km and that
E is a mean energy defined by the ratio of heating rate to photoelectron
production rate at this level. The rate of production of photoelectrons at
2 —3 —1
300 km deduced by Dalgarno et a^. (1963) is about 2 x 10 cm sec ^ while
3 -3 -1
the heating rate deduced for this altitude is about 1.5 x 10 ev cm sec
The mean initial energy is therefore approximately 10 ev . When this value of
E is substituted into the transparency factor^ the heat flux is given by
^ ~ HEq(z ) [Go05]. (6.11)
e
For sunspot minimum the production rate just quoted should be scaled by
a factor of 0.7^ and H ~ 60 km. Upon substitution of these quantities into
Equation (6.11)^ a figure of 3 x 10 ev cm sec is obtained for the rate
at which heat is conducted downward through unit area of the 1000 km surface
o
at geomagnetic latitude 40 during the day.
Some assessment of the accuracy of this result can be made at this time.
Although the transparency factor is a sensitive function of photoelectron
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initial energy^ this is not the case with the heat flux= This is seen in
Figure 60 lb. The result just obtained would not therefore appear to depend
strongly on the assumed mean initial energy. There is^ however^ another
factor to be considered; the relation of the initial energy to the escape
level o When 10 ev is substituted for the initial energy in Equation (5=7),
6 -3
it is found that n (z ) » 2 x 10 cm » This figure is reasonably consistent
e e . .
with the observed electron density at 300 km for daytime sunspot maximum
conditions . At sunspot minimum, however, this is a factor of 5 greater than
the density at the F2-layer maximumo What this means, in effect, is that the
total electron content of the ionosphere at sunspot minimum is insufficient
to stop a photoelectron of zero pitch angle and 10 ev initial energy = The
situation, therefore, is one in which the escape flux is limited by the
neutral atmosphere rather than the ionosphere. This opens the possibility
-2 -1
that the escape flux may be far in excess of the Hq(z )/6 cm sec obtained
e
when it is assumed that z = 300 km. This increase would affect the factor
e
appearing in front of the square brackets in Equation (6=11) with the result
8 =2 — 1
that the heat flux estimate of 3 x 10 ev cm sec may be seriously in
error for sunspot minimum
o
This possibility will be examined in the next section by deriving an
estimate of the rate at which photoelectrons escape from a model atmosphere
consisting only of neutral constituents
o
6 .3 .3 Effect of the Neutral Atmosphere
The question to be answered here is whether or not the neutral atmosphere
is sufficiently transparent to a flux of photoelectrons that those photoelectrons
which originate below the 300 km level can make an appreciable contribution to
2 05
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the escape flux. It is therefore necessary to take into account the dependence
of the production function upon altitude in the region below the 300 km levels
For this purpose the full "Chapman function" for the rate of production of
ionization will be used (Chapman^ 1931):
q - q exp
m
1 - (z-z )/H - exp<- (z-z )/H,
m ^ m
(6.12)
where q is the maximum rate of production, and H is the scale height of the
m
ionizable constituent
.
We consider again the simple electron beam approximation and neglect the
effect of the magnetic field. The equation of continuity for the flux G of
photoelectrons in the upward direction is
dG q ^ ^
— = - - a n G,
dz 2 ^
(6.13)
where n is the number density of the neutral atmosphere. The second term on
the right-hand side of this equation follows from the assumption that photo-
electrons are scattered out of the beam at a rate per unit length that is
jointly proportional to the magnitude of the flux and the concentration of the
scattering agent with constant of proportionality (J.
The further assumption will now be made that the altitude distribution
of the neutral atmosphere is exponential with scale height equal to that of
the constituent providing the photoelectrons. In this case^ Equation (6.13)
may be integrated by means of an integrating factor to obtain
Hq
G(z) ;=: C f -
2(l+0-n H)
m
exp exp < -(z-z )/H (6.14)
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where C is a constant of integration » This constant must be zero in order
to satisfy the lower boundary condition: G —^ as z—* - oo. The expression
for the escape flux is obtained bj/ taking the limit of Equation (6ol4) as
Hq e
m
The proportionality constant O in the collisioa term of Equation (6.13^
is commonly expressed in terms of the probability of collision P (see e og
»
Brown^ 1959)
:
^2£
T / ""c
n - P 1 ~^r- 1 P_ ; (6ol6)
where p and T are the pressure (in millimeters) and temperature of the scattering
gas o Measurements of P have been obtained for an electron beam in a gas of
c ^
and in a gas of No If the narrow resonance for 3 ev electrons in N is ignored^
P is very nearly independent of energy and has practically the same value for
both N and ; the value P s 35 has been chosen from inspection of Figure loll
^ A c
of Brown (1959)
o
The production maximum is located near the 180 km level. Prom the Harris-
Priester model S = 100 at local noon^ p ~ l .6 x 10 mjn^ T «= 800 K^ n = n(0 ) +
10 ~3
n(N ) ~ 10 cm ^ at this altitude o The average scale height of the atmosphere
above 180 km at this time is close to 50 kmo Substitution of these data and
the value of P into Equation (6ol6) gives a n H » 90o Further substitution of
c m
this value into Equation (6ol5) gives for the escape flux
1
jHq e
G(oo) W ---- € —-—-
90 1 2
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Experimental values of P are determined from measurement of the change
c
in current when an electron beam passes through different distances of the
scattering gas » Only one collision is sufficient to scatter an electron out
of this beamo In the atmosphere^ however^ a single collision does not suf-
ficiently alter the vertical velocity component of an electron initially
moving straight upward to preclude the possibility that this electron will
escape. The use of P in Equation (6ol5) therefore leads to an underestimate
of the escape fluxo Following the suggestion of Hanson (1963), we shall
assume that a photoelectron is not contained by the neutral atmosphere unless
three such collisions are made. The derived escape flux should therefore be
increased by a factor of 3
.
When this correction has been included, the estimate of the escape flux
from a model atmosphere consisting only of neutral constituents and a Chapman
production function is given by
G(°o) ~
Y^ \-^> ' (6.17)
Now with z 5= 300 km and the assumed average scale height of 50 km for the
region between 180 km and 300 km it follows that q(z ) s; lo q . Reference
e m
to Equation (6»I7) then shows that the escape flux is close to Hq(z )/2
e
-2 -1
cm sec if z is chosen to be 300 km. The quantity Hq(z )/2 is, however,
e e '
just the escape flux deduced for the electron beam approximation in a model
ionosphere of scale height 2H
,
It fellows^ then, that the escape flux at sunspot minimum is correctly
given by Hq(z )/6 if z is chosen to be 300 km, even though the electron
e e / t.
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content is so low at this time that escape is limited by the neutral atmosphere
and not by the ionosphere , Thus^ the estimate of the heat flux through the
1000 km surface derived in the preceding section remains unchanged and stands8-2-1 o
at 3 X 10 ev cm sec at geomagnetic latitude 40 for daytime sunspot
minimum conditions .
At sunspot maximum the electron content is sufficient that the escape of
photoelectrons is limited by the ionosphere » The escape flux is still given by
Equation (6.11)^ however^ the scale height H is greater by a factor of 1.7 than
at sunspot minimum, and the production rate must be scaled by the ratio of
the intensity of the solar radiation at the 10.7 cm wavelength. These factors
combine to increase the escape flux by a factor of 5 and lead to an estimate
9 -2 -1
of 1.5 X 10 ev cm sec for the heat flux at sunspot maximum.
6 .4 Temperature of the Protonosphere
The analysis of the heat balance of the ionosphere at sunspot minimum
o
carried out in Chapter 5 resulted in a figure of about 2800 K for the common
electron-ion temperature on the 1000 km surface at middle geomagnetic lati-
tudes . This figure was obtained for the case of no heat flux downward through
the 1000 km surface . However, as stated earlier, the temperature of the
topside ionosphere is relatively insensitive to a flux of the order of 3 x 10
-2 -1 o
ev cm sec , and the figure of 2800 K will be taken as the temperature at
the base of the protonosphere
.
The temperature distribution along the magnetic field lines is set by the
requirement that the heat supplied to a protonospheric field tube be conducted
downward through the base of the tubeo An upper limit to the temperature at
o
the equatorial face of the tube with base at 40 geomagnetic latitude may be
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obtained by integration of the heat conduction equation for an assumed flux of
8 —2 — 1
3 X 10 ev cm sec at all points along the field line located at the center
of the tube. Integration of this equation is straightforward In this particu-
lar case and leads to the expression
T (S)=
e
T
^^"^
+ (lo54 X 10 ) S
o
2/7
(6=18)
where T is the temperature at the base and S is the length along the line of
o
force from the base to the equatorial plane. Substitution of T - 2800 K and
o
8 o
S = 8 X 10 cm into Equation (6ol8) gives T (S) » 3500 Ko Thus, a temperature
difference of at most 700 K is required between the two ends of the protono-
spheric field tube with base at 40 geomagnetic latitude in order that the
heat flux through the base just equals the rate of heat input to the tube.
The figure for the temperature difference just obtained is^an overestimate^
since the flux decreases with length along the tube. To obtain the correct
figure it is necessary to integrate the heat conduction equation using the
expression for the flux as a function of arc length. In this case Equation
(6 .18) takes the form
—
I z/7
(6.19)T (S) =.
e
7/2
T •
-i- (5.12 X 1
o
-6 f m:s)
/ A(3)
The factor A(s) is the cross-sectional area of the tube and appears in the
integrand because the heat conduction equation is a relation between the
temperature gradient and the rate of transport of thermal energy per unit area.
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The expression for S(s) follows frcm integration of Q(s) over the portion
of the field tube above the point distance s from the base:
S 2S-S
$(s) =/ Q(s.^ ds J.
I
Qfs) ds . (6.20)
S
3 ^D
=
I
{
I
The second integral in this equation represents the contribution from heating
by photoelectrons originating in the conjugate hemisphere « For s = o Equation
(6.20) reduces to Equation (608). Equation (6o20} may be put into the form
2S-S s
*(s) = j Q(s) ds - I Q(s) ds . (6,21)=
I
/ q
2
and the right-hand side may be evaluated from Equation (6.9) if the parameter L
is taken to be (2S - s)/R for the first integral and s/R for the second. Fig-
ure 6.2 shows the behavior of *(s) for S = 8000 km.
The cross-sectional area of the tube cannot be expressed as an analytic
function of arc length along the field line. It is therefore necessary to
tabulate A(s) as a function of s^ and this can be done in the following manner:
By definition^ a field tube always contains the same quantity of magnetic
flux. ThuSj if A is the cross-sectional area of the tube with unit area at
r
, G , then
o' o'
B(r,e^ A (r,e) = B(r ,9 ) . (6.22)
'
' o' o"
where B is the magnetic field^ r the geocentric distance and G the geomagnetic
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latitude. For a dipole field
!(r,e) oc
(1 + sin^e)'"'^^ (6«23)
The equation of a line of force of the dipole field is
r - r cos Q
e •>
(6.24)
where r is geocentric distance to the point of intersection of the field line
e
with the geomagnetic equator. This equation may be used to eliminate 9 from
Equation (6.23) to obtain
1/2
B(r ) cc ^
4-3 (r/r )'>
e; (6.25)
and Equation (6.22) then gives
A(r) = —
1
o
/
4-3 (r /r )
o e
4-3 (r/r )
e
1/2
(6.26)
from which A may be tabulated as a function of r.
The expression for arc length along a line of force in the dipole field is
S(r ,6 ) - s(r,e)
r- 2
2 V3 cos e
X + sinh X cosh x (6.27)
where
si nh X = v3 sin
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The variable Q cin again be eliminated by substitution from Equation (6.24),
ard arc length mav then be tabulated as a function of r.
The tabulated A(r) and s(r) are then combined to give A(s) in tabular
formo The behavior of this function is illustrated in Figure 6o3« Comparison
with Figure 6 o2 will reveal that the divergence of the field tube and the
decrease of ^'^s'* are such as to reduce the heat flux by an order of magnitude
over the base value oonly halfway up the tube
„
The functions ^(s) and A(s) so obtained may now be used to evaluate the
integral that appears in Equation (6 19>o This equation gives_, in addition to
the temperature in the equatorial plane^, the temperature as a function of arc
length. The function T (s> is shown in Figure 6o4o It can be seen that most
e
of the temperature change takes place in the lower one-third of the field tube.
o
The temperature at the equatorial face of the tube is about 3000 K. Thus,
when the aivergence of the field tube and the attenuation of the flux of photo-
electrons heating the protonosphere are allowed for, a temperature difference
c
of only 200 F is found between the base and the equatorial face of the tube
o
wi'h base at 40 geomagnetic latitude
o
In view of the sensitivity of the 1000 km temperature to the assumed heat
input function in the F region (see Figure 5„10), it is in the interest of
completeness to consider the effect on the equatorial temperature of a change
in temperature at the base of the tube.. Equation (6.19) has been solved for
various values of 7 within the range considered possible for the daytime
1000 km temperature at sunspct minimum. In each case, the flux has been scaled
by the ratio of the assumed 1000 kjn temperature to 2800 K. This follows from
the linear relation between this temperature and S (see Figure 5.10) and the
Q
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proportionality of ^(s) and q(z ). The result of these calculations appears
in Figure 6 o5 , A change of temperature at the base of the tube results in a
change of temperature of nearly the same amount at all points along the tube.
It may therefore be concluded that the linear relation between the 1000 km
temperature and the scale factor for the F region heating rate deduced for
the sunspot minimum model of Chapter 5 applies also to the temperature through-
out the protonosphere o This behavior of the temperature profile along the
field tube is a consequence of the combined effects of the high temperature
dependence of the thermal conductivity and the relatively small heal fluxo
If the right-hand side of Equation (6.19) is expanded by the binomial theorem^
there results
¥^'-il^^f.7^ fm->'
Now for T = 2200 K the term enclosed by the curly brackets has the value
-1 o -1
4.67 X 10 , while for T ~ 3000 K it has the value 2.17 x 10 = These
' o
values are proportional to the magnitude of the fluXo Multiplication by
the factor 2/7^ which arises from the exponent of the temperature in the
expression for the conductivity^ reduces the second term of Equation (6=28)
— 1 -2
to a quantity that varies between about 10 s.a,d 6 x 10 over the range
of T considered. Thus, although T (S)/T increases with decreasing T
,
o ' e o o'
this ratio is still close to unity for the lowest value of T considered
o
here
.
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Before this section is clcsed^ some indication of the change in protono-
spheric temperature to be expected in the traiasition to sunspot maximum
conditions should be included » The results of Chapter 5 indicate a temperature
of about 2500 K at the base of the protcnosphere at sunspot maximum » In Sec-
9 -2
tion 6 o3j the heat flux through the base was estiinated at lo5 x 10 ev cm
sec o Since the temperature at the base was calculated under the assumption
of no heat flux^ the first question to answer is whether or not the estimated
flux changes this temperature » To provide this aaswer^ further integrations
of the heat conduction equation were made for sunspot maximum conditions with
this heat flux incorporated o No appreciable change in the 1000 km temperature
was found. The principal reason for this is that the increase in electron
content of the ionosphere at sunspot maximum (and the attendant absence of
the runaway condition above 250 km) provides a heat sink with a capacity con-
siderably in excess of this heat fluxo
The temperature distribution that results from, .integration of Equation
o 9^2
(6.19) when T = 2500 K and a flux through the base of 1.5 x 10 ev cm
o
sec is assumed is shown by the broken line in Figure 6o4o The equatorial
o
temperature is about 3400 K<, No attempt has been made to take into account
the change in electron content of the field tube over the solar cycle^ as no
observations are available on which to base aii estimate of this change » A
significant increase in the content should occur between sunspot minimum and
sunspot maximum as a result of the increase in electron density at the F2-layer
maximum over this period. The protonospheric temperature distribution that
3 -3
has been deduced may not be far in errorj, however^ as the figure of 10 cm
for the density in the equatorial plane (upon which the assumed mean density
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3 -3
f 3 X 10 cm is based) is deduced from whistler observations made at a time
hat is about midway between the maximum and minimum of the solar cycle
«
.5 Nighttime Thermal Coupling Between the Ionosphere and the Protonosphere
It is well to begin this section with a review of the daytime situation for
unspot minimum conditions » The daytime ionosphere is heated by the energy
xtracted from photoelectrons released by the solar ultraviolet radiation and
ools through collisional excitation of low energy molecular states by the elec-
rons and through elastic collisions between ions and atomic constituents o Heat
ransport by thermal conductiom is an important process in maintaining a balance
etween the rate of heating amd the rate of cooling^ and the electron tempera-
ure above about 200 km is set by the requirement that most of the heat generated
bove this level be conducted downward to the region between 120 and 140 km,.
The mean free path for energy loss of a photoelectron becomes very large at
Ititudes above that of the F2-layer maximum with the result that an upward flux
8
f some 1 X 10 photoelectrons crosses unit area of the 1000 km surface. These
hotoelectrons spiral upward along the lines of force of the geomagnetic field
nd a large percentage are reduced to therm-al energies before reaching the equa-
orial plane. The heat thus produced in a protonospheric field tube cannot be
ransferred to the neutral constituents^ which are too few in number at these
ItitudeSj and must instead be conducted downward along the field lines through
he 1000 km surface. When account is taken of the photoelectrons which cross
he equatorial plane from the conjugate hemisphere, a heat flux of 3 x 10 ev
-2 -1 o
m sec is obtained for the field tube with foot at 40 geomagnetic latitude
o
2his flux is very much smaller than the integrated rate of heating per cm
olumn between 200 and 1000 km. and. so has no effect on the thermal structure of
he ionosphere .
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The foregoing is a review of the steady-state daytime situation. A full
analysis of the transient phenomena which occur near sunrise and sunset is
beyond the scope of this investigation o However^ it was noted in Chapter 5
that the time required for the ionospheric temperature to fall to that of the
neutral atmosphere when the production of photoelectrons ceases is of the order
of a second. This indicates that very shortly after sunset the ionosphere
assumes the role of a heat sink for the thermal energy stored in the protono-
sphere . One objective of this section is to arrive at an estimate of this
thermal energy. Once this has been obtalEiedj a time-dependent expression for
the heat flux is derived^ and an estimate of the time required for the thermal
energy of the protonosphere to drain into this heat sink is obtained. Possible
effects on the nighttime ionosphere over this duration of time are then
considered
,
6,5.1 Thermal Capacity of the Protonosphere
The thermal energy stored in a protonospheric field tube which could be
transferred to the neutral atmosphere is given by
U ^r^^ 3Nk (T -T ). (6,29)en'
where N is the total electron content of the tube and T and T are, respec-
e n '
tively the common ion-electron temperature arid the temperature of the neutral
atmosphere
.
12 -2
A figure of 4,52 x 10 cm was quoted in Chapter 2 for the total electron
content of the tube with base of unit area on the 1000 km surface at geomagnetic
o
latitude 40 and bounded at the upper end by the equatorial plane. This result
was obtained for a distribution of ionization in diffusive equilibrium at a
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o 3-3
temperature of 1000 K with electron density 10 cm at the equatorial plane
»
If the temperature is increased to 3000 K and the electron density at the
equatorial plane is held fixed^ diffusive equilibrium cannot be restored unless
12 -2
some ionization is removed from the tube o The figure of 4.52 x 10 cm is
therefore an overestimate of the total electron content at a temperature of
3000 Ko The factor by which it must be multiplied to give the correct value
can be found from Equations C2o36} and (2o37) of Chapter 2„ Equation (2,36)
shows that N oc I(T) for a fixed density at the equatorial plane; the factor
by which N must be multiplied to obtain the total content at temperature T is
therefore I (t' )/I (T) o From Equation (2,37) it can be seen that the temperature
dependence of this ratio is given by Figure 2 ,4 „ For temperatures in excess
of 1500 K it is practically independent of temperature and equal to about OoS,
Thus^ at a temperature of 3000 K the total electron content of the field tube
12 —2
is about 3 .6 X 10 cm o
The quantity of interest in this section is the thermal capacity U at
time of sunset. It will be assumed that T s 2800 K and that T - 800 K.
e n
The latter figure is more appropriate to midjtight than time of sunset^ and
is chosen here only because it is the neutral gas temperature used in the
time-dependent calculation to follow » Substitution of these temperatures and
the total electron content into Equation 6,29 gives U « 3 ergs,
2
This energy is of the order of the thermal energy found in a cm column
of the ionosphere during the day. It was pointed out in Chapter 5 that this
would be lost to the neutral atmosphere in a matter of seconds in the event that
input should cease and that the neutral atmosphere could dispose of this energy
in an equivalent time without any alteration of its thermal structure. Hence^,
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it is clear that at sunset the collapse of ionospheric temperature to that of
the neutral atmosphere would be delayed only momentarily by the extra energy
contained in the protonosphere . However, the important difference between
energy stored in the protonosphere and energy stored in the ionosphere is one
of location rather than magnitude » The energy stored in the protonosphere
must be transported down to ionospheric heights before it can be lost to the
neutral atmosphere. A very short time after sunset the F-region electron
temperature is low^ while that of the protonosphere is still essentially at
its daytime value: a large temperature gradient exists and^ because of the
large value of the thermal conductivity^ there is a considerable flux of energy
through the base of the protonosphere. But, as the thermal energy of the
protonosphere is drained away, this gradient and the thermal conductivity both
decrease. Because of the 5/2 power dependence on the temperature, the thermal
conductivity is reduced drastically as the electron temperature falls. The
operation of the thermal conductivity here is much like that of a valve, and^
after an initial rush of thermal energy, the cooling of a protonospheric field
tube can best be described as the result of a leakage of energy" through its
base
.
6.5.2 Rate of Cooling of the Protonosphere
In order to obtain an estimate of the time of cooling of a protonospheric
field tube, a simplified model will be adopted in which the field tube is
replaced by an isothermal heat reservoir of total energy content U. The base
of this heat reservoir is at the 1000 km level and thermal contact is established
with a heat sink at the 300 km level through the intermediate conducting elec-
o
tron gas. The temperature of the heat reservoir is initially T = 2800 K, while
o
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that of the heat sink remains at all times equal to the temperature of the neu-
o
tral atmosphere^ which is 800 Ko If the heat reservoir is assumed to have
unit area at the base, then energy is lost at a rate
*.-3£
,
<e.30)
where * is the downward heat flux^ given by the steady-state heat conduction
equation:
$« 6.84 X 10^ T ^/2 ^^V^ . (6.31)e Z^
The equation for the rate of cliange of the temperature of the reservoir is
obtained from the equality of the right-hand sides of Equations (6 o30) and
(6.31) after substitution for U from Equation (6o29): . , .
3Nk ^ . - 6.84 X 10^ T ^^^ i^^J^ . (6„32)dt e Az
12 -2 7
Upon substitution of N s 3 o6 x 10 cm and Az s 7 x 10 cm and division of
both sides by T « EquatiOijQ (6 o32) becomes
n
- - 9o50 X 10"° Jx'^(x'*-1) > . (6.33)
dx „ ^„ ,„-5 r 4. 2/ X (x _
1/2
where x = (T /T ) „ With x s x at time t s o^ Equation (6.33) can be put
into the form
J
X
o
dx „ ^ ^ , „~5
^
„
—
-
s - 9„50 X 10 t,
4 2,^ *
X Cx -1)
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The left-hand side of this equation may be integrated by the technique of
partial fractions to give
3x
1 1
,
.
- - - log
-5
9o50 X 10 t (6.34)
an implicit relation for the temperature of the heat reservoir as a function of
time
.
o o
Values of t for temperatures between 2800 K and 1000 K have been obtained
from Equation (6.34)^ and the result used in conjunction with Equation (6.31)
to find the downward flux $ as a function of time. This function is plotted
in Figure 6=6o It can be seen that a large downward flux is present initially.
This large flux quickly cools the heat reservoir and lowers the thermal con-
ductivity. According to this model^ the flux levels off at a base value near
7 -2 -1
5 X 10 ev cm sec in a little over an hour. At this time, the temperature
o o
of the heat reservoir is about 1000 K„ Substitution of T = 1000 K into
11
Equation (6,29) shows that the heat reservoir still contains about 1 .7 x 10 ev
of energy^ and energy may therefore continue to leak into the heat sink at a
7 -2 -1
rate of 5 x 10 ev cm sec for another hour ,
ThuSj the idealized model for the process of the nighttime cooling of a
protonospheric field tube gives a time constant of the order of two hours for
cooling to take place at middle geomagnetic latitudes »- This differs consid-
erably from the time constant for cooling of the ionosphere^ which is of the
order of a second. The difference is due to the fact that the thermal energy
stored in the protonosphere cannot be transferred to the neutral atmosphere
in situ but must be conducted downward to ionospheric levels at a rate governed
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by a thermal conductivity that varies directly as a high power of the tempera-
ture .
6.5.3 Effect on the Nighttime; F2-Layer
The use of an idealized model for the cooling process leads to an estimate
of the time of cooling_, but further refinement is necessary before application
of the theory to explain observed nighttime phenomena can be attempted. To
begin with^ replacement of the field tube by a heat reservoir leads to an under-
estimate of the cooling time. The reason for this is that a heat reservoir
responds uniformly and instantaneously to the demand for heat^ whereas, in the
protonospherej heat can be conducted through the base of the field tube only
as fast as it can be supplied by conduction from higher regions of the tube.
8 -2 -1
It has been shown that during the day this rate is about 3 x 10 ev cm sec
As this figure will apply also to the time of sunset, the large flux of heat
which is initially present for the model used to obtain the cooling time cannot
be supplied by the protonosphere, and the time required for the flux to approach
the base value has therefore been underestimated.
The duration of the second phase of the cooling process--the time required
for the base value flux to conduct away the remainder of thermal energy within
the tube--has also been underestimated. This is due to the underestimate of
the thermal content of the field tube at this time that results when the tem-
perature at the base of the tube is used. For def initeness, let the time at
which the flux levels off at the base value be the time required for the tem-
o
perature at the base of the protonosphere to fall to 1000 K. At this time, a
o
temperature difference of some 200 K exists between the 300 and 1000 km levels .
In order that the required flux be supplied to the base of the protonosphere,
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this gradient must persist well up into the field tube, diminishing gradually
with distance above the base. This means that much of the protonosphere is at
a temperature considerably in excess of the temperature at the base^ and the
thermal content at this time is therefore much higher than the estimated value
o
Thus, the simplified theory which replaces the field tube by a heat reser-
voir does not very accurately describe what takes place during the night, and
a full time -dependent solution that takes account of the slow response of the
field tube is desirable. Such a treatment will not be attempted here. Rather
8 —2 — 1
it will be asserted that a downward heat flux of the order of 10 ev cm sec
can be maintained throughout most of the night at middle geomagnetic latitudes .
In the light of the evidence presented thus far, this is not unreasonable.
The programmed method of solution of the heat conduction equation used to
obtain the daytime profiles presented in Chapter 5 has been modified by Bowhill
(1964) to handle the nighttime situation. Figure 6.7 is taken directly from
this reference and shows the behavior of the electron and ion temperatures for
8 —2 — 1
an assumed downward flux of 10 ev cm sec at 1000 km. The model atmosphere
is the Harris-Priester model S = 100 for tim.e of local midnight; the temperature
of the neutral atmosphere above 300 km is about 720 K, The behavior of the
electron temperature profile is similar to that assumed in the calculation of
the cooling tim.e: the electron temperature is equal to that of the neutral
atmosphere near 300 km and increases with altitude above this level at a con-
o
stant rate that is such that T ~ 1000 K at the 1000 km level
.
e
A feature of the temperature profile of Figure 6„7 which deserves special
comment is the decrease of the electron temperature to values below that of the
neutral atmosphere in the region between 125 and 350 km. This is a consequence
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of the steep gradient of neutral gas temperature in the region between 100 and
250 km = The electron temperature stays fairly close to the neutral gas tem-
perature in this altitude range and must also be characterized by a steep
gradient » This gradient of electron temperature implies the existence of a
downward heat flux through this region, and this can only be maintained if
heat is supplied to the electron gas in the upper part of the region and given
up by the electron gas in the lower part of the region ,> Because of the rapid
decrease of neutral concentration with altitude (and consequent decrease of
efficiency of heat transfer), the region iia which energy is gained by the
electron gas will be the more extensive of the two and will be characterized
by a larger temperature difference « Inspection of Figure 6.7 shows that the
electron gas gains energy throughout the region between 125 and 350 km,
conducting it downward through the 125 km level, with subsequent transfer to
the neutral atmosphere between 125 and 100 km. The downward heat flux reaches
7 -2 -1
a minimum value of 5.6 x 10 ev cm sec at 355 km. Below this level the
heat flux increases with decreasing altitude, reaching a maximum value of
1 o5 X 10 ev cm sec at the 125 km level. It should be noted that at all
altitudes below about 350 km the ion temperature is equal to that of the neu-
tral atmosphere. At higher altitudes, the ion gas loses thermal contact with
-the neutrals, and the ion temperature is close to that of the electron gas
above 600 km.
The gradient of electron temperature above 350 km is very close to that
which has been deduced from the Ariel I satellite measurements (Willmore et al.,
1964) of electron temperature near local midnight. It may therefore be con-
cluded that the heat flux implied by the variation withialtitude of the night-
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time electron temperature measured by Ariel I is supplied by the protonosphete
and that it is not necessary to invoke some other source of heating, such as a
flux of energetic particles .
The interesting suggestion has been put forward by Bowhill (1964) that
relatively small horizontal inhomogeneties in the magnitude of the nighttime;
protonospheric heat flux can account for the existence of weak field-aligned
irregularities that are observed in the neighborhood of the F2-layer maximum.
Such an effect is the result of the sensitivity of the electron temperature at
and above the F2-layer maximum to changes in the heat flux coupled with the
response of electron density to changes in electron temperature.
The argument of Bowhill (1964) will be recapitulated briefly here. Con-
sider first the response of electron density to temperature change. Most of
the ionization above the F2-layer maximum is in diffusive equilibrium and the
plasma pressure p at height z may therefore be written as the sum of the
p o
partial pressures of the electron and ion gases:
p (z ) ^ k(T + T.)/n (z ) , (6.35)
p o e 1 e o
This may be equated to the total weight of the plasma above z ;
o
- r1. g I n
' J
'
p (z ) = m I (z) dz . (6,36)
p o lie
where m. is the mass of an oxygen ion and g is the mean gravitational accelera-
tion: in the region considered. It is then argued that a change of electron
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tempei-ature is not likely to affect the total content above z to any great
extent, since the rate at which ionization disappears is primarily a function
of ion and neutral gas temperatures. The right-hand side of Equation (6,36)
therefore remains constant with change of electron temperature, and it follows
from Equation (6.35) that
-1
n (z ) ot (T + T., ) o (6o37)
e o e 1
The sensitivity of electron temperature to changes in the protonospheric
heat flux has been determined from integrations of the heat conduction equation
using the modified nighttime program » When this result is combined with the
temperature dependence expressed by Equation (6o37), the response of the elec-
tron density to changes in the flux can be found » The results of this analysis
8 8
show that a local change in protonospheric heat flux from 10 to 3 x 10 ev
-2 -1
cm sec would be sufficient to produce a field-aligned decrease of nearly
10 per cent in the peak electron density of the F2-layer„ At much higher
altitudes (say 1000 km) this effect is reversed, however, and a field-aligned
increase is produced. For the change of flux just quoted this increase may
exceed 30 per cent, depending on the concentration of helium ions present.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It was proposed in the introductory chapter that a study be made of the
effect of diffusion of ionization across the 1000 km surface on the morphology
of the F2-layer, Production and loss of ionization are negligible above 1000 km
and the region above this level may be regarded as a reservoir of ionization.
As the propagation of atmospheric whistlers is strongly influenced by the quan-
tity and the state of the ionization in this region^ the investigation was
started with a calculation of the relation between the whistler dispersion^ the
temperature of the protonosphere and the ionization content of a protonospheric
field tube.
A steady-state model of the F2-lay6r was set up in order to estimate the
magnitude of the flow of ionization into or oTat of the topside of the layer that
is required to produce a significant effect on the structure of the layer. This
was followed by a study of the processes which account for this flow of ioni-
zation: diffusion of hydrogen ions through the topside and charge exchange be-
tween hydrogen ions and atomic oxygen. The results of this analysis were then
used to set up a steady-state model for ionosphere-protonosphere coupling. It
was found that the rate of exchange of ionization is strongly dependent upon
the daytime ion temperature; this led to an investigation of the thermal struc-
ture of the ionosphere .
The processes which heat and cool the ionosphere were discussed in full
detail. An expression was derived for the rate of hieat input in the topside
ionosphere which includes the contribution from, photoeleetrons which originate
at and below the F2-layer maximum. Daytime electron and ion temperature
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profiles were obtained over the altitude range between 120 and 1000 km from
solutions of the steady-state heat conduction equation. A detailed comparison
with observation was presented.
The theory developed for the rate of heat input to the topside ionosphere
was extended to derive the rate of heat input to the ionization contained within
a protonospheric field tube by photoelectrons which originate at F2-layer
heights . Under the assumption that the ionization within the field tube can be
cooled only by conduction of heat downward through the 1000 km surface^ the
temperature profile along the length of the field tube was calculated. The
effect of this downward flux of heat on the daytime ionosphere was described.
The protonospheric temperature thus derived was used to estimate the thermal
energy stored in a protonospheric field tube. Nighttime electron and ion tem-
perature profiles were derived under the assumption that thermal energy stored
in the protonosphere is the only source of heat input to the nighttime ionosphere.
Effects on the nighttime ionosphere which may result from small horizontal inho-
mogeneities in the rate at which heat is thus supplied were described.
ThuSj in summary^ an investigation which began as an inquiry into the effect
on the F2-layer of diffusion of ionization across the 1000 km surface has led
ultimately to a study of the thermal structure of both the ionosphere and the
protonosphere
.
Conclusions based on this investigation are summarized in the
succeeding sections ,
7.1 Interpretation of the Whistler Dispersion
The analysis of the protonosphere has been carried out with reference to
the ionization contained within a tube of m.agnetic force that intersects unit
area on the 1000 km surface at latitude© and;.is bounded at the other end by the
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plane of the geomagnetic equator » The ionization within this protonospheric
field tube is distributed hydrostatically along the magnetic field line that
defines the axis of the tube. The electron density at the equatorial face of
the tube may change either as a result of a redistribution of ionization along
this field line following a temperature change or as a result of ionization
entering or leaving the tube
o
The electromagnetic disturbance which produces an atmospheric whistler
propagates; along the line of force of the geomagnetic field = The integrand
of the equation which defines the whistler dispersion is a weighted average
of the electron density along the path of propagation of the disturbance^ with
the largest contribution coming from, the region near the plane of the geo-
magnetic equator o It is for this reason that the whistler dispersion is
commonly regarded as a measure of electron density in the equatorial plane.
However^ the analysis of Chapter 2 shows that the integrand is sufficiently
sensitive to changes in electron density at other points along the field tube
that changes in the electron density at the equatorial face of the tube due
to temperature changes alone do not affect the value of the integral. It is
concluded from this that the whistler dispersion is a measure of total electron
content of the field tube rather than the electron density at the equatorial
face of the tube
«
The main difficulty in the interpretation of whistler data is identifica-
tion of the field line along which the disturbance producing the whistler
propagates o Considerable progress has been made in the past few years in this
area and in im.provement of the techniques of recording whistlers » It may be
expected that reliable m-easurements of both diurnal and seasonal variation of
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field tube content, will be forthcoming from whistler observations » Present
inferences of variation of field tube content are largely qualitative^
however; as indicated in Chapter 2^ the most that can be said presently is
that only a rather small fraction of the ionization contained in a middle-
latitude field tube participates in the diuriial exhange process with the
ionospheric F2-layero
7,2 Exchange of Ionization Between the Ionosphere and the Protonosphere
A steady-model of the F2~layer was obtained in Chapter 3 by solution of
the steady-state continuity equation in an assumed model atmosphere. The
solution was obtained subject to the upper boundary condition that the flux
tends to a finite limiting value at infinite heights and therefore represents
the distribution of ionization in an F2-layer characterized by an influx or
efflux of ionization at the top of the layer. This solution was used to
obtain a numerical estimate of the flux of ionization at the top of the layer
that is needed to account for two well-known features of the layer: the
seasonal anomaly and the persistence of the layer at night.
Diffusion of atomic hydrogen ions from the base of the protonosphere
downward through the topside^ attended by conversion of these ions to atomic
oxygen ions through the chemical process of charge exchange with atomic
oxygen^ results in a downward flux of atomic oxygen ions into the F2-layer.
Because the ionization potentials of atomic hydrogen and atomic oxygen are
nearly the same^ the charge exchange reaction proceeds almost equally rapidly
in either direction. This allows the chain of events just described to pro-
ceed in reverse order ^ a flow of atomic hydrogen ions into the protonosphere
being maintained at the expense of the atomic oxygen ions of the F2- layer
o
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A diurnal exchange of ionization between the F2-layer and the protonosphere
results from the large diurnal variation of F2-layer content. This variation
is such that ionization flows into the layer at night.
The exchange process was analyzed in Chapter 4 by solution of the steady-
state form of the continuity equation that governs the distribution of ionized
hydrogen in the region of the topside where these ions are a minor constituent.
A feature of this solution is the existence of limit to the rate at which
ionized hydrogen may diffuse upward through atomic oxygen ions and into the
protonosphere. This limit, called the critical flux, is independent of any
assumption of protonospherlc field tube content. On the basis that this
quantity is some two orders of magnitude smaller than the flux needed to
account for the seasonal anomaly, it is concluded that the process of diffusive
transport of ionization along magnetic field lines from the summer hemisphere
to the winter hemisphere cannot be responsible for this feature of F2-layer
behavior.
A flux of ionization downward into the F2-layer at night cannot long be
maintained at a value in excess of the daytime critical flux, since the ioni-
zation thus removed from a protonospherlc field tube must be replenished during
the day. In order to establish whether or not the rate of exchange of ionization
is ciose to this upper limit, a steady-state model for ionosphere-protonosphere
coupling has been set up using the observed day to night ratio of F2-layer density
and the day to night ratio of the concentration of ionized hydrogen at the base
of the protonosphere calculated in Chapter 2. The results obtained from this
m.odel indicate that the average rate of exchange of ionization is very close to
the upper limit set by the critical flux. The concentration at the base of the
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protonosphere appears as an eigenvalue in the calculations; the value deduced
from the assumed parameters of the model is in good agreement with the value
inferred from middle-latitude whistler data.
The results obtained from the steady-state model of the coupling process
form the basis for the conclusion that the magnitude of the downward flux into
the nighttime F2-layer is equal to that of the critical flux. In order to
determine whether or not a downward flux is responsible for maintenance of the
nighttime F2-layer it is necessary to compare the figure for the required flux^
deduced in Chapter 3^ with the value of the critical fluxo Comparison with
the value of the critical flux calculated in Chapter 4 shows that this quantity
is a factor of 20 smaller than the flux required to maintain the layer. Sub-
sequent analysis of the thermal structure of the ionosphere has shown^ however^
that the temperature used in the calculation of the critical flux is too small
by a factor of 2 . As the temperature enters the expression for the critical
flux raised to the 3/2 power^ the discrepancy is reduced to a factor of 7
o
On the basis that the current estimates of the magnitudes of physical
quantities which appear in the expression for the critical flux give a value
that is less by a factor of 7 than the required flux, the conclusion is drawn
that the downward flux of ionization into the nighttime F2-layer cannot be
solely responsible for the maintenance of the layer. This conclusion should,
however, be accepted with some reservation until further research has confirmed
that the value of the diffusion coefficient and the value of the concentration
of atomic hydrogen adopted for the calculation of the critical flux are correct.
7,3 The Thermal Structure of the Ionosphere
The investigation of the thermal structure of the ionosphere began with an
analysis of ionospheric heating „ Particular attention was given to the
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phenomenon of non-local heatings It was first shown that this results in an
excess of the rate of heat input over that aeduced from the assumption of
local heating at altitudes above the photoelect ron escape levels This rxcess
increases with altitude^ with the result that the non-local heating late
exceeds that of the local heating rate by an order of magnitude near the base
of the protonosphere o Subsequent analysis shov/ed , however that electron tem-
perature profiles calculated with the local aod with the non-local heat input
functions are practically indistinguishable a result which is attributed to
the effects of thermal conduction
o
Previous theoretical investigations of the lack of thermal equilibrium
within the ionosphere have all mentioned the possible influence of thermal
conduction^ but the calculations of electron temperature profiles have been
carried out without taking explicit account of this phenomenon. This, coupled
with the growing number of experimentally obtained temperature profiles that
are at variance with those predicted by the theory, has been the motivation
for a treatment that includes heat transport by thermal conduction » The results
of this analysis indicate that effects of therm.al conduction are not negligible,
particularly near the minimum of the solar cycle^ and that the discrepancy
between theory and observation is removed when allowance for these effects is
incorporated into the theory
o
In particular the present analysis shows that:
(1) Electron temperature profiles near sunspot minimum should show a
monotonic increase with altitude above 120 km o This is a direct conse-
quence of the relatively low electron content of the ionosphere charac-
teristic of this time, a runaway condition exists and the temperature
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profile is set by the requirements of thermal conduction
o
(2) Near sunspot minimum the ion temperature is sensibly equal to that of
the neutral atmosphere below 500 km;: above 900 km it is sensibly equal
to the electron temperature
.
(3) The electron temperature in the F-region and above is very sensitive
to changes in the incoming solar flux near sunspot minimum
o
(4) At sunspot maximum the electron temperature reaches a maximum near
225 km^ and near-thermal equilibrium exists at and above 350 km. This is
a direct consequence of the relatively high electron content characteristic
of this time: a runaway condition is encountered only below 250 km and
this is kept in check by the large concentration of neutrals found at these
low altitudes
.
(5) The difference between electron temperature and neutral gas temperature
is just such that the daytime electron temperature shows little or no
o
variation over the solar cycle^ remaining at a value near 2500 Ko Ion
temperatures in the topside ionosphere are generally higher at sunspot
maximum than at sunspot minimum but the difference is not large. This rela-
tive constancy of the topside plasma temperature suggests that changes in
the structure of the topside ionosphere observed over the solar cycle are
due to changes in chemical composition.
7.4 The Thermal Structure of the Protonosphere
The upward flux of photoelectrons which accounts for the phenomenon of non-
local heg.ting in the topside ionosphere is probably the only significant source
of protonospheric heating. Calculations based on the production rate used in
the calculation of ionospheric electron temperatures and an assumed initial
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energy of 10 ev per photoelectron result in a figure of 3 x 10 ev cm sec
for the rate of heat input to the protonospheric field tube with foot at lati-
tude 40 and bounded by the equatorial plane. The contribution of photoelectrons
which escape from the conjugate ionosphere has been included in the calculation.
This figure applies to sunspot minimum conditions, it is estim.ated to be larger
by a factor of 5 at sunspot maxim.um„
A calculation of the temperature distribution within the field tube was
carried out under the assumption that cooling of the field tube is effected only
by downward conduction of heat„ The temperature at the base of the field tube
was taken to be the 1000 km tem.perature obtained from the ionospheric electron
o o
temperature calculations, figures of 2800 K and 2500 K apply^ respect ively,
to the minimum and maximum of the solar cycle. The calculated temperature
o o
distributions are such that temperatures of 3000 K and 3400 K are found at the
o
equatorial face of the tube with foot at latitude 40 for the respective extremes
of the solar cycle„
From this the conclusion may be drawn that, for low and medium sunspot
numbers
J
heating by the photoelectrons which escape the F2-layer does not sig-
nificantly increase the tem.perature of the protonosphere over that of the
o
topside ionosphere for latitudes of 40 and less, This is a consequence of the
high thermal conductivity of an overheated electron gas: the principal cause
of the high electron and ion tem.peratures found in the protonosphere is the
high electron temperature at F2-layer heights that is necessary to maintain the
steep electron temperature gradient in the lower F-region„
7.5 Exchange of Energy Between the F2-layer and the Protonosphere
It has )Dteen estimated that escape of photoelectrons from unit column of
8 -2 -1
the ionosphere supplies an upward flux of 10 cm sec across the 1000 km
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surface at sunspot minimum . The mean energy of these photoelectrons is a
fraction 8/15 of the initial energy^ or about 6 ev for the assumed initial
energy of 10 ev = This flux of photoelectrons supplies heat to both halves of
o
the protonospheric field tube with foot at latitude 40 at a total rate of8-2-1 8 -2 -1
3 X 10 ev cm sec o The remaining 3 x 10 ev cm sec is carried down-
ward in the form of kinetic energy across the 1000 km surface at the conjugate
end of the field tube and ultimately appears as thermal energy in the con-
jugate ionosphere =
It has been shown in Chapter 5 that a heat input rate of this order of
magnitude has no effect on the electron temperature in the daytime ionosphere.
It should be noted^ however^ that the time of sunrise and the time of sunset
may each differ considerably at magnetic conjugate points. A heat input of8-2-1
, ,
3 X 10 ev cm sec may be expected to have a significant effect on the
temperature and the structure of the ionosphere at the dark end of the field
tube. This is particularly so near sunspot maximum when the above figure
must be Increased by a factor of 5
.
For the case of complete symmetry with respect to the geomagnetic equator^
the escape fluxes from both hemispheres combine to supply heat to the field
o
tube with foot at latitude 40 and bounded by the equatorial plane at a rate
8 -2 -1
of 3 X 10 ev cm sec at sunspot minimum. This results in a downward flux
of thermal energy of the same magnitude through the 1000 km surface. This
heat flux has no effect on the thermal structure of the sunspot minimum iono-
sphere during the day. The same conclusion has been reached for the sunspot
maximum case.
This conclusion does not apply to the nighttime ionosphere. An estimate
of the thermal energy content of the protonospheric field tube has been
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combined with a time-dependent model of the nighttime cooling process to show
8 -2 -1
that a heat flux of about 10 ev cm. sec downward through the 1000 km
surface may be expected to persist throughout the night „ Comparison of the
electron temperature pi'ofile through the topside ionosphere deduced from this
heat input with nighttime temperature measurem.ents supports the conclusion
that this is the only significant source of heating of the nighttime ionosphere.
It has also been found that the tem.perature near and above the F2-layer m.axim.um
is sufficiently sensitive to the m.agnitude of the heat flux that small horizontal
inhomogeneit ies m the flux result in field-aligned irregularities of electron
density that closely resemble those which are often observed near the maximum
of the nighttime layer,
7.3 Suggestions for Further Research
The effect that a departure from thermal equilibrium has on the structure
of the ionosphere should be investigated. In particular, a study should be made
of: (1) the effect of the high electron temperature on the chemical processes
in the lower F- region and in the E-region, (2) the structure of the ionosphere
near sunrise and sunset, when large changes in electron and ion temperature
occur, (3) the effect of the large ion temperature gradient on the structure
of the topside.
The conclusions concerning the thermal structure of the protonsophere and
the thermal coupling between the ionosphere and protonosphere are based on cal-
o
culations for a field tube with foot at 40 geomagnetic latitude. It would be
desirable to extend this analysis to higher latitudes.
The conclusion that the protonosphere is the source of nighttime ionospheric
heating is based on a simple model of the cooling of a protonospheric field tube,
A more realistic description of this process is needed.
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